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The carbonate bodies of the basal Swift Formation (Upper Juras-
sic) occur as anomalous deflections on a relatively uniform mechani-
cal well log section. The areal distribution, stratigraphic rela-
tionships, and genesis of the carbonate bodies were determined by 
using the gamma ray log, the spontaneous-potential log, the resistivity 
log suite, and megascopic and microscopic core analysis. 
The carbonate bodies of the basal Swift Formation are coarsening-
upward sequences composed of predominantly sand-sized, recrystallized 
mollusk grains. These grains were transported by strong bottom cur-
rents across the irregular sea floor of the shallow epicontinental 
Jurassic sea, and were deposited under agitated water conditions in 
the offshore environment. These carbonate sand bodies are analogous 
to offshore bar deposits of similar age that are recognized across 
the mid-continent region. 
The carbonate sand bodies :1r-e up to 22 miles in length and 7 
miles in width, and attain a maximum thickness of 155 feet. The bio-
clastic sand bodies have a lower contact that is apparently 
1 
gradational with the underlying very fine-grained quartzarenites. 
The base of the carbonate body is composed of a finely-laminated, 
recrystallized molluscan packstone that has a low porosity and con-
tains moderate amounts of siliciclastic material in the matrix. 
This recrystallized molluscan packstorie becomes cleaner and coarsens 
upward into a massive (?), recrystallized molluscan grainstone with 
high moldic porosity and good permeability. The upper contact of 
the carbonate bodies is unconformable with the overlying basal lag 
deposit and the shales. 
The convex shape of the carbonate bodies, the high moldic 
porosity and good permeability of the grainstones, and the overlying 
shales make these basal Swift carbonate bodies good reservoir rocks. 
The absence of thermally generated hydrocarbons within the body prob-
ably results from the shallow depth of burial and the thermal im-
maturity of the surrounding shales. The possible presence of bio-
genic gas derived from the surrounding shales makes these deposits 
potential sites for exploration. 
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The carbonate bodies of the basal Swift Formation (Upper Juras-
sic) occur as anomalous deflections on a relatively uniform mechani-
cal well log section. The areal distribution, stratigraphic rela-
tionships, and genesis of the carbonate bodies were determined by 
using the gamma ray log, the spontaneous-potential log, the resistivity 
log suite, and megascopic and microscopic core analysis. 
The carbonate bodies of the basal Swift Formation are coarsening-
upward sequences composed of predominantly sand-sized, recrystallized 
mollusk grains. These grains were transported by strong bottom cur-
rents across the irregular sea floor of the shallow epicontinental 
Jurassic sea, and were deposited under agitated water conditions in 
the offshore environment. These carbonate sand bodies are analogous 
to offshore bar deposits of similar age that are recognized across 
the mid-continent region. 
The carbonaLe sand bodies arc up to 22 miles in length and 7 
miles in width, and attain a maximum thickness of 155 feet. The bio-
clastic sand bodies have a lower contact that is apparently grada-
tional with the underlying very fine-grained quartzarenites. The 
base of the carbonate body is composed of a finely-laminated, 
recrystallized molluscan packstone that has a low porosity and con-
tains moderate amounts of slliciclastic material in the matrix. 
This recrystallized molluscan packstonc becomes cleaner and 
coarsens upward into a massive (?), recrystallized molluscan 
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grainstone with high moldic porosity and good permeability. The upper 
contact of the carbonate bodies is unconformable with the overlying 
basal lag deposit and the shales. 
The convex shape of the carbonate bodies, the high moldic 
porosity and good permeability of the grainstones, and the overlying 
shales make these basal Swift carbonate bodies good reservoir rocks. 
The absence of thermally generated hydrocarbons within the body prob-
ably results from the shallow depth of burial and the thermal im-
maturity of the surrounding shales. The possible presence of bio-
genic gas derived from the surrounding shales makes these deposits 




During a study of the Cretaceous Inyan Kara Forma.tion within the 
Williston basin, Walter Moore and Sidney Anderson (North Dakota Geo-
logical Survey, personal communication 19801 recognized within the 
basal Swift Formation (Upper Jurassic) an unusually high resistivity 
deflection associated with a very low gamma ray reading. These anom-
alous deflections were discontinuous and developed only locally across 
the state. The beds causing the deflections were of particular inter-
est because of their rapid thickening and thinning, and their uncer-
tain lithology and genesis within a reasonably uniform basal Swift 
section. Well cuttings revealed that these high resistivity zones 
were probably carbonates enclosed by or interbedded with sand and 
shale. 
The Swift Formation is predominantly a transgressive-regressive, 
shallow marine deposit composed of dark gray to greenish shales and 
slightly calcareous, glauconitic siltstones and sandstones. Lo-
calized limestones have also been noted (Milner and Thomas 1954; 
Bluemle, Anderson, and Carlson 1980). 
The purpose of this study has been to critieally examine these 
carbonote bodies. In doing so, the author has mopped the location 
of the bodies reeognized within the study ~irea, attempted to 
1 
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stratigraphically define the bodies within the Swift Formation, at-
tempted to define the nature of the contacts between the bodies and the 
surrounding Swift Formation, and determined the genesis of the carbon-
ate bodies. 
Area of Study 
The Williston basin is an intracratonic basin of irregular shape 
located on the western periphery of the Canadian Shield just northeast 
of the central Rocky Mountains. The basin occupies portions of Mani-
toba, Saskatchewan, Montana, South Dakota, and North Dakota (Figure 1). 
Initial subsurface work located 53 apparently similar bodies 
widely scattered across the western half of the state of North Dakota 
(Figure 2). In this detailed study, examination of the carbonate 
bodies was limited to the area outlined in Figure 3, chosen for the 
known concentration of the bodies. 
Regional Setting 
The deposition of the Jurassic sediments within the northern 
Rocky Mountains and the Williston basin was predominantly a function 
of several transgressive-regressive cycles of a marine interior sea 
which extended from northwestern Canada southward into the northern 
Rocky Mountain region. No marine rocks of the Lower Jurassic have 
been recognized south of the Alberta Trough. Significant deposition 
probably did not occur in the Williston basin until Middle Jurassic 
time (Peterson 1958). 
Several tectonic features were active during the Middle and 
Late Jurassic within the Williston basin region. Figure 4 shows the 
3 
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Figure 2: Map showing the location of the carbonate bodies within 
the basal Swift Formation, initially recognized within the North Dakota 
portion of the Williston basin. 
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Figure 3: Location of the area of study within North Dakota. 
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Figure 4: Map of the paleotectonic features present during the 
Middle and Late Jurassic within the Williston basin region (after 
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Ancient Offshore Bars 
Offshore is defined as that zone seaward of the shoreface zone 
that is comparatively flat, is of variable width, and is always sub-
merged (Gary and others 1977, p. 491). Price (1968, p. 332) defined 
a bar as a "submerged ridge of detrital sediment which is large and 
less regularly spaced than ripple marks .•.. They are formed typi-
cally in shallow epicontinental or shelf waters by waves and cur-
rents . and are internally laminated." 
The literature dealing with any modern nearshore or offshore 
bar is virtually nonexistent. Davidson-Arnott and Greenwood (1974, 
1976) have given the most complete review of these bars which occur 
in the nearshore zone. These nearshore bars have been discussed in 
the section entitled, "Shoreface Deposits." 
The literature dealing with ancient offshore bars is abundant. 
The description of offshore bars will focus primarily upon the char-
acteristics of these ancient deposits. 
The morphology of the ancient offshore bar is fairly uniform. 
These bars are not rhythmically spaced but randomly scattered across 
the shelf, and individual bars tend to be parallel or sub-parallel 
to the paleoshorelines. They are elongate and tend to be slightly 
asymmetrical in cross-sectional view (Ilerven 1966; Exum 1973; 
Johnson 1977; Seeling 1978). Individual bars range from approxi-
mately 1.5 to 90 miles in length, 0.3 to 19 miles in width, and 
20 to 70 feP.t thick. 
The b,1se of the bar conforms to th0 configur.'.ltion of the under-
lying subst r,1te. This i s gcner.'.11 ly sub-lior izont.'.11 to horizontal 
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The Swift Formation is predominantly a elastic, shallow marine 
deposit composed of shales, siltstones, and sandstones. Thickness 
within the study area ranges from 264 feet in the northeastern corner 
to 497 feet in the southwestern corner (Plate 1). The Swift is trun-
cated in the southeastern corner of the state by the Inyan Kara Forma-
tion (Salisbury 1966). 
The basal 150 to 200 feet of the Swift Formation are predomi-
nantly beds of slightly calcareous, dark gray to greenish shales. 
Frequently these shales are interbedded with glauconitic siltstones 
and sandstones. Locally, carbonate units which tend to consist of 
sand-sized skeletal packstones and grainstones are present. These 
carbonate units vary from a few feet to 155 feet in thickness within 
the study area (Plate 2). The upper half of the Swift consists of 
shaly, glauconitic siltstones and sandstones with associated shales 
(Bluemle, Anderson, and Carlson 1980). 
The Lower Cretaceous Inyan Kara Formation unconformably over-
lies the Swift Formation within the study area. The lower Inyan Kara 
is a nonmarine, medium- to coarse-grained, quartzose sandstone con-
taining occasional lenses of bentonitic shale. The upper Inyan Kara 
is a transitional marine, light gray, fine- to coarse-grained, 
quartzose sandstone with interbedded shales (Bluemle, Anderson, and 
Carlson 1980). The maximum thickness of the Inyan Kara Formation 
within North Dakota is 450 feet. 
Previous Work and Review of the Nomenclature 
To date no detailed lithologic or stratigraphic study of in-
dividual formations within the Jurassic of North Dakota has been 
13 
completed. Only very generalized subsurface stratigraphic correla-
tions dealing with formational boundaries have been made (Stott 1955; 
Francis 1956; Peterson 1957; Salisbury 1966). 
A large number of fonnational names have been used in desig-
nating subdivisions in the Jurassic and, in many instances, different 
names have been used for the same stratigraphic unit. This nomencla-
tural complexity results from the variability in study areas, and the 
changing amounts and location of accurate subsurface data. The follow-
ing discussion is a brief review of the more pertinent nomenclature 
used within particular areas in and around the Williston basin 
(Table 1). 
In 1945, Cobban raised the marine Jurassic Ellis Formation 
(Peale 1893) to the rank of Group and subdivided it into three forma-
tions in ascending order: the Sawtooth, the Rierdon, and the Swift 
Formations. The Swift was described for exposures along the Swift 
Reservoir, Pondera County, Montana (Cobban 1945). He subdivided the 
Swift into two members. The lower member was a dark gray, non-
calcareous shale with a basal glauconitic sandstone. The upper member 
consisted of a fine-grained, dark, glauconitic sandstone with shale 
partings. Cobban considered the Swift Formation to disconformably 
overlie the Rierdon Formation and to be conformably overlain by the 
continental Morrison Formation. Imlay and others (1948) extended 
Cobban' s (l 9l15) t(!rminology to apply to similar rocks exposed and in 
the subsurface of c>astcrn Mont;_ino. 
Imlay (1947), working in the Black Hills of South Dakota and 
eastern Wyoming, re-examined Darton's (1899) Jurassic Sundance 
14 
TABLE I 
Review of Jurassic Nomenclature within the Williston Basin Area 
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Formation and subdivided it into five members (in ascending order), 
the Canyon Springs, the Stocka<le Beaver Shale, the Hul e tt Sandstone, 
the Lak, and the Redwater Shale. Imlay described the Redwater Shale 
as a greenish-gray to gray, fissile shale with some g~auconitic sand-
stones and thin limestones in the upper portion. He correlated this 
member with the Swift Formation of Montana. 
Milner and Thomas (1954), working with the Jurassic sediments 
in the subsurface in Saskatchewan, described and named four litho-
logic units: the Watrous, the Gravelbourg, the Shaunavon, and the 
Vanguard Formations. They further divided the Vanguard into three 
members. They described the lower member as a marine, green-gray, 
calcareous shale and correlated it with the Rierdon of Montana and 
North Dakota. The middle member of the Vanguard was described as a 
well-sorted, slightly calcareous, glauconitic sand with interbedded 
green shales and sandy, oolitic limestones. Milner and Thomas believed 
this to be roughly equivalent to the Swift Formation of Montana. The 
upper member consisted of marine shales near the base which graded 
upward into continental sands and variegated shales. 
Milner and Blakslee (1958) revised the original subdivisions 
of the Vanguard Formation designated by Milner and Thomas (1954) so 
that they could be easily distinguished on the resistivity log. 
They dropped the base of the mid<lle member to the top of the high 
resistivity kick ;it the top of the calL:areous shale ("Rierdon 
Shoulder;" within the mi<ldle member of Milner and Thomas 1954). They 
raised the top of the middle member of the Vanguard Formation to the 
base of the non-calcareous variegated shales (within the upper member 
of Milner and Thomas 1954). 
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Stott (1955) was the first to discuss the subsurface Jurassic 
stratigraphy in southwestern Manitoba, southeastern Saskatchewan, and 
northern North Dakota. Because of the relative proximity of the 
eastern limit of Jurassic deposition and the absence of distinguish-
ing characteristics of the Saskatchewan units, Stott proposed new 
nomenclature for the Middle and Upper Jurassic units in Manitoba. He 
designated these units as the Amaranth, the Reston, the Melita, and 
the Waskada Formations. The Waskada was described as being a 
"tongue-like extension from the Swift deposits of North Dakota" 
(Stott 1955, p. 26). Lithologically, the Waskada is composed of gray-
to-green shales with white, fine-grained, calcareous sandstones. 
Prior to 1951 and the discovery of oil in Williams County, North 
Dakota, regional correlation of the subsurface units within North 
Dakota was limited to a very few wells. Since that time, several 
attempts have been made at correlating the Jurassic formations of 
North Dakota with those of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Montana, Wyoming, 
and South Dakota. 
Laird and Towse (1953), using much of the first subsurface data 
in. the state, divided the Jurassic into the Ellis Group and the 
Morrison Form.::ition. They further divid e d the Ellis Group into the 
Piper and Sundance Formations, with the Sundance being equivalent 
to the Rierdon and the Swift Formations in Mont.::ina. 
In 1956, Francis ex.'.lmined the Jurassic sediments found in the 
subsurface of the ~~illiston b.::isin and c1ttempted to correlate them 
with their respective type sections. Within North Dakota, Francis 
developed two sets of nomenclature for the Jurassic. He extended 
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Imlay's (1948) central Montana units (Piper, Rierdon, and Swift For-
mations) and the Black Hills Gypsum Springs Formation into the sub-
surface of northwestern North Dakota. Francis then designated an ar-
bitrary cut-off and implemented the Sundance nomenclature for the re-
mainder of the state, when he could no longer differentiate the Piper, 
Rierdon, and Swift Formations in the subsurface. 
Peterson (1957), also working within the Williston basin, ex-
tended Imlay's (1948) nomenclature into the subsurface of western 
North Dakota. Using lithologic and paleontologic data, he carried 
these correlations further east than Francis (1956), further limiting 
the usage of Sundance within North Dakota. 
In 1965, Carlson and Anderson, in a paper discussing the sedi-
mentary and tectonic history of the Williston basin, returned to the 
use of Sundance Group throughout the state. No formational names were 
discussed. 
Salisbury (1966), working within North Dakota, returned to the 
Piper, Rierdon, Swift, and Morrison nomenclature. Since that time 
the Sundance Formation has not been used within the North Dakota 
portion of the Williston basin. No major changes in the nomenclature 
of the Swift Formation within the state have occurred since 1966. 
At the present time, the North Dakota Geological Survey is 
formally using the Piper, Rierdon, and Swift Formations (Bluemle, 
Anderson, and Carlson 1981). No rocks equivalent to the Morrison 
Formation are recognized within the state. The author has chosen the 
formation tops within tile study area to agree with those in use by 
the North Dakota Geological Survey. 
METHODS OF STUDY 
For purposes of this study, data were collected primarily from 
mechanical well logs made available by the North Dakota Geological 
Survey, Grand Forks, North Dakota. To assure uniformity of correla-
tion and data between wells, the spontaneous-potential log, the gamma 
ray log, the resistivity log suite, and the dual induction log were 
used most frequently. 
All well logs (680) within the study area were used to construct 
a structure contour map of the top of the Rierdon Formation, an iso-
pach map of the Swift Formation, and a map showing the location and 
thickness of the carbonate bodies in question. A total of 16 strati-
graphic cross sections were prepared to show the stratigraphic changes 
of the carbonate bodies. 
To date only one well within North Dakota, Terra Resources, Inc., 
"Abrahamson ti 1-35," NDGS well No. 6179, has a core of the lower half 
of the Swift Formation. This core was made available and studied in 
the North Dakota Geological Survey's Core and Sample Library in Grand 
Forks, North Dakota. 
This core was examined and described using a hand lens, core 
slabs, and petrographic thin-sections. X-ray diffraction and the 
scanning electron microscope were used to determine the . mineralogy 
of the opaques within the core. Eighty-sL'ven thin-sections were made 
and studied with a reflecting binocular microscope. Select 
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petrographic thin-sections were stained with Alizarin Red Stain (Fried-
man 1959) to differentiate calcite from dolomite. The carbonates were 
described using Dunham's (1962) classification. The siliciclastics 
were described using Folk's (1974) classification. 
Although well cuttings are available from almost all wells 
drilled within the state, no detailed descriptions of the Swift Forma-
tion were made using them, due to the inherent inaccµracies in the data 
received from them. Occasionally, samples from selected wells were 
quickly examined to verify, if possible, the presence or absence of 
carbonate fragments. 
TYPE WELL LOG CHARACTERISTICS 
Mechanical well logs consisting of gamma ray logs, spontaneous-
potential logs, the resistivity log suite, and the dual induction logs 
were used to determine thickness, structure, basic lithology, and cor-
relation of the Swift Formation. Due to the local variability within 
the lower Swift Formation, four wells showing . good log character and 
distributed across the study area were chosen as type logs (Figures 
5, 6, 7, 8, and 9). NDGS well No. 6834, No. 8089, and No. 8260 were 
located in areas of high well density. NDGS well No. 6179 was located 
in an area of low well density. 
All four type wells exhibited the same gross log character 
(Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9). Closer examination shows that these wells 
do have distinct differences, particularly within the lower three-
fifths of the formation (Units A-D). These differences will be dis-
cussed further in the following section concerning the Swift Forma-
tion. 
Underlying Formation 
The Rierdon Formation conformably underlies the Swift Formation 
throughout the study area. The contact between the Swift and the 
Rierdon is identified by a clwrac teristic log marker called the 
"Rierdon Shoulder" (Francis 1956, p. 31) (Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9). 
It is recognized by a sharp increase in the radioactivity of the gamma 
ray log and a sudden decrease in the resistivity readings upward. 
20 
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Figure 5: Map showing the location of the type well logs used 
for correlation of the basal Swift Formation within the area of study. 
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Figure 6: Typical gamma ray log, spontaneous-potential log, and 
resistivity log of the Swift Formation, NDGS well No. 6834, Mountrail 
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Figure 7: Typical gamma ray log, spontaneous-potential log and 
resistivity log of the Swift Formation, NDGS well No. 8260, Renville 
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Figure 8: Typical ganuna ray log, spontaneous-potential log, and 
resistivity log of the Swift Formation, NDGS well No. 8089, Burke 
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Figure 9: Typical gamma ray log, spontaneous-potential log and 
resistivity log of a carbonate body within the basal Swift Formation, 
NDGS well No. 6179, Mountrail County, North Dakota. 
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Below the "shoulder" and above the Piper Formation, the gamma ray log 
and the resistivity log of the Rierdon Formation are convex toward 
the log boundaries. 
Swift Formation 
The overall log character of the Swift Formation tends to be the 
same throughout the study area. The basal portion of the Swift is 
recognized by its high gamma ray readings and low resistivity readings. 
These characteristics gradually change upsection as the radioactivity 
of the gamma ray decreases and the resistivity increases slightly. 
Little consistent change in the spontaneous-potential log occurs. 
The major concern of this study has been the lower half to three-
fifths of the Swift Formation. It is within this interval that the 
carbonate bodies and variability in log character occur. It should 
be noted that the units designated within the Swift (other than the 
carbonate bodies) were not chosen with detailed lithologic differen-
tiation as the sole objective. In some cases, unit boundaries were 
also based on characteristic marker deflections which were used for 
correlation purposes. 
Characteristics of NDGS Well No. 6834 and Well No. 8260 
Harathon Oil Co., "Craft It l," NDGS well No. 6834 and T. I. 
Leben and i\ssoc., "Vcndscl et al. ii 1," HOGS well No. 8260 show 
similar detailed lug clwractcr in Units i\ through D (Figures 7 and 8). 
Unit A is characterized by a highly radioactive gamma ray log that 
is associatcdwith low resistivity readings. Lithologically, these 
two criteria tend to be indicative of a mudstone or shale. 
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Three recognizable deflections make up Unit B, and show a distinct 
change in log character from Unit A. These deflections are character-
ized by a decrease in the gamma ray log and an increase in the resis-
tivity readings. This unit would indicate an increase in coarser, 
siltier material. 
Unit C corresponds to a gradational change in log character. 
The radioactivity tends to be higher at the base of the unit and to 
decrease upsection as the corresponding resistivity increases. This 
indicates a return to a more shaly section than Unit Band then a 
gradual increase in the concentration of coarser material near the 
top of Unit C. 
Unit Dis recognized by the gradual decrease in the radioactivity 
of the gamma ray log with an associated decrease in the resistivity 
log. These two characteristics, when associated, indicate a zone 
which is coarsening upward and contains decreasing quantities of 
shaly material upward, and is possibly developing some porosity. 
Unit Eis primarily a zone that shows a definite low in the 
radioactivity of the gamma ray log associated with a more active 
resistivity log. This unit reflects the predominance of silts and 
sands over finer elastics. 
Characteristics of NDGS Well No. 8089 
Texas Oil and G:1s Curp., "Sawyer-State II l," NDGS well No. 
8089 is localed in the northwPstern corner l)f the study area, the 
area of highest well concentration (Figure 6). The overall log 
character is very similar to well No. 6834 and well No. 8260, but 
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differences are more obvious. Designation of Units A through Care 
based primarily upon characteristic marker deflections on the resis-
tivity log (Figure 8). Each of these deflections marks the beginning 
of a more resistive overlying unit; Bis more resistive than A; and 
C is more resistive than B. The gamma ray log in Units A through 
C shows considerable activity but no lithologic distinctions can be 
made. Log character indicates a silty shale or mudstone. 
Unit Dis differentiated by a gradual decrease in the radio-
activity of the gamma ray log, associated with a more active resis-
tivity log. The character and lithology of this section closely cor-
respond to Unit Con NDGS log No. 6834 and 8260. Unit D becomes very 
clean (very low radioactivity) on the gamma ray log and may assume a 
log character similar to that of the carbonate bodies. The resistiv-
ity log is also different. This curve has a very sporadic character, 
and varies rapidly between high and low resistivity readings. I 
have not considered this unit to be a carbonate but a siliciclastic 
sand. Lithology logs describe this unit as a quartzose sand with 
occasional thin limy stringers. 
The last unit on well No. 8089 is recognized by a characteris-
tic increase in the radioactivity of the gamma ray log. A sharp 
increase and then a falling off in the radioactivity mark the 
boundary between Units D and E. Although the radioactivity log 
shows a gradual decrease in this unit, this is not always the case. 
There may be a sud<lL·n increase in the rosistivity. Unit E tends to 
closely correspond to tlH' upper portion of Unit D on NDGS log No. 
6834 and No. 8260. 
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Between Units C and D (Figure 8) a sharp decrease in the radio-
activity with a corresponding sudden increase in the resistivity 
occurs. This reflects the log character of the carbonate bodies as 
initially described by Moore and Anderson (North Dakota Geological 
Survey, personal communication : 1980) and recognized by the present 
author. ... 
Characteristics of NDGS Well No. 6179 
Terra Resources, Inc., "Abrahamson II 1-35," NDGS well No. 6179 
is the only well within the study area that has a core which has 
penetrated a carbonate body within the lower Swift Formation. Figure 
9 shows the log character associated with this well developed carbon-
ate body. Units A, C, and D correspond to the same units on well logs 
No. 6834 and No. 8260. Unit Bis absent in this well due to the 
presence of the body. 
This log shows a decrease in the radioactivity of the gamma 
ray log with the concurrent increase in the resistivity log that is 
associated with the base of the carbonate bodies (Figure 9). Little 
change in the gamma ray curve occurs moving upsection until the 
upper ten feet are reached, at which point the radioactivity de-
creases again. The resistivity readings gradually increase upwards 
with a sudden increo.se in the last ten feet. The spontaneous-
potential log gradually reverses moving up through the carbonate 
body, with a maximum reversal occurring in the upper ten feet. This 
reversal is indicative of formation fluids that are fresher than 
the driJ ling flui<ls. TIH'se log characteristics, in conj unction 
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with core data, confirm the sensitivity of the logs to the change of 
the relatively clean carbonate as it coarsens upward. 
The upper contact of the body with the overlying sediments is 
recognized by a sharp increase in the radioactivity, and a notable 
shift of the spontaneous-potential log back to a mudstone or a shale. 
Overlying Formation 
The Lower Cretaceous Inyan Kara Formation unconformably overlies 
the Swift Formation throughout the study area. Because of the nature 
of this contact, it can be difficult to distinguish on the mechanical 
well logs. Generally the contact can be associated with one or more 
of the following: a sudden decrease in the radioactivity of the gamma 
ray log (Figures 6, 8, and 9), a sudden positive shift in the spon-
taneous-potential log (Figures 6 and 9), or a sharp increase or de-
crease in the resistivity log (Figures 7, 8, and 9). 
The Inyan Kara is recognized by an erratic self-potential log, 
actively changing resistivity readings, and alternating increases 
(shales or mudstones) and decreases (sands) in the radioactivity of 
the gamma ray log. 
RESULTS OF THE MECHANICAL WELL LOG DATA 
General Statement 
Data gathered from the mechanical well logs were used to con-
struct a series of subsurface maps and stratigraphic cross sections. 
A structure contour map of the top of the Rierdon Formation, an iso-
pach map of the Swift Formation, and a map showing the locat.ion and 
thickness of the carbonate bodies within the lower Swift were con-
structed. 
A total of 16 stratigraphic cross sections were constructed 
within the study area (Plate 3). Of the 16 cross sections, six 
(three east-west and three north-south) were constructed to give an 
overall view of the general stratigraphy of the Swift Formation and 
its relationship to the surrounding formations. The remaining 10 
cross sections were constructed through the major fields within the 
study area (Table 2). These cross sections provided the necessary 
detail to critically evaluate the stratigraphic positions of the 
bodies and their relationship to the surrounding units. 
Areal Extent and Thickness of the Swift Formation 
- -----
and [ts Carbonate Bodies 
The Swift Formation is found throughout the subsurface in North 
Dakota. It is truncated in the southeastern corner of the state by 
the overlying Inyan Kara Formation (Salisbury 1966) and is thickest 
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The isopach map of the Swift Formation (Plate 1) shows the 
change in thickness of the formation across the study area. The thick-
ness ranges from 264 feet in the northeastern corner to 497 feet in 
the southwestern corner. Isolated areas of thickening and thinning 
occur throughout the study area. These areas are most likely related 
to the post-Swift--pre-Inyan Kara erosional surface, and possibly 
differential Dunham Salt dissolution (Salisbury 1966). The erosional 
upper contact may show misleading and erroneous structural features 
on the underlying Rierdon Formation when the stratigraphic cross sec-
tions are flattened on the Swift top. 
The preliminary subsurface study showed that 53 carbonate bodies 
of similar log character were widely scattered across the western half 
of North Dakota (Figure 3). Twenty-one of these 53 bodies were found 
within close proximity of one another and were used to delineate the 
study area. 
The detailed examination of all of the available well logs 
within the study area resulted in the recognition of a much larger 
number of these bodies characterized by very low radioactivity read-
ings and associated very high resistivity readings. Plate 2 shows 
the areal extent and thickness of these bodies. They tend to be 
scattered throughout the study area, and are much more extensive than 
the initial investigation of the state suggested. In the wells pene-
trating a carbon:1te body, only one body was present. No multiple 
bodies of carbonate were encountered. No two distinct, continuous 
horizons could be defined as boundaries for the carbonate bodies 
within the study area due to the regional changes in the stratigraphic 
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position of the carbonate bodies and the local variability in thick-
ness. It should be noted that the location and thickness map of the 
carbonate bodies (Plate 2) is not an isopach or an isochore map, but 
only a map showing the thickness of total carbonate within the basal 
Swift Formation. 
The variability in the thicknesses of carbonate bodies w1thin 
the lower Swift Formation is distinctive (Plate 2). Only six well logs 
show a body over 100 feet thick (Table 3). - Of these six bodies, the 
maximum thickness penetrated was 155 feet (NDGS well No. 6289). Most 
bodies recognized were less than 50 feet thick, and the thinnest car-
bonate body recognized was four feet (NDGS well No. 4406 and No. 8204). 
Regionally, the carbonate bodies have predominantly a north-
northeast to south-southwest trend or a north-northwest to south-
southeast trend with a limited east-west extent (Plate 2). Within 
some of these elongate trends, distinct pods or mounds of thicker 
carbonate, separated by the thinning or complete absence of carbonate, 
can be delineated. These areas of thicker carbonate are somewhat 
elliptical in nature, with their longer axis trending slightly per-
pendicular to the overall trend. This is particularly true in the 
eastern portion of the study area. 
Comparing the isopach map of the Swift Formation (Plate 1) 
with the map of total carbonate thickness (Plate 2) reveals some 
possible relationships lwtween the two. In making these comparisons, 
it should be kept in mind that the effects of differential salt 
solution and the post-Swift erosional surface on the present con-
figuration of the Swift isopach map cannot be fully assessed. 
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TABLE 3 
Wells with Swift Carbonate Bodies over One Hundred Feet Thick 
NDGS Well Ho. Operator and Name Location Thickness 
6239 Brooks Exploration, Inc. NESW-10-155-91 155 ft. 
Harstad et al. fl 1 
6734 Brooks Exploration, Inc. NWSE-10-155-91 135 ft. 
Harstad If 10-1 
6376 Brooks Exploration, Inc. SWSE-10-155-91 108 ft. 
Har s tad et al. 112 
2816 Davis Oil Co. SWSE-12-154-92 110 ft. 
Len Carkuff If 1 
6295 Hawn Brothers NENE-35-157-87 106 ft. 
Arne Haaland II 1 
>'c6179 Terra Resources, Inc. NWSE-35-155-88 109 ft. 
Abrahamson If 1-35 
*Core 
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The most striking correlation occurs along the 400-foot isopach 
of the Swift Formation and the zero limit of the carbonates to the 
west and south of Donnybrook, Berthold, Lonetree, and South Lonetree 
fields in the eastern portion of the study area, In this area the 
carbonate bodies occur where the Swift Formation is slightly thinner 
( < 400 feet) and they are absent in areas where the Swift becomes 
noticeably thicker ( > 400 feet}. The relationship between the location 
and thickness of the carbonate bodies and the changing thickness of 
the Swift Formation might indicate that a shelf edge or break in the 
basin topography was present here during the deposition of the lower 
Swift. 
In other localized areas, the opposite seems to be true; the car-
bonate bodies seem to occur where the Swift Formation is showing some 
thickening. The area in and around the Stanley field best demonstrate 
this situation. Three of the thickest carbonate bodies penetrated 
.in the study area coincide with a noticeable thickening of the Swift 
Formation in this local area. This might imply that the thickening 
of the Swift Formation in the Stanley field, and in other similar 
areas, was due to the presence of the thick carbonate bodies or lows 
within the top of the Rierdon Formation. 
Characteristics of the Carbonate Bodies 
Log Character 
The mechanical well log character of the carbonate bodies lo-
cated within the study ~rea is, in most cases, very similar to that 
recognized initially by Moore and Anderson (North Dakota Geological 
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Survey, personal communication 1980) and the well log of the "Abraham-
son# 1-35" (Figure 9). Recognition of the gradual coarsening-upwards 
character of the unit is limited in the thinner (0-20 feet) carbonate 
bodies. These thinner bodies are distinguished solely by the very low 
gamma ray log readings and associated high resistivity readings. 
Although the well log character of the bodies remains fairly 
consistent within the study area, a change in the character of the 
carbonate bodies occurs locally within the Berthold, Lonetree, and 
South Lonetree fields (Plates 3, 10, and 11). The well logs in this 
area show the same overall low radioactivity readings, and coarsening-
upward log character previously described. The upper and lower con-
tacts of the carbonate bodies are still distinguished by the same 
changes in the gamma ray log and the resistivity log described in the 
type well log No. 6179 (Figure 9). A thin shaly zone occurs within 
these bodies. It is recognized by an increased gamma ray curve and a 
low resistivity reading (Plate 10, 1-1 1 ). For example, on well log No. 
6932 the lower portion of the carbonate unit would correspond to the 
slightly shalier, finer basal portion of the carbonate body in the 
"Abralwmson If 1-35" (Figure 9), while the upper portion of No. 6932 
would coincide with the cleaner, coarser upper unit of the carbonate 
body in the "Abrahamson fl 1-35." The upper portion of the carbonate 
unit does not occur in some instances (Plate 10, I-I', well No. 5520). 
The shaly zon e seems to indicate a decr0ase in carbonate deposition 
or growth, and an increase in elastic deposition. Tl1is same type 
of mech~rnical well log churac ter is also recognized in NDGS well No. 
7910 (Plate 5, B-B'; Plate 7, F-F'). A lithology log confirms this 
body as a limestone containing a shaly zone. 
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Relationship to the Underlying Formation 
The present structural configuration of the Rierdon within 
the study area shows a small portion of the edge of the Williston 
basin (Plate 4). No relationship between the present structure on 
top of the Rierdon Formation and the presence of the carbonate bodies 
was established. 
No consistent correlation between the occurrence of the car-
bonate bodies and the paleostructure on the top of the Rierdon For-
mation was made. The first reliable and locally continuous log 
markers available are located approximately 250 feet above the top 
of the Rierdon. The cross sections hung on these local markers reveal 
some minor structural changes in the Rierdon surface. It should be 
kept in mind, however, that because of the time between the datum 
and the Rierdon, structural changes could have occurred during the 
accumulation of the sediments between them. 
Some of the thicker, more prominent, carbonate bodies tend to 
occur within or over the lows within the top of the Rierdon Forma-
tion. The thinner units tend to be associated with structurally 
higher areas. G-G' and H-H' (Plates 8 and 9) through the Stanley 
field and L-L' (Plate 12) through the Donnybrook field best illus-
trate this. No relationship between the occurrence of the structural 
lows or highs in the Rierdon Formation and the presence of the car-
bonates can be discuss~J in other areas. This tends to be the case 
within the Berthold, Lonctree, and South Lonetree fields (Plate 10, 
I-I'); between the ChoL1 .:ind Lake Darling fields (Plate 14, N-N'); 
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and in the northernmost portion of the study area (Plate 15, 0-0'; 
and 16, P-P'). 
Stratigraphic Position 
Throughout the study area the carbonate bodies are limited to 
the basal 150 feet of the Swift Formation. Regional correlation can-
not be established. Moving laterally towards the northern and north-
eastern portion of the study area, the bodies seem to move gradually 
upwards within the lower Swift section (Plate 6, C-C'; 14, N-N'; 15, 
0-0'; and 16, P-P'). 
Detailed correlations show that the bodies occupy relatively 
unifonn stratigraphic positions within more localized areas. Those 
carbonate bodies within the Berthold, Lonetree, and South Lonetree 
fields (Plate 10, I-I'; and 11, J-J', K-K'); the Donnybrook to South-
west Aurelia fields (Plate 12, L-L'); and the northernmost corner of 
the study area (Plate 15, 0-0'; and 16, P-P') exemplify this situa-
tion. These different areas illustrate that the variation in strati-
graphic position of the carbonate bodies may occur by area. For 
example, the carbonates present within the Berthold, Lonetree, and 
South Lonetree fields (Plate 10, I-I'; and 11, J-J', K-K') occur 
0 to 20 feet above the Rierdon Formation, while in the fields within 
the northwestern corner of the area (Plate 15, 0-0'; and 16, P-P') 
contain carbonate bodies that occur 130 to 150 feet above the top of 
the Rierdon Formation. The bodies occur approximately 30 to 70 feet 
above the base of the Swift Formation between these two areas. Note 
that bec.:rnse nf thl' grcatl'r lateral extent of cross section L-L' 
(Plate 12), more than one carbonate body is encompassed. 
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Some exceptions to a uniform stratigraphic position within a 
localized area occur, as shown by the H-H' cross section through the 
Stanley field (Plate 9). Even though carbonate bodies in adjacent 
wells begin and end in different stratigraphic positions, they seem 
to have some initial stratigraphic continuity with one another. 
Units A, B, and Care most affected by the occurrence of the 
carbonate bodies. The bodies tend to be most often surrounded by 
Units Band C, but some of the thicker carbonates do involve Unit A. 
The carbonate bodies occur at the expense of these three units, and 
very little to no noticeable increase in the overall thickness of 
the Swift Formation is observed. The relationship of the individual 
units to the carbonates will be disussed further in the following 
section. 
The upper contact of adjacent carbonate units rarely occurs in 
the same stratigraphic position. Within the stuoy area, the upper 
contact of the bodies occurs anywhere within the basal 150 feet of 
the formation, but it does not extend into Unit D. Some of the 
thicker carbonate bodies and those bodies occurring higher in the 
s~ction seem to terminate within 30 feet of Unit D (Plate 6, C-C'; 
9, H-H'; 10, 1-1 1 ; 12, L-L'; 13, M-M'; 14, N-N'; 15, 0-0'; and 16, 
·p-p'). 
Relation s hip between the Carbonate Bodies and 
the Surrounding Formations and Units 
Rierdon and Inyan K.:ira Formations 
As previously st.:ited, no absolute statement can he made concern-
ing the relationship between the carbonate bodies and the Rierdon 
paleostructure. 
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Figure 10: Map showing the thickness of the Triassic Dunham Salt 
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The Swift-Inyan Kara contact does not appear to be affected by 
the presence of individual carbonate bodies. Throughout most of the 
study area this contact shows some relief. Along the eastern margin 
of the study area, the contact between the Swift and the Inyan Kara 
becomes noticeably more irregular (Plate 5, A-A', B-B'; 7, F-F'; 13, 
M-M'; and 14, N-N'). This irregularity may be related to the prox-
imity of the eastern limit of Dunham Salt solution (Anderson 1964) 
(Figure 10) or the presence of channels related to the deposition of 
the nonmarine Inyan Kara Formation. 
Unit A 
Unit A (Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9) is present throughout most of 
the study area, and it maintains much of the same well log character 
as seen in the type well logs. Regionally, Unit A varies between 0 
and 40 feet. This can be seen on the more detailed stratigraphic 
cross sections. The changing thickness is related to the presence 
or absence of the carbonate bodies and the changes in the structure 
on top of the Rierdon Formation. 
Unit A within the Stanley field (Plate 8, G-G'; and 9, H-H'), 
the Donnybrook to Southwest Aurelia fields (Plate 12, L-L'), and the 
Northeast Foothills to Woburn fields (Plate 15, 0-0'; and 16, P-P') 
maintains a relatively uniform thickness regardless of changes in the 
Rierdon surface. No carbonate bodies occur in Unit A in these areas. 
Within the Cltola, Lockwood, L:1kc Darling, and Macobee Coulee 
fields (Plate 13, M-M'; .:m<l 14, N-N'), Unit A's thickness varies 
with changes in the configuration of the top of the Rierdon Forma-
tion. Unit A tends to thin over minor highs and thicken through 
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the lows in the Rierdon structure. This indicates that some struc-
tural relief did exist on the top of the Rierdon Formation when Unit 
A was being deposited. A few minor changes in the thickness of Unit 
A due to structural changes in the Rierdon also occur within the 
Berthold, Lonetree, and South Lonetree fields (Plate 10, I-I'; and 
11, J-J', K-K'). 
In the southeastern corner of the study area, Unit A is absent 
(Plate 5, A-A'; and 7, F-F'). The top of the Rierdon Formation in 
this area is noticeably higher than in the surrounding areas. Cross 
sections A-A' and F-F' show Unit A gradually pinching out as it moves 
onto this high. Unit B sits directly upon the Rierdon Formation in 
this local area. 
The most notable change in the thickness of Unit A generally 
occurs when a carbonate body begins within the unit. The best example 
of this is within the Berthold, Lonetree, and South Lonetree fields 
(Plate 10, I-I'; and 11, J-J', K-K'). The carbonate bodies in this 
area occur within 30 feet of the top of the Rierdon Formation. These 
bodies either partially or completely remove Unit A. 
Unit B 
Unit B occurs directly above Unit A and is present throughout 
the study area. The mechanical well log character of Unit Bis 
fairly consistent with the ch:1ractcr described in each of the type 
well logs (Figures 6, 7, 8 am! 9). The thickness of Unit B varies 
between O and 60 feet acn,ss the study .irea. Unlike Unit A, Unit B 
is affected only by the presence o[ the carbonate bodies and not by 
the relief on the underlying Rierdon Formation. 
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The carbonate bodies are most often found to originate within 
Unit B throughout the southern portion of the study area. Three well 
log deflections characterized by low ganuna ray readings and increased 
resistivity readings (indicative of slightly coarser material) make 
up Unit B. In those wells penetrating thick carbonate bodies (.> 75 
feet), all of Unit B may be absent (Plate 8, G-G'; 10, I-I'; 11, 
J-J', K-K'; and 12, L-L'). In many instances where the carbonate 
body penetrated is not as thick or is higher in the section, the 
upper one or two log deflections within Unit B may be absent (Plate 5, 
B-B'; 8, G-G'; 9, H-H'; 12, L-L'; and 13, 11-M'). There are cases 
where a well not containing a carbonate body, yet in close proximity 
to a well that does, may also be missing an upper portion of Unit B 
(~late 5, B-B'; and 13, M-M'). This suggests that the presence of the 
carbonate body did affect the deposition of the surrounding sedi-
ments. Within the northern portion of the study area, Unit Bis 
present and maintains a relatively uniform thickness (approximately 
45 to 55 feet) (Plate 15, 0-0'; and 16, P-P'). The carbonates in 
this area occur above Unit Band therefore do not affect it. 
Unit C 
Unit C occurs above Unit B, and is present throughout the study 
area. It is recognized on the mechanical well logs by a gradual de-
crease in the r-.1dioactivity nn<l an increase in the resistivity up-
section. 
Unit C shows the most variability in thickness of any of the 
units. It varies from a minimum of 20 feet within the Stanley field 
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to a maximum of 110 feet within the Berthold field. The variability 
in Unit C is directly related to the presence of the carbonate bodies. 
Most of the carbonate bodies originate within Units A or B, 
and they are terminated at random stratigraphic positions within Unit 
C. This results in the elimination of the lower portion of Unit C 
over much of the study area. The amount of Unit C eliminated is a 
function of the thickness of the carbonate unit and its stratigraphic 
position. Cross sections G-G' and H-H' through the Stanley field 
(Plates 8 and 9) best illustrate this. It is evident in cross sec-
tion H-H' that as the carbonate bodies increase in thickness, less 
of Unit C remains. Unit C's thickness decreases as the base of the 
bodies moves upsection. This same situation can be seen within 
other parts of the study area (Plate 5, B-B'; 7, E-E', F-F'; 10, I-I; 
12, L-L'; and 14, N-N'). 
Some carbonate bodies occur only within Unit C, as observed 
in the very northern portion of the study area (Northeast Foothills 
to Woburn fields). The carbonate bodies occur at the very top of 
Unit C (Plate 15, 0-0'; and 16, P-P'). The lower portion of Unit C 
is always present and has a relatively uniform thickness (approxi-
mately 50 to 65 feet) across the study area. 
Unit D 
Unit Dis present throughout the study area. The well log 
character of Unit U in the southern two-thirds of the study area can 
be recognized by low gamma ray readings associated with declining 
resistivity readings (Figures 6 and 7). ~1en these two log charac-
teristics correspond they can be interpreted as representing possible 
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porosity. Unit D can be differentiated in the remaining one-third of 
the study area by a gradual decrease in the gamma ray log associated 
with an increased resistivity reading (Figure 8). Unit D contains no 
carbonate bodies. The thickness of this unit is locally quite vari-
able, and ranges from 10 feet to 70 feet across the study area. 
The local variability in the thickness seems to be related to 
the presence of a carbonate unit within the underlying units. This 
is particularly true in the southern two-thirds of the study area. 
I~ some localized areas Unit D thins noticeably over carbonate bodies 
that are quite thick (generally greater than 75 feet) or occur strati-
graphically higher in the basal Swift Formation. This results in 
the extension of the carbonate bodies well up into Unit C. This is 
illustrated on cross sections G-G', H-H', L-L', and N-N' (Plates 8, 
9, 12, and 14). On cross section H-H', it can be easily seen that 
over the thicker carbonate bodies (well No. 6695 and No. 6734) Unit 
Dis 10 to 15 feet thick. The thickness of the unit increases to 30 
to 40 feet within those wells containing a thinner carbonate body or 
no carbonate body. 
There are areas where changes in the thickness of Unit D can-
not be directly related to individual carbonate bodies. Comparing 
Unit Din cross section I-I' (Plate 10) with the location thickness 
map of the carbonate bodies (Plate 2) shows that changes in Unit D's 
thickness are related to the overall configuration and change in 
thickness of the carbonate units as a whole. Unit D (Plate 10, 
I-I') tends to thicken between the carbonate mounds and thin over the 
center of the mounds. 
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Unit D tends to maintain a relatively constant thickness in 
those areas where no carbonate bodies have been penetrated (Plate 13, 
M-M'). It seems possible that Unit D may represent depositional thin-
ning over areas of higher relief (structural or topographic), or thin-
ning due to differential compaction of sediments overlying the carbon-
ate bodies. 
A different situation occurs within the northern portion of the 
study area (Plate 15, 0-0'; and 16, P-P'). Unit Dis not affected 
by the presence of the carbonate bodies within Unit C. The well log 
character of Unit D (Figure 8) suggests that its gross lithology and 
porosity differ from Unit D within the southern two-thirds of the 
study area. 
Unit E 
Unit Eis the last unit defined within the basal Swift Forma-
tion. This unit overlies Unit D and it has approximately the same 
well log character as previously described (Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9). 
Unit Eis present throughout the study area. 
The thickness of Unit E varies from a minimum of 30 feet with-
in the Stanley field (Plate 8, G-G'; and 9, H-H'), to a maximum of 
75 feet within the Berthold to South Lonetree area (Plate 10, 1-I'). 
The unit does not vary in thickness by more than 20 to 25 feet across 
most localized areas (Plate 8, G-G'; 9, H-H'; 10, I-I'; 12, L-L'; 14, 
N-N'; and 15, 0-0'). Changes in thickness do not appear to be 
directly related to the presence of tl1e carbonate bodies, but are 
more related to changes tl1at occurred in Unit D's thickness or strati-
graphic position (Plate 10, 1-1'; and 12, L-L'). 
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Sununary of Observations 
The data, as presented, have shown that variability within the 
designated units occurs, and that much of the variability is due to 
the presence of the carbonate bodies. 
Several general statements concerning the carbonate bodies and 
the surrounding units can be made. 
1. On a regional basis, the carbonate bodies appear to be ran-
domly located across the study area. 
2. The carbonate bodies are variable in thickness, both re-
gionally and locally. 
3. The carbonate bodies occur in different stratigraphic posi-
tions regionally. Locally, they tend to occupy approximately the same 
stratigraphic position. 
4. The carbonate bodies occur at the expense of Units A, B, 
and C. 
5. Unit Dis younger than the carbonate bodies, but it appears 
to be affected by the presence of the carbonate bodies in the under-
lying units. 
6. Unit E appears to be only indirectly affected by the pres-
ence of the carbonate bodies. 
7. No accurate map of the paleostructure on top of the Rierdon 
Formation using younger markers can be constructed due to the presence 
of the carbonate bodies, the erosional upper surface of the Swift 
Formation, and tl1c possibility of differential Dunham Salt solution. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE CARBONATE BODY PENETRATED BY 
THE TERRA RESOURCES, INC., "ABRAHAMSON II 1-35" 
General Statement 
To date, only one well penetrating the carbonate bodies under 
study has been cored within North Dakota (Terra Resources, Inc., 
"Abrahamson It 1-35," NDGS well No. 6179) (Figures 9 and 11). This core 
was megascopically and microscopically examined to obtain more de-
tailed information concerning textures, sedimentary structures, and 
diagenesis. References to particular sections of the core will be 
made using well depths, and will therefore be consistent with the 
depth markings on the core and the mechanical well log. 
The interval cored extended from 5020 to 5195 feet, and 175 feet 
of core was recovered. The limestone penetrated was 109 feet thick 
and extended from 5086 to 5195 feet. The 66 feet of material over-
lying the limestone consists of shales, mudstones, siltstones, and 
quartzarenites. Figure 12 shows the log of the "Abrahamson ft 1-35" 
and the total interval cored. The mechanical well log characteristics 
for the "Abrahamson II 1-35" were described under the section entitled 
TYPE WELL LOG CHARACTERISTICS. 
Table 4 is a summary of the textures, sedimentary structures, 
and diagenesis recognized within the core. 
Packstone-Grainstone Facies 
The packstone-grainstone facies occupies the lower 109 feet of 
the cored interval. The base of the core penetrated approximately 6 
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Figure 11: Map showing the location of the Terra Resources, Inc., 
"Abrahamson II 1-35," NWSE-35-155-88, NDGS well No. 6179. 
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Figure 12: Mechanical well log of Terra Resources, Inc., "Abra-
hamson# 1-35, NWSW-35-155-88, NDGS well No. 6179, showing the cored 
interval and the basic lithologies. 
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inches of cross-laminated, glauconitic quartzarenite (Figure 13) in 
gradational contact with the overlying packstone-grainstone facies 
(Figure 14) • 
Texture 
The packstone-grainstone facies is composed of bioclasts of 
pelecypods, gastropods, echinoderms, oolites (predominantly super-
ficial), intraclasts, peloids, and minor unidentifiable allochems. 
Micrite rims surrounding mollusk grains are abundant. Interspersed 
sand and very fine sand laminae composed of grains of quartz, feld-
spar, and glauconite are also present. Minor quantitites of apatite, 
zircon, and pyrite have also been identified using microprobe analysis. 
The mollusk fragments are the most abundant allochem; they comprise 
greater than 90 percent of the bioclastic material (visual estimate). 
Unidentified allochems are present throughout the core and 
generally comprise less than one percent of the constituents within 
a given thin-section (Figures 15 and 16). These grains are sand-
sized and exhibit a variety of shapes, which are probably related to 
abrasion in transport. Accurate identification is not possible, 
largely due to the extensive micritization of the grains and the lack 
of detailed, recognizable internal structure. The apparent organized 
internal structure in some of these grains would suggest that they 
may be fossil alloc:hems, possibly algal. 
The oolites within the packstone-grainstone facies are pre-
dominantly superficial oolites. Illing (1954, p. 36) has defined 
superficial oolites as those grajns with "only thin external layers." 
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Figure 13: Photograph of a core of a cross-laminated glau-
conitic quartzarenite which conforrnably underlies the packstone-
grainstone facies. 5195.1 to 5194.5 feet 
Figure 14: Photograph of a core showing the gradational change 
from the glauconitic quartzarenite to the packstone-grainstone facies. 
5192.0 to 5191.5 feet 
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Figure 15: Photomicrograph of an unidentified fossil (?) allo-
chem. Thin-section number 5127.2, lOOX. Bar represents .2 mm. 
Figure 16: Photomicrograph of an unidentified fossil (?) 
allochem. Thin-section number 5109.8, 40X. Bar represents .5 mm. 
-, -;· ~ - _;- · -- .-- ·- ·-· 
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The nucleus of many of the superficial oolites within the packstone-
grainstone facies generally consists of single grains of silt or sand. 
These silts and sands are usually surrounded by one or two concentric 
coatings. 
This facies has a bimodal distribution of grain sizes and round-
ness within the sand range. The detrital sands are most abundant near 
the base of the facies and are predominantly very fine-grained and 
subangular to subround. Upward, these sands gradually decrease in 
amount and are no longer present above approximately 5097 feet. This 
change corresponds to approximately the same position on the well log 
near the top of the carbonate body (Figure 12) where the ganuna ray 
readings suddenly decrease and the resistivity log readings increase. 
The bioclastic material is well- to very well-rounded. The 
grain size generally increases from fine sand at the base to coarse 
sand at the top of the facies. The mollusk fragments are elongate, 
discoid shaped grains (Figures 17 and 18). The size of these grains 
was determined by measuring the short axis of the grain. 
The grains within the overall packstone-grainstone facies are 
moderately poor- to moderately well-sorted. Within individual lamina-
tions, the grains are usually moderately well- to well-sorted. 
Moldic porosity (Choquette and Pray 1970) is prominent within 
this facies, and it occurs dominantly within the mollusk grains. 
In the packstone portion of the facics (5195 to 5094 feet), an 
earlier moldic porosity has \wen infilled by calcite cement. The 
grains tone portilln cont,1 ins completely inf illed to open moldic 
porosity. Maximum porosity within this facies is approximately 20 
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Figure 17: Photomicrograph of a thin-section taken parallel to 
the length of the core showing the elongate shape of the allochems. 
Thin-section number 5135.1, 40X. Bar represents .5 mm. 
Figure 18: Photomicrograph of a thin-section taken normal to 
the length of the core showing the discoid shale of the allochems. 
Thin-section number 5135.4, 25X. Bar represents .5 mm. 
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percent (Terra Resources, Inc., Geologic Report on the "Abrahamson 
If 1-35," NDGS well No. 6179). 
The matrix from 5195 to 5094 feet consists of micrite mud that 
has partially aggraded to microspar and pseudospar. The micrite mud 
is most common at the base of the facies, while the amount of micro-
spar and pseudospar increases upward. 
The interval from 5094 to 5091 feet contains both micrite mud 
and primary isopachous calcite cement between the grains. This has 
been designated a mixed packstone-grainstone zone, and it is the 
gradational unit between the packstone interval and the grainstone 
interval. 
The remaining 5 feet of the facies is a grainstone. These grains 
are isopachously cemented by calcite. Small equant calcite anhedra 
generally fill the remaining space between the grains, but occasionally 
minor intercrystalline porosity is observed. Silica and anhydrite 
(gypsum?) have completely filled the molds within a localized area 
at the very top of the facies. Some pores within the packstone-
grainstone facies have been infilled with sparry calcite and insoluble 
debris that has been dissolved out of the surrounding rock. 
Sedimentary Structure 
Laminations are the most common sedimentary structure within 
the packstone-grainstonc fncies. The laminations are usually paral-
11..'.l cross- L1minalinns that have a range of <lips from 2° to 10°. The 
maximum inclination of the parallel laminations was found to be 22° 
on laminations directly overlying a reactivation surface (Harms and 
others 1975) (Figure 19). 
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Figure 19: Photograph of a core showing a reactivation surface 
with laminations dipping 22°. Core slab 5120.8 to 5120.6 feet. 
Figure 20: Photomicrograph of a burrow(?) within the packstone-




These laminations may be ripple cross-laminations which occur 
in areas of wave and/or current activity and sediment transport 
(Campbell 1971; Clifton, Hunter, and Phillips 1971). They could also 
be what Harms and others (1975, p. 87) call "hummocky cross-stratifi-
cation." This is recognized by poorly organized low-angle cross-
laminations ( < 15°) composed of very fine to fine sands. The sets of 
cross-laminae have lower boundaries that are erosional with the under-
lying laminae and are parallel to the erosional surface. Dip direc-
tions of the laminae are random. Hummocky cross-stratification is 
common in the deposits of the lower shoreface and offshore, and is 
presumably formed during storm conditions (Harms and others 1975; 
Hunter and Clifton 1982). 
Poorly formed trough cross-laminations were recognized near the 
top of the facies. No large-scale cross-stratification was recognized. 
The laminations consist of alternating concentrations of very 
fine green sands and bioclastic grains. Very thin gradational boun-
daries separating adjacent laminations can be recognized. 
Overall, the packstone-grainstone facies is inversely graded. 
This is particularly true of the mollusk fragments. Inverse grading 
rarely occurs within individual laminations although, when present, 
the grading generally involves a change between two grain sizes on 
the Wentworth scale. 
Reactivation surfaces (l~rms and others 1975), indicating an 
interruption in the flow direction or deposition of the sands, are 
also present (Figure 19). Most of tl1ese are very obscure and recog-
nition is based primarily upon distinct changes in the direction of 
dip on the laminations. 
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Imbricate mollusk grains are prominent throughout the facies. 
Imbrication is primarily a function of the elongate, discoid shape of 
the grains and their response to the direction of current flow. 
Little evidence of bioturbation exists within this facies. In-
frequently, circular to semi-elliptical clusters of equant sparry 
calcite with thick micrite rims are recognized (Figure 20, p. 71 ). 
These may be remnants of burrows, but the small size argues against 
this possibility. 
Diagenesis 
Diagenesis has been defined as "all changes experienced by 
sediments subsequent to deposition and prior to metamorphism" (Purdy 
1968, p. 184). Several post-depositional changes are evident within 
the packstone-grainstone facies. 
The most prominent diagenetic fabrics are the moldic porosity, 
the mold infillings, and the aggrading neomorphism (Folk 1965). Al-
most 95 percent of the mollusk grains appear to have undergone com-
plete or partial dissolution developing an early moldic porosity 
(Figure 21). The original size and shape of the grains has been pre-
served by the presence of a micrite rim around each grain (Friedman 
1975). 
The early molds within the packstone portion of this facies 
have been completely infilled and no pore space remains. Generally, 
only one episode of cementation of the molds can be seen in thin-
section. The infilling cement may be recognized as a very faint 
drusy calcite cement around the outer edge of the mold, which grades 
to a coarse sub-equant calcite cement filling the remaining pore 
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Figure 21: Photomicrograph of a partially recrystallized mol-
lusk grain and the surrounding moldic porosity. Thin-section number 
5093.9, 40X. Bar represents .5 mm. 
Figure 22: Photomicrograph of calcite cement infilling molds 




space. Occasionally, a distinct and well-developed drusy calcite ce-
ment may be observed rimming the edge of these molds. One or two an-
hedral crystals of blocky calcite may fill the remaining pore space 
(Figure 22). 
The molds within the grainstone portion of the facies (5091 to 
5086 feet) show no infilling cement, a complete infilling cement, or, 
most commonly, a dog~tooth spar rim cement (Figures 23 and 24). 
Aggrading neomorphism (Folk 1965) within this facies is shown 
as micrite mud (original mineralogy unknown) aggraded to microspar 
and to pseudospar within the upper portion of this facies (Figure 22). 
Features related to dissolution and compaction occur throughout 
the packstone-grainstone facies. Stylolites are extensive and are 
commonly found to be related to the formation of cavities filled 
with sparry calcite and insoluble debris. The dissolution of the car-
_bonate material is related to the breakup of some of the very fine 
sands found within the matrix into irregular laminations (Figure 25). 
Other minor structures, such as fracturing and faulting, are recog-
nized and are related to dissolution and compaction. 
Partial replacement of a few carbonate grains by silica has 
occurred. Silicification has been both a primary (replacing grains 
with the original internal structure still present) and a secondary 
(replacing the calcite infilling of the molds) diagenetic change. 
Staining witI1 Alizarin Red Stain (Friedman 1959) shows that 
dolomite is absent within the lower 100 feet of the packstone-grain-
stone facies, but is present within the upper 9 feet of the facies. 
The dolomite is restricted to the cement lining those grains still 
exhibiting remnant moldic porosity (Figure 26, p. 80). 
Figure 23: 
mold of a mollµsk 
stone-grains tone 
resents -. 2 mm. 
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Photomicrograph of the dog-tooth spar infilling a 
grain within the grainstone portion of the pack-
facies. Thin-section number 5093.9, lOOX. _Bar rep-
Figure 24: Scanning electron microscope photograph of a mold 
partially infilled with dog-tooth spar. 
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Figure 25: Photograph of a core showing irregular laminations 
related to the dissolution and compaction of the surrounding pack-
stone. 5157.3 to 5156.7 feet. 
Figure 26: Photomicrograph of dolomite rim cement (D) parti-
ally infilling a mold within the grainstone portion of the packstone-




Siliciclastic material partially altered to clays can be in-
frequently recognized. 
Shale-Mudstone~Siltstone-Quartzarenite Facies 
The shale-mudstone-siltstone-quartzarenite facies constitutes 
the remaining 66 feet of the cored interval, and it unconformably 
overlies the packstone-grainstone facies (Figure 27). This facies 
coarsens upward from a shale to mudstone at the base, to a siltstone 
and finally to a fossiliferous quartzarenite at the top. 
Textures 
This facies is composed of mud, silt, medium sand, intraclasts, 
mollusk grains, and echinoderm fragments. Silt and medium sand are 
the most abundant constituents of this facies. These are pre-
dominantly monomineralic grains of quartz, feldspar, glauconite, and 
opaques. The silt and sand grains are generally subangular to sub-
rounded, and are poor- to moderately well-sorted. 
Recognizable bioclastic material is limited to the coarser 
quartzarenite. The abraded material is angular, randomly scattered 
throughout the sand, and ranges in size from fine sand to very coarse 
sand. 
The shales and mudstones contain varying amounts of silt, and 
thin partings of green clay which swell on contact with water. 
These shales tend to be fissile and only slightly calcareous. 
Intraclasts are present at the base of the shale-mudstone-
siltstone-quartzarenite facies (Figure 27). The intraclasts are 
composed of bioclastic debris that is similar to the underlying 
packstone-grainstone facies. 
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Figure 27: Photograph of a core of the unconformity between 
the packstone-grainstone facies and the overlying shale-mudstone-
siltstone-quartzarenite facies. 5086.3 to 5085.9 feet. 
Figure 28: Photograph of a core of a laminated and bioturbated 
quartzarenite. 5031.3 to 5030.5 feet. 
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The siltstone and quartzarenite portion of this facies shows 
primary interparticle porosity (Choquette and Pray 1970). Some of the 
pores have been plugged by calcite cement and clays. 
Sedimentary Structures 
Trough cross-laminations and planar, parallel laminations are 
prominent throughout the shale-mudstone-siltstone-quartzarenite facies. 
Individual laminations may be separated by thin concentrations of clay 
and black organic (?) material, or may occur as alternating siltstones, 
quartzarenites, and mudstones (Figure 28, p. 83 ). 
Small-scale ripples are present within the siltstone and lower 
quartzarenite portion of the facies. These ripples tend to be slightly 
asymmetrical to symmetrical, indicating oscillatory wave conditions, 
in addition to current activity. Climbing ripples are also present. 
The upper portion of this facies shows evidence of having been 
bioturbated. Many of the laminations have been disturbed and cross-
cut by vertical and horizontal burrows (Figures 28 and 29). Some 
burrows have been filled with waxy green clays, while others have been 
backfilled with the surrounding sediments. Concentrations of or-
ganics (?) and dark brown clays often rim the burrows. 
Diagenesis 
Other than the bioturbation and cementation of the sediments, 
compaction and the formation of stylolites ~re the only apparent post-
depositional changes t\1at have occurred. T\1in stylolites are found 
along the e<lges of the larger mollusk and echinoderm fragments 
(Figure 30), quartz sands can be seen penetrating the edges of 
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Figure 29: Photograph of a core of a laminated and bioturbated 
mudstone. 5061.6 to 5061.2 feet. 
Figure 30: Photomicrograph of a fossiliferous quartzarenite. 
Stylolites rim the mollusk grain and quartz grains are penetrating the 
edges of the mollusk grain. Thin-section number 5020.5, 40X. Bar 
represents .5 mm. 
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the mollusk and echinoderm fragments, and bent and broken fossil deb-
ris is present. 
DISCUSSION 
Relationship of the "Abrahamson II 1-35" and its Associated 
Well Log with Other Well Logs of Similar Character 
The mechanical well log of the "Abrahamson II 1-35" was used as 
the type well log for those wells penetrating a basal Swift carbonate 
body. This log was used because the interval in question had been 
cored, and a detailed correlation of the lithologic character and 
the well log character could be made. 
The core confirms that the contact between the carbonate body 
and the underlying sediments is gradational over an interval of ap-
proximately 5 feet, and corresponds to the notable yet gradual change 
in the gamma ray log and the resistivity log between 5190 and 5195 
feet. The gradual coarsening-upward sequence from 5190 to 5086 feet 
is also recognized on the well log by the gradual decrease in the 
radioactivity readings and the increased resistivity readings. 
The change from the packstone to the grainstone within the 
packstone-grainstone facies is also apparent on the log. This occurs 
at approximately 5093 feet on the log and at 5094 feet within the 
core. 
The high resistivity readings throughout the carbonate body are 
related to the very low porosity of the packstone and the nature of 
the interstitial fluids within the available porosity of the grain-
stone. The reversed spontaneous-potential log indicates that ti~ 
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formation fluids of the grainstone were fresher than the drilling 
fluids within the hole. This is the reason for the high resistivity 
of this high porosity zone. 
The core shows that the upper contact of the carbonate body 
with the overlying shales is erosional. The sudden increase in the 
gamma ray log from 5085 to 5020 feet corresponds to the gradational 
change from the shale and mudstone, to the siltstone, and then to the 
quartzarenite. The interparticle porosity within the quartzarenite 
is denoted by the slight decrease in the resistivity readings be-
tween 5040 and 5030 feet. In thin-section, this quartzarenite shows 
signs of compaction, which is due to the thinning of this porosity 
zone on the well logs of similar character. 
These well log characteristics can be recognized on other well 
logs penetrating basal Swift carbonates more than 25 feet thick. 
This thickness would allow more than just a single-spike, low gamma 
ray-high resistivity log deflection. The author feels that the 
general lithologic, textural, and depositional characteristics seen 
in the core correlate sufficiently well with the log properties, 
and that these log characteristics can be applied to the logs of 
the carbonate bodies penetrated in other areas. 
Genesis of the Carbonate Bodies 
Marine Environment 
The environment of deposition of the carbonate bodies within 
t~e basal Swift Formation is believed to be within the subtidal zone 
of a shallow marine shelf. A normal marine origin for these bodies 
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is demonstrated by several lines of evidence. The abundance of marine 
fossils and the faunal assemblage present (Heckel 1972) are indica-
tive of a normal marine environment. It must be kept in mind that 
these fossil fragments have been transported. 
The carbonate bodies are vertically enclosed in fine-grained 
sediments which contain traces of marine fauna. The stratigraphic 
cross sections suggest that the carbonate bodies interfinger with the 
surrounding shalier sediments. These shaly sediments have similar 
well log character on both sides of a carbonate body, indicating that 
a relatively uniform environment of deposition existed around the 
bodies. The absence of any recognizable nearshore sequences or de-
posits on either side of the carbonate bodies indicates a deeper 
marine environment. 
The presence of glauconite has been suggested as a criteria for 
the recognition of normal marine environments (Cloud 1955; Porrenga 
1967). McRae (1972, p. 413) disagrees with this and says that glau-
conite "is most commonly found in marine sediments," but that it has 
been found in nonmarine environments. He suggests that glauconite 
is most often associated with marine transgressions. McRae (1972, p. 
397) concludes that "the wide range of environmental conditions suit-
able for its formation and its common occurrence debars the use of 
glauconite in paleoenvironment studies." 
There is a predominance of thin micritic rims surrounding al-
most all of the bioclastic gcains within the packstone-grainstone 
facies. These rims ace due to the boring of the outside of the 
shell fragments by algae (Bathurst 1971, p. 90). Algae are confined 
to the photic zone, and are indicative of shallow marine waters. 
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Shallow Subtidal Zone 
The actual depth of water involved in the deposition of the car-
bonate bodies is unclear. There is strong evidence for the existence 
of shoaling conditions during the deposition of the carbonate sedi-
ments. This implies deposition near effective wave base. The well-
rounded, well-sorted bioclastic grains throughout the packstone-
grainstone facies indicate textural maturity, which is indicative of 
the reworking of the grains by waves and currents and the winnowing of 
the fines (Johnson 1978). 
The upward increase in grain size of the bioclasts, from very 
fine-grained at the base to coarse-grained at the top, suggests that 
the accumulation of the grains was upward into a gradually more turbu-
lent environment (Exum 1973; Rautman 1978; Reinson 1979). The gradual 
upward loss of micrite mud from between the grains and the loss of 
the very fine siliciclastic grains indicates apparent winnowing of 
the finer grain sizes as the sediment accumulates upward into a more 
turbulent water column. The imbricate grain orientation of the bio-
clasts within the carbonate body also suggests some transport (Reineck 
and Singh 1980, p. 146). 
Low-angle, parallel cross-laminations are a conunon feature in 
the deposits in shallow marine environments (Exum and Harms 1968; 
Davies 1969; Clifton, Hunter, and Phillips 1971). These evenly lami-
nated sands are abundant in high-energy beach environments and lower-
energy environments of submerged nearshore bars (Davidson-Arnott and 
Greenwood 1974, 1976; Clifton 1976). The bidirectional nature of 
the laminations indicates changes in flow direction across the body 
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caused by wave and/or current activity. The presence of the apparent 
activation surfaces also indicates changes in flow conditions, re-
newed transport, and/or erosion (Harms and others 1975). 
Morphology 
The approximate orientation and location of the carbonate bodies 
may be inferred from a paleofacies map constructed by Peterson (1957), 
and the thickness map of the carbonate bodies (Plate 2). According 
to Peterson (1957) and Carlson (1968), a marine glauconitic sand 
facies, located on a marine shelf, existed within the study area 
(Figure 31). The shoreline or basin margin was far to the east. The 
western edge of the study area marks the eastern edge of the deep water 
facies (Figure 32). This suggests that the shelf margin or a notable 
change in the shelf slope occurred within the study area. 
The thickness map of the carbonate bodies shows the general 
trend of the bodies in the area (Plate 2). Although the bodies are 
randomly scattered across the study area, they tend to lie parallel 
or at some small angle to the approximate paleoshoreline and the edge 
of the deep basin facies of Peterson (1957). 
The geometry of these carbonate bodies is important in attempt-
ing to assess their origin. The carbonate bodies are randomly scat-
tered across the area. The long axis of most of the bodies trends 
predominantly in a north-northeast to south-southwest, north-
northwest to south-southeast direction with a secondary internal 
trend nearly perpendicular to this. The bodies furthest north in 
the study area have a more east-west orientation. In two areas of 
good well control, the dimensions of these bodies can be evaluated. 
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Figure 31: Generalized paleofacies map of the northern Rocky 
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Figure 32: Detailed map of North Dakota showing the area of 
study and its relationship to the paleofacies suggested by Peterson 
(1957, p. 432). 
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These two areas extend from western Black Slough field to eastern 
Rennie Lake field and from the South Lonetree field to southern Donny-
brook field. Respectively, the dimensions of the bodies range from 
over 11 miles to 22 miles in length, 4 to 7 miles in width, and 37 to 
90 feet in thickness (Plates 2 and 3). 
Possible Genetic Models 
The deposition of the carbonate bodies in a marine environment 
under agitated water conditions, the morphology, and the composition, 
textures, and sedimentary structures of these bodies described earlier 
suggest three possible models for the genesis of these bodies: a 
shoreface model, a linear sand ridge model, and an offshore bar 
model. Each of these models will be described according to its mor-
phology, textures and sedimentary structures, stratigraphic relation-
ships, and environment of deposition and processes. A brief summary 
of some modern and ancient examples will be given. 
The descriptions of the shoreline deposits and the linear sand 
ridges have been gathered from modern analogs. The description of 
the offshore bar deposits is based upon information gathered from 
the literature dealing with ancient sand deposits referred to as off-
shore bars. There is a lack of information dealing with modern 
features calle d offshore bars. 
Shoreface Depnsits 
The shor e face is the subtidal portion of some form of barrier 
i:o the normal flnw of wavL·s, currents, or tides. These barriers are 
generally large features such as shorelines, barrier islands, or 
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nearshore submerged bars that are parallel or sub-parallel to the 
mainland. The shoreface generally extends from mean low tide level 
seaward to a depth of 7.5 to 65 feet where sand-sized grains are no 
longer deposited or moved by the wave regime (Davies and others 
1971; Harms and others 1975; Reinson 1979). This depth is usually 
defined more accurately as the fair weather wave base (Elliot 1979). 
The geometry of the shoreface deposits is limited by the 
geometry of the larger sequence of deposits of which they are a part. 
Only generalized dimensions of the shoreface deposit can be given due 
to the varying dimensions of these larger sequences. The lateral 
extent of the shoreface deposit may be several tens of miles depend-
ing upon the lateral extent of the shoreline, barrier island, or sub-
merged bar of which it is a part. The width and thickness of the 
shoreface is governed primarily by the water depth, the slope angle, 
and the position of any change in the slope on the shelf (Dickinson 
and others 1972). 
The shoreface may be subdivided into lower, middle, and upper 
deposits (Campbell 1971; Davies and others 1971; Reinson 1979), or 
the nearshore and offshore (Davidson-Arnott and Greenwood 1974, 1976; 
Hill and Hunter 1976). Lower, middle, and upper terminology will 
be used in this discussion. 
The textures and sedimentary structures that characterize the 
shoreface are indicative of an increasing hydraulic regime with 
decreasing water depths. h fine- to coarse-grained sequence of 
grain sizes can be recognized from the lower shoreface to the upper 
shoreface and this change in grain size parallels the increased 
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energy environment (Davies and others 1971; Komar 1976; Reinson 
1979). The textures and internal structures that are seen in the 
vertical sequence of the shoreface will depend upon the fluctuations 
in sea level, sediment supply, tectonics, energy regimes, slope of 
the shelf floor, and several other factors (Dickinson and others 
1972; Reinson 1979). 
The lower shoreface is transitional with the offshore environ-
ment. This transition is generally recognized by very fine- to fine-
grained sands interlaminated with silts and muds. The sedimentary 
structures present are most often planar laminations, truncated wave 
ripple laminations, and extensive bioturbation (Campbell 1971; Davies 
and others 1971; Komar 1976; Rautman 1978; Reinson 1979). 
The middle shoreface is generally recognized by the presence 
of low-angle planar laminations, ripple laminations, and cross-
laminations. Trough cross-bedding, lunate megaripples, and bioturba-
tion may also be present. This zone is composed of fine- to medium-
grained, well-sorted sands, and occasional shell debris (Davies and 
others 1971; Clifton and others 1971; Davidson-Arnott and Greenwood 
1974, 1976; Komar 1976; Reinson 1979). 
The upper shoreface deposits are composed of variable sequences 
of fine- to coars e-grained sediments. Multidirectional trough cross-
laminations, low-.:rngle planar beds, and low-angle planar cross-beds 
are present. Minor hioturbation is observed (Campbell 1971; Davies 
and others 1971; Reinson 1979). 
Shoreface deposits generally intcrfinger on their seaward side 
with qui e t-water offshore dc>posits. These offshore deposits are 
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composed of muds and silts, but layers of coarse silt and sand may 
be present as a result of storm activity. Relict sediments and 
palimpsest sediments may also be present (Swift and others 1971; 
Reineck and Singh 1980, p. 377). Palimpsest sediments are reworked 
sediments which show attributes of two depositional environments 
(Swift and others 1971, p. 343), The sedimentary structures recog-
nized in the offshore environment are parallel laminations, ripple 
laminations, and some bioturbation (Campbell 1971; Harms and others 
1975; Elliot 1979). 
Foreshore deposits are most often found interfingering on their 
seaward side with shoreface deposits. These deposits encompass the 
area exposed between high tide and low tide. This zone is composed 
of shell debris and sands showing varying degrees of sorting. The 
sedimentary structures of the shoreface are primarily bioturbation 
and low-angle planar laminations that dip towards the sea (Campbell 
1971; Elliot 1979; Reinson 1979; Reineck and Singh 1980). Channels 
caused by seaward-flowing rip currents and tidal currents may be 
found cutting across the shoreface deposits (Davies 1969; Davies and 
others 1971; Davidson-Arnott and Greenwood 1976). These channels 
have erosional bases and fining-upward textures, and contain sedi-
ments coarser than the surrounding sediments of the shoreface. 
Shoreface deposits are the transition sediments between the 
offshore shelf deposits and the foreshore beach deposits. The tex-
tures and sedimentary structures seen in shoreface deposits are in-
dicative of a zone of shoaling waves along a shoreline (Davidson-
Arnott and Greenwood 1976). These shoaling waves begin where normal 
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wave motion is impeded by interaction with the seafloor. Barriers 
which impede the wave motion may be mainland coasts, delta fronts, 
barrier islands, nearshore bars and others (Dickinson and others 1972; 
Davidson-Arnott and Greenwood 1974, 1976; Harms and others 1975). 
Continental deposits or restricted marine deposits are also found 
associated with shoreline and shoreface deposits (Campbell 1971; 
Davies and others 1971; Dickinson and others 1972). 
The deposition and transport of sediments within the nearshore 
environment are dominated by currents and waves generated by tides 
and storms. The amount of energy imparted on the shoreface by these 
currents and waves is a function of shelf slope angle, and the sedi-
ment supply, climate, and tectonics of the area (Komar 1976). Two 
types of coastal shorelines or beaches have been distinguished: 
high wave energy profiles and low wave energy profiles (Clifton and 
others 1971; Davidson-Arnott and Greenwood 1974, 1976). 
The Oregon coast is an example of a high energy setting (Clif-
ton and others 1971). Here features related to bioturbation are al-
most non-existent; they are either not preserved or were never formed 
because of high wave energy conditions. Primary depositional struc-
tures predominate. These structures change with the increased 
shoaling of the water. Landward these structures are asymmetrical 
cross-laminated ripples, lunate megaripples, planar beds, large 
high-angle symmetrical ripples, and parallel laminations. 
Davidson-Arnott and Greenwood (1.974, 1976) lvwe described a 
medium to low waVl' enf.:'rgy setting along the coast of New Brunswick. 
This area has nearsl10rc b..1rs developed which may impede the \vaves 
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and decrease their energy. These shoreface deposits are character-
ized by alternating bioturbated structures and depositional struc-
tures. The sedimentary structures deposited in this environment tend 
to be small-scale and highly laminated ripples and low-angle plane 
beds. 
Table 5 is a brief summary of some of the shoreface deposits 
that have been recognized in the modern and ancient record. These 
are considered to be representative of barrier island sequences, 
delta-derived coastal sequences, or beach sequences. 
Linear Sand Ridges 
Linear sand ridges are large-scale, linear deposits that are 
formed on modern continental shelves (Off 1963; Houbolt 1968; Swift 
1975; Walker 1979). These bodies tend to be asymmetrical in cross 
sectional view, rhythmically spaced, and to occur either parallel or 
at some angle (generally less than 45°) to the shoreline (Off 1963; 
Houbolt 1968; Swift 1975). The base of the linear sand ridges 
if generally planar while the upper surface is convex. The shape 
of these sand ridges varies slightly with their location on the 
shelf; those close to the shoreface are most nearly symmetrical and 
linear. With increasing distance from the shoreline, the ridges 
begin to develop subridges and, finally, individual ridges farthest 
out on the shelf may develop a conuua shape (Swift and Field 1981). 
Occasionally, the differential migration of the sand ridge or chan-
nels in the current flow may produce furrows or channels across 
the ridge (Swift and others 1973; Swift 1975). 
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These large sand bodies range from 4 to 50 miles in length, 1 
to 6 miles in width, and 30 to 130 feet in thickness (Off 1963; 
Houbolt 1968; Komar 1976; Walker 1979; Reineck and Singh 1980). 
Very little is known about the internal structure of linear 
sand ridges, due to their inaccessibility to examination. Most of 
the information related to grain size variations and internal struc-
tures is based upon grab samples, short core samples from the tops 
of ridges, and sparker profiles. 
The ridges are most often composed of well-sorted, fine- to 
medium-grained sands and bioclastic debris (Off 1963; Houbolt 1968; 
Stubblefield and others 1975; Walker 1979). The base of the sand 
ridge consists of coarse lag deposits resulting from the winnowing 
of the fine material and the migration of the ridge over the lag. 
Sand ridges related to tidal currents tend to have fining-upward 
sequences or no evident changes in grain size (Houbolt 1968; Walker 
1979). Those sand ridges thought to be controlled by storm currents 
show either fining-upward or coarsening-upward sequences (Duane and 
others 1972; Stubblefield and others 1975; Swift and Field 1981). 
Stubblefield and others (1975) feel that the coarsening-upward se-
quence is caused by the winnowing of fines from the ridge crest. 
These fines are then transported to the ridge flanks, and migration 
of the ridge places the coarser material over the fines. 
The internal structures of the linear sand ridges have been 
determined primarily from reflections on sparker profiles. The 
ridges are thought to contain large-scale cross-bedding that dips 
at low angles, and very fine-grained laminations over the foreset 
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beds. Small-scale bed forms, such as sand waves and ripples, may be 
found on the surfaces of the ridges. Their contribution to the in-
ternal structure of the sand ridge is not fully understood (Ball 
1967; Houbolt 1968; Duane and others 1972). 
Storm-generated sand ridges appear to have one sedimentary 
structure not apparent in tidally formed ridges (Walker 1979). This 
structure is hunnnocky cross-stratification (Harms and others 1975), 
recognized as poorly oriented, low-angle cross-laminations or beds 
of very fine to fine sands. 
The linear sand ridges extend from the shoreface environment 
out to the edge of the continental shelf (Off 1967; Swift 1975; 
Swift and Field 1981). The rhythmic nature of the ridges results in 
the formation of swales between these ridges. These swales generally 
contain a surficial coarse lag deposit underlain by muds, clays, 
silts, fine sands, or carbonate debris (Ball 1967; Houbolt 1968; 
Swift and others 1971; Swift 1975). 
The contact between the base of the linear sand ridges and the 
underlying substrate has never been observed or completely cored. 
The general conclusion drawn from the presence of coarse lag material 
in the swales and the migration of the ridges over the swales is that 
the lower contact of th~se bodies is erosive (Houbolt 1968; Swift 
and others 1971). One possible exception to an erosive basal con-
tact for the sand ridges is in the Bahamas. The contact between the 
flanks of the oolitic sand ridge an<l the underlying pel.loidal mud 
has been extensivt•ly bioturbated anJ is therefore indistinct (Rall 
1967). 
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Linear sand bodies have been found on modern continental shelves 
overlying Pleistocene and Holocene sediments (Swift and others 1971). 
They are predominantly shallow, offshore, marine bodies, but they 
may also be found occupying positions within or near estuaries and 
associated with the shoreface deposits (Off 1963; Duane and others 
1970; Swift and Field 1981). 
The processes involved in the formation of linear sand ridges 
are not well understood, but the activity of tidal currents and/or 
storm-induced waves and currents is believed to be the driving force. 
Little literature is available concerning the effects of density cur-
rents and other similar currents on linear sand ridge formation, 
Tidal currents are considered to be the most common transport-
ing and depositing mechanisms in partially restricted ocean basins 
(Off 1963; Houbolt 1968; Swift 1975; Walker 1979). The North Sea, 
the Bay of Fundy, and the Gulf of Korea are three examples of ti-
dally dominated areas (Off 1963). The most popular hypothesis re-
garding tidal sand ridge formation suggests that the restriction 
of the tidal current motion as it enters a confined area causes the 
main current to flow parallel to the coastline, Slight irregulari-
ties in the shelf floor cause the tidal currents to become slightly 
channelized; the scour in these channels, coupled with ebb and 
flood flows, develop the sand ridges. Second;:iry currents moving nor-
mal to the tidal current sh;1pe and supply the ridge with sedimet)t 
(Swift ;md Ludwick 1976). 
Storm-induCl'd wavL'S and currents are thought to have ;:i greater 
influence on sand ridge formation on open continental shelves sucl1 
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as the North American continental shelf (Duane and others 1972; 
Swift 1975; Stubblefield and others 1975; Kumar and Sanders 1976). 
Several hypotheses exist for the development of sand ridges on storm-
dominated coasts (Duane and others 1972; Stubblefield and others 
1975; Swift and Field 1981). Many of them suggest a retreating shore-
line, the gradual detachment of a shoal by the transgressing seas 
and the longshore currents, and then maintenance and modification 
of the ridge by storm-generated bottom currents running parallel to 
the ridge. Swift and Field (1981) give a more detailed discussion 
of the process just described. Stubblefield and others (1975) give 
a detailed discussion of shoal maintenance by storms and fair weather 
conditions after its initial formation. 
There are a large number of examples and descriptions of 
modern linear sand ridges in the literature. A poor understanding 
of the various processes involved in forming these features and the 
lack of a complete vertical sequence through a modern linear sand 
ridge makes recognition of ancient examples difficult. Many large 
elongate sand bodies have been recognized in ancient epicontinental 
shelf settings. A few workers have equated these ancient bodies 
with modern linear sand ridges. These comparisons have been made 
using primarily morphologic characteristics and general setting. 
The validity of these comparisons is still under consideration. 
Table 6 gives a brief summary of several modern and ancient 
sand bodies described as linear sand ridges. 
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Ancient Offshore Bars 
Offshore is defined as that zone seaward of the shoreface zone 
that is comparatively flat, is of variable width, and is always sub-
merged (Gary and others 1977, p. 491). Price (1968, p. 332) defined 
a bar as a "submerged ridge of detrital sediment which is large and 
less regularly spaced than ripple marks •••• They are formed typi-
cally in shallow epicontinental or shelf waters by waves and cur-
rents . and are internally laminated." 
The literature dealing with any modern nearshore or offshore 
bar is virtually nonexistent. Davidson-Arnott and Greenwood (1974, 
1976) have given the most complete review of these bars which occur 
in the nearshore zone. These nearshore bars have been discussed in 
the section entitled, "Shoreface Deposits." 
The literature dealing with ancient offshore bars is abundant. 
The description of offshore bars will focus primarily upon the char-
acteristics of these ancient deposits. 
The morphology of the ancient offshore bar is fairly uniform. 
These bars are not rhythmically spaced but randomly scattered across 
the shelf, and individual bars tend to be parallel or sub-parallel 
to the paleoshorelines. They are elongate and tend to be slightly 
asymmetrical in cross-sectional view (Berven 1966; Exum 1973; 
Johnson 1977; Seeling 1978). Individual bars range from approxi-
mately 1.5 to 90 miles in length, 0.3 to 19 miles in width, and 
20 to 70 feet thick. 
The base of the ~ar conforms to the configuration of the under-
lying substrate. This is generally sub-horizontal to horizontal 
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(Exum 1973; Brenner and Davies 1974). The upper surface ·of the bars 
is convex and slightly undulatory, due to variations in thickness 
over the length of the body (Berven 1966; Seeling 1978). Some of 
the undulatory nature of the surface may be related to storm- or 
tidally-generated channels that cut across the offshore bar (Davies 
1969; Brenner and Davies 1974; Johnson 1977). 
In many cases, only one marine bar is present within a given 
section (Exum and Harms 1968; Exum 1973; Seeling 1978), but some 
workers have described sequences of stacked or imbricate bars (Berven 
1966; Campbell 1971; Brenner and Davies 1974; La Fon 1981). 
With the exception of the bars discussed by Exum and Harms 
(1968), all of the ancient offshore bars described have a coarsening-
upward sequence. This sequence generally consists of very fine to 
fine sands at the base to coarse sands and sometimes gravels at the 
top. These sands are well-rounded to rounded and are moderately well-
sorted (Berven 1966; Exum and Harms 1968; Exum 1973; La Fon 1981). 
La Fon (1981) noted poor sorting within the lower portion of the off-
shore bars he was studying, and attributed it to extensive bioturba-
tion. 
The sands of the bars are generally composed of quartz and 
other siliciclastic material. Varying amounts of bioclastic debris 
and glauconite have also been recognized (Exum 1973; Brenner and 
Davies 1974). 
None of the ancient bars contain evi<lcnce of having ever been 
exposed. No root casts, soil horizons, coals, or <leposits similar 
to beach or upper barrier island seqLwnces have been distinguished 
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(Exum and Harms 1968; Exum 1973; Brenner and Davies 1974; La Fon 
1981). 
The bars do show some variability. Most have been extensively 
bioturbated, particularly within their lower portions (Exum and 
Harms 1968; Exum 1973; La Fon 1981). 
Planar cross-laminations are most common within the bars. The 
amount of dip on the cross-laminae is variable, but two ranges appear 
to be most common: low-angle, less than 10° (Exum and Harms 1968; 
Exum 1973; Seeling 1978; La Fon 1981), and high-angle, between 20° 
and 30° (Campbell 1971; Seeling 1978; La Fon 1981). The boundaries 
separating individual sets of laminae are planar and distinct. 
Other features present are ripple cross-laminations, trough 
cross-laminations, and hummocky cross-stratification (Harms and 
others 1975). The hummocky cross-stratification is also called trun-
cated wave ripples or current ripple laminae (Exum and Harms 1968; 
Campbell 1971; Exum 1973; Johnson 1977; Seeling 1978; Walker 1979; 
La Fon 1981). 
Occasionally, channel deposits are found within the bar. 
Recognition of these deposits is based upon the presence of material 
that is coarser than the surrounding bar material. The deposit has 
an erosional base, a fining-upward sequence, and cross-bedding (Davies 
1969; Brenner and Davi.es 1974; Johnson 1977). 
The offshore nl.'.lrinc bars are surrounded by marine shales. A 
gradational basal_ contact hetwePn the bar and the underlying sub-
strate has been docume11ted by several authors (Bcrven 1966; Exum 
and Harms 1968; Campbell 1971-; Exum 1973; Johnson 1977; Seeling 
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1978; La Fon 1981). The change from the underlying substrate to the 
bar is generally recognized by the presence of alternating lamina-
tions of the bar sands and shales. This gradational change usually 
occurs over a small interval. Small unconformities have also been 
recognized at the base of the bar (Evans 1970; Brenner and Davies 
1974). 
The nature of the upper contact of these offshore bars is less 
clear. In some cases, a thin conglomeratic zone caps the bar (Berven 
1966; Exum and Harms 1968; Evans 1970; Exum 1973). This conglomeratic 
cap grades upward into the overlying marine shale, and whether an un-
conformity exists between the conglomerate and the underlying coarse 
sands is not clear. Other workers have inferred a gradational or 
sharp contact between the overlying shales and the bar where the con-
glomerate is absent (Campbell 1971; Brenner and Davies 1974; Johnson 
1977). 
These ancient offshore bars were deposited on the shelf of an 
epicontinental sea (Berven 1966; Exum and Hanns 1968; Evans 1970; 
Campbell 1971; Exum 1973; Brenner and Davies 1974; Johnson 1977; 
Seeling 1978; La Fon 1981). Evidence for a normal marine environment 
is the complete enclosure of the bar in marine shales, the presence 
of glauconitc and bioclastic debris, and the absence of shoreline 
features or deposits. 
Agitated water conditions are also suggested by the coarsening-
upward sequence, the well-sorted and moderately well-rounded grains, 
and the recognition of high-angle .:rnd low-ang I e cross-laminations. 
The processes involved in the genesis of these offshore bars 
is still under much debate. This is due to their isolated nature, 
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distance from a paleoshoreline, and lack of understanding concerning 
water depths. 
The consensus among most authors is that the bars originated 
through the interaction of tidal currents running parallel to the long 
axis of the bars (similar to the modern tidal sand ridges), storm-
driven currents which are believed to scour and entrain large amounts 
of sediment from the shelf floor, and regional circulatory currents 
within the epicontinental seas (Johnson 1977; Seeling 1978; La Fon 
1981). The importance of one, two, or all three of these currents at 
one time is related to the bottom configuration, water depth, sedi-
ment supply, transport distance, and general tectonics of the area 
(Campbell 1971; La Fon 1981). 
The most recent hypothesis for the initiation of these large 
offshore bars suggests that storm-driven currents aided by tidal 
currents entrained sediment and transported it basinward across the 
shelf (Campbell 1971; Johnson 1977; La Fon 1981). The sediment was 
transported until a change in the slope of the shelf was encountered. 
At this point, deposition of the entrained sediment began due to 
the increased water depth and lower transport energies. Continued 
aggradation of the bar through the continued interaction of the 
storm, tidal, and regional currents resulted in the upward coarsening 
of these bars. 
Table 7 is a brief review of the shallow marine sands that have 
been described as offshore bars. Of these examples, Exum (1973) has 
described a deposit of Late Jurassic age located in northwestern 
Louisiana that is similar in composition, morphology, and internal 















Offshore Bars--Ancient Examples 
Exum & Harms 
(1968) 
Dakota "J" Sandstone,NB 
1. 5 - 5 miles 
0.3 - 1. 5 miles 
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sharp to transitional 
lateral & vertical 
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never emt~ rgen t 
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TL\BLE 7 (cont.) 
La Fon 
(1981) 
Semilla Sandstone, NM 
12. 5 miles 




v. fine to medium 




















+ 30 miles 
5 - 10 miles 
100 feet 
coarsens upward 










sharp upper contact 
never emergent 
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Model for the Genesis of the Carbonate Bodies 
The basal Swift carbonates are randomly scattered across the study 
area. The bodies are usually elongate in a north-south direction, al-
though the bodies of the very northern portion of the study area trend 
nearly east-west. The length and width of the bodies are variable in 
part due to the available well control. In areas of moderate to good 
well control, the bodies are 11 to 22 miles in length, 4 to 7 miles 
in width, and 37 to 90 feet in thickness. The maximum thickness of 
the basal Swift carbonates penetrated is 155 feet (Table 3). 
Paleofacies and paleoenvironmental maps constructed by Peterson 
(1957) and Carlson (1968) show the edge of the basin running slightly 
northeast to southwest across the eastern edge of North Dakota and the 
edge of the basin shelf occurring on the very western edge of Mountrail 
County (Figures 31 and 32). This information, coupled with the gen-
eral trend of the bodies, would suggest that the carbonate bodies 
trend at a small acute angle or almost parallel to the shoreline and 
shelf margin. 
The relationship of these carbonate bodies to the relief on the 
underlying sediments at the time of deposition is unclear. Post-
Swift erosion and the differential dissolution of the underlying Dun-
ham Salt (Salisbury 1966) have made an accurate representation of 
the underlying relief questionable. The stratigraphic cross sections, 
as hung, do show s11me relief on the top of the underlying Rierdon 
Formation. The actual presence of some of this relief is reflected 
in the deposition of Unit A, Some evidence exists for the presence 
of at least some localized relief on the sediments 11nderlying the 
carbonate bodies. 
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The upper surface of the carbonate bodies is apparently an un-
dulating convex surface. This is represented on the stratigraphic 
cross sections, as hung, and to a minor degree on the thickness map 
of the carbonate bodies. 
The basal Swift carbonate body penetrated in the "Abrahamson 
# 1-35," is a coarsening-upward sequence composed of very fine- to 
coarse-grained mollusk fragments. Minor quantitites of echinoderm 
fragments, peloids, intraclasts, glauconite, and siliciclastic grains 
are present. The packstone portion of the packstone-grainstone facies 
is moderately to poorly sorted and contains well-rounded bioclastic 
grains and subangular to subrounded siliciclastic grains. The grain-
stone portion of this facies contains only well-rounded, well-sorted 
bioclastic material. 
Low-angle parallel cross-laminations are the most connnon sedi-
mentary structure within the core. Dips on the cross-laminations are 
apparently bidirectional, and infrequent reactivation surfaces are 
recognized. Bioturbation is minor. 
The character of the well logs and the cross sections indicates 
that these carbonate bodies are laterally and vertically surrounded 
by marine shales and shaly elastics. The carbonate bodies apparently 
merge laterally by interfingering with the surrounding shales. The 
core shows tl1at the contact between the carbonate body and the under-
lying sl1aly, fine-grained, cross-laminated quartzarenite is grada-
tional, while the tipper contact is unconformable with the overlying 
marine shale. The base of this overlying shale contains clasts simi-
lar to the packstone of the underlying carbonate body. 
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No landward or nearshore deposits, or signs of emergence were 
recognized in the basal Swift carbonate body or in the section sur-
rounding the carbonate bodies. 
The environment of deposition of the basal Swift carbonate 
bodies is interpreted as a shallow offshore marine environment. The 
bodies are surrounded by normal marine shales and fine-grained, shaly 
elastics. No evidence of subaerial exposure or nonmarine deposits, 
indicating nearshore deposition, is present. 
The well logs and the core data show that the bodies are 
coarsening-upward sequences of abraded and well-rounded mollusk grains. 
This would indicate a prograding calcarenite body that was trans-
ported and deposited by increasing current and wave energies. The 
presence of the low-angle cross-laminations or hummocky c~oss-lamina-
tions (?) (Harms and others 1975) would also indicate increased cur-
rent and wave energies. 
The packstone portion of the carbonate body is indicative of 
deposition in a low-energy environment below wave base and not in the 
higher-energy regime where extensive winnowing of fine materials 
would occur. The grainstone portion is characteristic of a higher-
energy environment, as indicated by the increased grain size and the 
absence of muds between the grains. 
The uncertain presence of what might be hummocky cross-
lamination suggests storm-generated waves and currents, and the lami-
nations may be indicative of Jepositi.on of material from suspension 
after the passage of a wave generated by a storm (Harms and others 
1975). Recent studies have shown that some storms and their related 
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currents can disturb sea floor sediments at depths greater than 325 
feet (100 meters) and transport sands great distances across the shelf 
(Channon and Hamilton 1976; Johnson 1978), supporting the possibility 
of finding these structures in the offshore environment. No other evi-
dence exists in either the core or the cross sections to suggest that 
processes or 'depth of water may have been involved in transporting the 
bioclastic material. 
Three possible analogs have been described which might explain 
the origin of these carbonate bodies. Two of these, the shoreface 
model and the linear sand ridge model, are modern analogs. The third, 
the offshore bar, is derived from ancient sand bodies similar in 
stratigraphic occurrence and physical character. 
The vertical sequence of textures and sedimentary structures 
seen in the basal Swift carbonates resembles the sequence of structures 
that would be seen in a shoreface deposit, particularly the shoreface 
deposits of barred coasts such as barrier islands or nearshore bars 
(Davies and others 1971; Dickinson and others 1972; Davidson-Arnott 
and Greenwood 1974, 1976). It would be easy to assume that these 
carbonate bodies are part of such an environment. This assumption, 
however, is incorrect in light of what is known about the bodies 
and their surrounding sediments. The carbonate bodies are not as 
clean or as well-sorted as shoreface deposits and they are much larger 
than any nea::-shore h:-ir described in the literature. There an' no 
features or s c quencL·s pn'sent that would suggest that the carbonate 
bodies of th is report \vere evlir emergent, as barrier islands or a 
large nearsliore bar may have been. More importantly, there is no 
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indication that nonmarine or nearshore deposits such as dunes, la-
goons, or deltas were ever present. It is possible that there were 
features in the carbonate body indicative of emergence and that they 
were eroded away. But the removal of all indication of other non-
marine or nearshore deposits that would have developed landward seems 
unlikely. 
The carbonate bodies are similar to linear sand ridges in their 
geometry, environment of deposition, and possibly two internal char-
acteristics. Both deposits are composed of sand-sized grains, are 
characteristically elongate in a direction parallel to or at a small 
angle to the shoreline, and may attain substantial thicknesses. 
They are both found in the shallow marine environment and are sur-
rounded by fines. Some linear sand ridges, thought to be storrn-
generated, show two internal features similar to the carbonate bodies. 
These are a coarsening-upward sequence (Duane and others 1972; Stubble-
field and others 1975; Swift and Field 1981) and hummocky cross-
stratification (Harms and others 1975; Walker 1979). 
Some major differences between linear sand ridges and the car-
bonate bodies do occur. Morphologically, the carbonate bodies lack 
the regular spacing and the well-oriented crests seen in the linear 
sand ridges, particularly those of tidal origin (Off 1963; Houbolt 
1968). 
The most notable differences are related to the basal contact 
and the internal struct11res. The basal contact of the linear sand 
ridge is planar and unconformable; the unconformity is marked by the 
presence of a basal lag deposit that covers the sea floor (Houbolt 
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1968; Swift and others 1970). Internally, sand ridges may show no 
change, a fining-upward, or a coarsening-upward sequence of grain 
sizes (Houbolt 1968; Stubblefield and others 1975; Walker 1979). The 
sands are most often clean and well-sorted. 
Linear sand ridges apparently have large-scale, low-angle cross-
bedding (Ball 1967; Houbolt 1968). Bioturbation is also prominent in 
some linear sand ridges (Ball 1967; Stubblefield and others 1975). In 
contrast, the basal contact of the carbonate bodies is apparently un-
dulatory and conformable with underlying sediments. No basal lag de-
posit was found at the base of the cored carbonate body, at the base 
of the carbonate bodies recognized on the well logs, or in the shales 
and fine-grained elastics surrounding the carbonate bodies. 
The carbonate bodies within the study area have a consistent 
coarsening-upward character on the well logs and within the cored body. 
Small-scale, low-angle cross-laminations and minor trough cross-
laminations are prominent in the cored carbonate body of the basal 
Swift Formation. No large-scale features are present. 
The carbonate bodies studied within the basal Swift Formation 
are most similar to the ancient offshore bars described, particularly 
the marine bar described by Exum (1973) (Table 7). The sequence 
of textures and sedimentary structures present in all of the ancient 
offshore bars indicate gradual shoaling-water conditions. They are 
all surrounded by normal marine shales and fine-grained sediments. 
The ancient offshore bars and the Swift carbonate bodies are 
morphologically similar. The bars and the bodies are slightly 
elliptical to elongate, relatively thick, irregularly spaced, and 
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randomly located within the study area. The lower surfaces of the 
bars and the carbonate bodies may be undulatory or horizontal, while 
the upper surface is generally convex and undulatory. 
The carbonate bodies of the basal Swift Formation and the anci-
ent offshore bars become cleaner and are coarsening-upward sequences 
that have moderately poor- to moderately good-sorting. A coarse 
gravel is found capping many of the ancient deposits and the carbonate 
body. Evidence of subaerial exposure is absent. 
The most common sedimentary structure is the low-angle, parallel 
cross-laminations. Hummocky cross-laminations and small-scale trough 
cross-laminations may also be present. 
The only notable differences between the basal Swift carbonate 
bodies and the ancient offshore bars described is that the ancient bars 
showillore marked evidence of bioturbation. 
It appears that the carbonate bodies of the Swift Formation have 
some characteristics similar to some aspect of all three of the gen-
etic models. The carbonate bodies are apparently a combination of 
the shoreface deposits and the linear sand ridges. The bodies have 
approximately the same sequence of internal sedimentary structures 
as the shoreface deposits and the location and morpl1ology of the 
linear sand ridge. No single modern analog is known with these par-
ticular attributes. Only the ancient deposits described as offshore 
bars have internal characteristics, gener.11 morphology, and the en-
vironmental setting similar to those of the basal Swift carbonate 
bodies. 
The model proposl'd for the origin of the carbonate bodiPs is 




and La Fon (1981) for similar deposits in the Upper Cretaceous of 
New Mexico. This model requires the transport of sediments across a 
shelf floor by bottom currents. These currents may be induced by 
storms, tides, or regional circulatory currents. Campbell (1971, 1973) 
suggests that a break in the slope of the shelf could initiate the 
deposition of the sediment in transport. Ball (1967) found that less 
than 10 feet of relief was sufficient to cause the sands to concen-
trate on the edge of Florida Bay. Scanty evidence exists to suggest 
what currents or what direction of flow might have prevailed during 
the deposition of the carbonate bodies. No informatiori concerning the 
paleogeography of the area is available. Kumar and Sanders (1976) 
have suggested that plane parallel laminae will occur ?uring high 
flow regimes associated with intense storms and that these will be-
come cross-laminations as the storm subsides and the lower flow regime 
is entered. The presence of hummocky cross-lamination (?) indicates 
storm-generated currents (Harms and others 1975). The random occur-
rence of the bodies within the study area suggests some notable 
changes in current direction. Randomly oriented storm currents, 
rather than tidal currents which assume more uniform flow paths, 
could be responsible for the random occurrence of the Swift carbonate 
bodies. The limited access of the Jurassic seas to the main oceanic 
body would also decrease tl1e possibility of generating tidal currents 
strong enough to act as the sole transporting agent of large amounts 
of sediment. 
Evidence for slight local irregularities and changes in the 
slope of the lower Swift Formation can he found on the cross sections 
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and by comparing the changes in thickness of the Swift Formation 
(Plate 1) and the thickness and occurrence of the carbonate bodies 
(Plate 2). This is particularly true around the Donnybrook to South 
Lonetree field areas in the eastern part of the study area. Here it 
can be seen that the carbonate bodies are occurring where the Swift 
Formation is slightly thinner ( <400 feet), and that they are absent 
where the Swift Formation becomes noticeably thicker(> 400 feet). 
This might indicate a possible break in the slope of the shelf and 
deposition of that break. 
Deposition of the Carbonate Bodies 
Deposition of the carbonate bodies probably began during the 
final transgression of the marine Jurassic sea. This transgression 
occurred over a slightly irregular sea floor composed of shaly bottom 
sediments containing mixed amounts of siliciclastic grains and bio-
clastic debris. 
Strong bottom currents, induced primarily by storm activity and 
enhanced by weak tidal currents and regional circulatory currents, 
began to interact with and transport sediments derived from the sea 
floor. This sediment, composed of siliciclastic and bioclastic 
grains, was moved along the shelf until a slight break or irregu-
larity occurred. Tl1is change in the slope probably caused current 
energies to decrease witl1 the deepening of the water, and the decreased 
current energy woul<l have initiate<l the deposition of the packstone 
portion of the carbonate body. This would qxplain the gradational 
contact between the packstone and the underlying fine-grained 
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quartzarenites and the lateral interfingering with the surrounding 
sediments. 
Deposition and progradation of the body apparently continued, 
gradually building the carbonate body upward into a higher energy 
regime. This resulted in the winnowing of the fines, the retention 
of the coarser-grained sediments, and the development of the grain-
stone facies. 
Cessation of the deposition of the carbonate bodies may have 
been due to decreased current activity, depletion of the source of 
the carbonate grains, increased basin subsidence, or continued trans-
gression of the seas. Continued transgression of the seas seems most 
probable because the carbonate bodies located in the north and north-
east portion of the study area occur higher in the section than 
those to the south. 
During or after the formation of these elongate calcarenite 
bodies, currents may have cut across them and developed features that 
resemble channels; these can be recognized on the thickness map of 
the carbonate bodies. 
A period of non-deposition and erosion occurred before the 
deposition of the overlying shales. The initial deposition of the 
shales must have been under a low flow regime. Pebbles similar to 
the packstones within the underlying carbonate body occur within the 
lowest 4 inches of the shale indicating a brief period of higher 
flow. Continued deposition of the overlying sediments was under 
relatively quiet water conditions. 
DEVELOPMENT OF MOLDIC POROSITY WITHIN 
THE PACKSTONE-GRAINSTONE FACIES 
Moldic porosity is defined by Choquette and Pray (1970, p. 248) 
as porosity "formed by the selective removal, normally by solution, of 
a former individual constituent of sediment or rock such as a shell 
or oolith." Holdic porosity is a post-depositional feature and is a 
form of secondary porosity. This type of porosity is fabric-selective, 
indicating that there is a direct relationship between the geometry 
and depositional position of the original grain (Choquette and Pray 
1970; Moore 1979; Longman 1981). 
The development of moldic porosity occurs most commonly through 
the selective removal of grains composed of primary aragonite, such 
as mollusk grains, coral fragments, and ooliths (Dodd 1966; Choquette 
and Pray 1970; Longman 1980; Moore and Druckman 1981). The packstone-
grainstone facies of the cored basal Swift carbonate body contains 
extensively infilled, partially infilled, and open molds of mollusk 
fragments. Preservation of the original particle shape, and subse-
quently the mold, was due to the presence of the micrite rim (Fried-
man 1975). These infilled molds and the rnoldic porosity constitute 
one of the major diagenctic fabrics within the core. 
The porosity within the carbonate body results from the disso-
lution of the aragonitc. Aragonite grains that are deposited in a 
normal marine environment, as the basal Swift carbonates were, are 
mineralogically stable within that environment (Land 1970; Friedman 
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1975; Longman 1980). Min(•ralogical inst.::ihil i.ty and the diagenetic 
alteration of aragonite occurs when normal marine conditions are no 
longer predominant and a fresh water meteoric environment is intro-
duced. Fresh meteoric waters are undersaturated with respect to cal-
cium carbonate. This undersaturation, aided by changes in the partial 
pressure of CO 2 , the temperature and pressure, the chemistry and pH 
of the fluids, and the rate of fluid flow through the rock, will re-
sult in the dissolution of aragonite (Land 1967; Bathurst 1971; 
Friedman 1975; Longman 1981). 
There are two diagenetic environments within the subsurface 
where dissolution of aragonite may take place, the fresh water vadose 
zone and the fresh water phreatic zone (Land 1970; Friedman 1975; 
Halley and Harris 1979; Longman 1980). The moldic porosity that is 
produced in these two environments is indistinguishable. The amount 
and kinds of cements that are produced after the leaching of the 
aragonite are distinctly different for the two zones (Land 1970; 
Friedman 1975; Longman 1980). Determination of the diagenetic en-
vironment in which the moldic porosity of the basal Swift carbonate 
bodies was developed can be determined from the amount and kinds of 
cements present. 
The vadose diagenetic zone is that zone which occurs above the 
water table. Air and m0teoric waters are very often found within 
the pores of the sediments or rocks. Water occurs as droplets on 
the bottoms of grains, or is hel<l between the grains by surf.::ice ten-
sion. The water, once saturated with calcium carbonate derived from 
the dissolution of unstable carbonate minerals, will begin to 
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precipitate calcite. The precipitated calcite will take the form of 
microstalactitic cement or meniscus cement, both of which consist of 
fine-grained equant crystals of calcite. These two kinds of cements 
are generally distributed unevenly and sparsely in this zone. The 
end result is the retention of much of the porosity initially de-
veloped (Land 1970; Steinen 1974; Friedman 1975; Longman 1980). 
The fresh water phreatic zone occurs between the top of the 
water table and the zone where the mixing of marine phreatic and 
fresh water phreatic fluids occurs. The extent, geometry, and fluid 
movement through this zone are controlled by the climate, the over-
lying topography, and the porosity and permeability of the rocks in 
and surrounding the zone. This zone may extend for hundreds of 
meters below the surface (Longman 1980). 
The meteoric water that saturates all available pore space 
within this zone may enter through the vadose zone or through streams, 
lakes, and other forms of runoff (Longman 1980). The saturation of 
this water with respect to calcium carbonate will depend upon those 
factors previously mentioned and the amount of calcium carbonate 
dissolved enroute to the fresh water phreatic zone. Longman (1980 
p. 474) suggests that the saturation of the fresh water phreatic zone 
increases with depth and a zonation will develop (Table 8). This 
discussion will deal primarily with Longman's zone 3. 
Within this zone, all available porosity is saturated with 
meteoric water, ond fluid exchangt' is generally high. Dissolution 
of aragonite and c:ilc itc C'l•ment is e.xtensiVl!. The calcite CPnH:>nts 























Zonation of the Fresh Water Phreatic Environment 
Zone 
1. Zone of solution of cal-
cite and aragonite 




Zone of aragonite solu-
tion and calcite pre-
cipitation 
Zone of no solution, 
precipitation of 
calcite 
5. Stagnant zone, saturated 
with CaC03 
Characteristics 
Formation of vuggy and 
moldic porosity 
Formation of moldic 
porosity 
Rapid neomorphism of 
aragonite grains to 
equant calcite. 
Cementation by equant 
calcite 
Rapid cementation by 
equant calcite 
Little or no cementation 
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(Longman 1980, p. 474) 
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the mold, and a coarse equant spar filling the remaining pore space 
(Land 1970; Friedman 1975; Longman 1980). Occasionally, the bladed 
spar or the coarse equant spar may fill the mold. Syntaxial over-
growths may also occur on echinoderm grains (Friedman 1975; Longman 
1980). The end result of aragonite dissolution and calcite precipi-
tation will be a low-porosity zone. 
The diagenetic fabric within the basal Swift carbonate bodies, 
produced by the dissolution of the abundant mollusk grains and the 
textures of the infilling cements, strongly resembles the diagenetic 
fabrics of the fresh water phreatic zone. The molds within the pack-
stone portion of the carbonate body are completely infilled with cal-
cite cement. This infilling cement consists of either a faint drusy 
rim cement and a coarse subequant spar cement infilling the remain-
ing pore, or a well-developed drusy cement rimming the grain with one 
or two anhedral calcite crystals infilling the pore. 
The grainstone portion of the carbonate body has completely 
infilled molds similar to those in the packstone portion, molds con-
taining a dog-tooth spar rim cement, and open molds. Similar par-
tially filled molds were found in the fresh water phreatic zone of 
the Belmont Formation in Bermuda and were described by Land (1970). 
The development of the moldic porosity within a fresh water 
phreatic environment strongly suggests that the porosity within the 
core did not undergo extensive development until the formation of 
the post-Swift--pre-Inyan Kara unconformity. The fluvial deposits 
of the lower Inyan Kara Formation suggest a climate and environment 
capable of supplying notable quantities of meteoric water to the 
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subsurface. The top of the basal Swift carbonate body lies within 300 
feet of the unccnformity and would undoubtedly have been within the 
limits of the fresh water phreatic zone. The presence of predomi-
nantly siliciclastic sediments over the carbonate body would increase 
the chance that meteoric waters, undersaturated with calcium carbon-
ate, would reach the body. The rate of fluid flow through the car-
bonate body is virtually impossible to evaluate, but the presence of 
open pores filled with relatively fresh water within grainstones (re-
versed spontaneous-potential curve on the well log of the "Abrahamson 
# 1-35") suggests that the flow and exchange of fluids with the over-
lying sediments was sufficient to keep the pore waters from becoming 
saturated with calcium carbonate. 
ECONOMIC POTENTIAL 
To date, there is no petroleum production from the carbonate 
bodies of the basal Swift Formation. The Upper Jurassic Roseray For-
mation (equivalent age to the Swift Formation) of Saskatchewan is a 
well-sorted, fine-grained, poorly-cemented quartzose sandstone which 
produces low API gravity oil. 
The requirements for the accumulation of hydrocarbons include: 
(1) a reservoir rock with good porosity and permeability, (2) a trap-
ping mechanism, and (3) a source for the hydrocarbons. The basal 
Swift carbonate bodies fulfill the first two of these requirements. 
The carbonate sands are good reservoir rocks, particularly the grain-
stones, which are clean and maintain a relatively continuous compo-
sition and texture. They have a moldic porosity that ranges from 22 
to 31 percent and a maximum permeability of 22 millidarcies (Terra 
Resources, Inc., Geologic Report on the "Abrahamson ti 1-35," NDGS 
well No. 6179). The porosity and permeability of the packstones is 
notably less. 
The elongate and concave shape of the bodies, as viewed from 
the bottom, and the surrounding impervious sediments provide a good 
trapping mechanism. 
The third requirement, a hydrocarbon source, is the critical 
factor. There does not seem to be a good source rock available. 
The amount of organic tissue matter that would have remained after 
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significant transport and abrasion of the shell material is unknown, 
but it is unlikely that there would have been significant amounts 
left. Therefore, oil or gas generation from within the body itself 
seems doubtful. 
The surrounding shales may be potential source rocks but their 
shallow depths (approximately 5000 feet) suggest that the temperatures 
appropriate for substantial oil generation have not yet occurred. 
Oil migration from thermally mature sources underlying the Swift For-
mation must also be considered, but this possibility is speculative 
at this time. 
There is a possibility that biogenic gas, derived from the sur-
rounding shales, could be present within the grainstones. This type 
of gas is generated at low temperatures and relatively shallow depths 
by the decomposition of organic matter by anaerobic microorganisms. 
This type of gas would eliminate the necessity for the shales to be 
deeply buried and undergo the high temperatures required for oil 
generation. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Examination of approximately 680 mechanical well logs along 
with the one vailable core cram the Terra Resources, Inc., "Abraham-
son II 1-35" has shown that the carbonate bodies within the basal 
Swift Formation are packstones and grainstones composed of predomi-
nantly sand-sized, well-rounded, recrystallized mollusk fragments. 
The carbonate sand bodies are located in varying stratigraphic posi-
tions within the lower 150 feet of the Swift Formation and variably 
replace Units A, B, and C. The basal contact of the bodies is con-
formable with the underlying sediments; the upper contact is uncon-
formable. Lateral changes occur through the interfingering of the 
carbonate sands with the surrounding shales and very fine elastics. 
The sand bodies are randomly scattered throughout the study area, 
but they tend to have their long axes oriented parallel or sub-
parallel to what would have been the paleoshoreline of the Williston 
basin at that time. 
Comparison of the sedimentary structures, textures, and 
morphology of the carbonate sand bodies with modern and ancient 
analogs has led to the conclusion that the bodies arc large offshore 
sand b,1rs thc1t were deposited during the final transgression of 
the shallow epicontinental sea across the irregular shelf floor of 
the eastern Williston basin. Evidence suggests that the bodies were 
generated by strong bottom currents moving across the irregular 
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shelf floor. Currents moving across local breaks in the shelf (cur-
rent direction unknown) caused deposition of the carbonate sands to 
occur through the loss of competency of the bottom currents due to 
the deepening of the water. 
Continued transport and deposition of the bioclastic debris 
caused the bar to prograde laterally and vertically. This prograda-
tion resulted in the lateral interfingering of the carbonate sands 
with the surrounding shales and very fine elastics. The vertical ac-
cumulation of these bars resulted in a coarsening-upward sequence of 
carbonate sands that was never subaerially exposed, yet attained 
thicknesses of over 100 feet in several areas. 
Cessation of the deposition of the carbonate sands was followed 
by the continued transgression of the Late Jurassic seas, and the de-
position of a thin limestone lag and the shales which overlie the car-
bonate bodies. 
Deposition of the shales was followed by the gradual deposition 
of coarser elastics (siltstones and quartzarenites). The well log 
character shows that these coarser elastics occur throughout the 
upper Swift Formation and are probably related to the gradual retreat 
to the marine interior seas. Final retreat of the seas was followed 
by post-Swift--prc-Inyan Kara erosion. 
The shallow burial of the carbonate sand bodies, the presence 
of the aragonitic mollusk grains, ~rnd the presence of a fresh water 
phreatic zone fe<l by the fluvial systems of the Early Cretaceous 
would have supplied optimum conditions for the development of the in-
filled molds and the mol<lic porosity within the carbonate sand body. 
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The carbonate bodies have the necessary characteristics of a 
good reservoir rock, except that they lack the presence of a mature 
hydrocarbon source. These bodies may have the potential for the 
accumulation of biogenic gas derived from the surrounding shales. 




LIST OF WELLS AND DATA USED IN THIS STUDY 
APPENDIX A 
LIST OF WELLS AND DATA USED IN THIS STUDY 
The wells used in this study are arranged alphabetically by 
county and then numerically by North Dakota Geological Survey well num-
ber. The format of the legal description is well location using the 
standard Land Office Grid System, current operator, well name, kelly 
bushing, and total depth. 
Letter symbols have been used in designating the Rierdon Forma-
tion (JR) and the Swift Formation (JSW). The tops of the formations 
and the carbonate body are given as elevations in feet below sea level. 





(SESE-6-161-92) CARTER OIL CO. 
MAYME MORRISSEY# 1 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
BOTTOM JSW CARBOHATE BODY 
-2967 
-2576 
(NENW-28-161-99) HUNT OIL CO. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOH JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 2153, TD= 7322 
THICK JSW 
THICK CARBOl~ATE BODY 
KB= 2039, TD= 7016 
THICK JSW 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 
(SENE-16-162-90) 
G. K. MELBY It 1 
CALVERT DRILLING CO. 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JS\J CARBONATE BODY 





KB= 1951, TD 6080 
THICK JSW 
TIIICK CARBONATE BODY 
1082 (NENE-30-161-90) CALVERT DRI LLIN(; CO. 
CARL JEPSOl~ {t L 
TOP .IR 
TOI' JSW 
TOP JSW CARl30N/\TE BODY 




KB= 2075, TD 7282 
TII lCK J S\J 








1083 (NESW-11-161-90) CALVERT DRILLING CO. 
A. M. HELBY # 1-B KB= 1961, TD= 6567 
TOP JR -2716 
TOP JSW -2340 THICK JSW 376 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2572 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2587 THICK CARBONATE BODY 15 
1145 (NESW-21-161-90) HUNT OIL CO. 
SENA RUHNKE II 1 KB= 2030, TD 7060 
TOP JR -2828 
TOP JSW -2458 THICK JSW 370 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2694 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2701 THICK CARBONATE BODY 7 
1169 (NWSW-25-161-90) CALVERT DRILLING CO. 
F. H. BORNSTEDT # 1 KB= 2004, TD= 6800 
TOP JR -2781 
TOP JSW -2410 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2648 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2654 
1251 (SWNW-6-162-89) 
JOHN KOCH II . 1 
TEXOTA OIL 
TOP JR -2442 
TOP JSW -2126 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2296 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2309 
1258 (NENE-11-161-89) TEXOTA OIL 
B. A. STEFONOWICZ II 1 
TOP JR -2609 
TOP JSW -2230 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2468 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2475 
THICK JSW 371 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 6 
KB= 1939, TD 6103 
THICK JSW 316 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 13 
KB= 1950, TD= 6346 
THICK JSW 379 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 7 
1368 (NWNW-29-159-90) 
RAY BRYANT II 1 
CALVERT DRILLING CO. 
TOP JR -3202 
TOP JSW -2880 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY >~ 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 2367, TD= 8085 
THICK JSW 322 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
1461 (SESW-5-162-91) AUA RESOURCES, INC. 
LIGNITE-MADISON UNIT# 20 KB= 1973, TD 6640 
TOP JR -2722 
TOP JSW -2324 THICK JSW 398 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BOUY -2564 
BOTTOM JSW CARBOHATE BODY -2576 THICK CARBONATE BODY 12 
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1485 (SESE-5-162-91) ADA RESOUP-CES, INC. 
LIGNITE-NADISON UNIT II 21 KB = 1961, TD = 6144 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 
-2711 
-2369 THICK JSW 
-2547 
-2555 THICK CARBONATE BODY 
1500 (NWNW-8-162-91) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
LIGNITE-HADISON UNIT# 24 KB= 1960, TD= 6226 
TOP JR -2722 
342 
8 
TOP JSW -2371 THICK JSW 351 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2477 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2486 THICK CARBONATE BODY 9 
1511 (NWSE-5-162-91) ADA RESOURCES, IUC. 
LIGNITE-MADISON UNIT II 17 KB = 1957, TD = 6210 
TOP JR -2711 
TOP JSW -2348 THICK JSW 363 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2548 
BOTTO.M JSW CARBONATE BODY -2568 THICK CARBONATE BODY 20 
1519 (NWNE-8-162-91) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
LIGNITE-MADISON UNIT# 25 KB= 1957, TD= 6188 
TOP JR -2720 
TOP JSW -2360 THICK JSW 360 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2559 
BOTTOH JSW CARBONATE BODY -2570 THICK CARBONATE BODY 11 
1520 (NENE-28-162-91) 
M. JORGANS II 1 
PETROLEUM CO. OF AMERICA ET AL. 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 






T. OLSON II 1 
VERN 0. LUND 
TOP JR -2570 
KB= 1952, TD= 6498 
THICK JSW 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 
KB= 1945, TD= 6315 
405 
5 
TOP JSW -2240 THICK JSW 330 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ;, 
BOTTOM JSW CARBOiJATE BODY ,•, THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
1535 (C NW-5-162-91) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
LIGN [TE-MADISON UN IT II 1 KB = 19 58, TD = 6185 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 










1549 (SESE-24-162-92) PETROLEUM CORP. OF AMERICA 
NORMAN HOVELAND II 1 KB = 1981, TD = 6711 
TOP JR -2829 
TOP JSW -2434 THICK JSW 395 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2606 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2637 THICK CARBONATE BODY 31 
1553 (NWNW-9-162-91) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
LIGNITE-MADISON UNIT II 26 KB = 1966, TD = 6170 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 






THICK CARBONATE BODY 
1569 (SESE-6-162-91) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
LIGNITE-MADISON UNIT II 19 KB= 1958, TD= 6212 
TOP JR -2717 
380 
19 
TOP JSW -2337 THICK JSW 380 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2557 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2561 THICK CARBONATE BODY 4 
1580 (SENE-6-162-91) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
LIGNITE-MADISON UNIT II 11 KB= 1960, TD= 6167 
TOP JR -2695 
TOP JSW -2345 THICK JSW 350 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2535 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2548 THICK CARBONATE BODY 13 
1582 (NENE-34-162-90) NORTHWEST OIL DRILLING 
MATH FUNK ti 1 KB= 1954, TD= 6582 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
-2663 
-2268 THICK JSW 395 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY -I( 
1591 (SESE-15-161-91) PETROLEUH CORP. OF AMERICA 
E. GULLIKSON II 1 KB= 2064, TD 7050 
TOP JR -2961 
TOP JSW -2541 THICK JSW 420 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY '~ 
BOTTOM J SW CARBONATE BODY -f( THICK CAl~BONATE BODY ,•, 
1593 (NWSE-6-162-91) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
LIGNITE-MADISON UNIT If l Kil = 1962, TD = 6215 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CAIWONATE BODY 










1599 (SWNE-23-161-90) CALVERT DRILLING CO. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -J: 
THICK JSW 382 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
1639 (SENE-7-162-91) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
LIGNITE-MADISON UNIT II 27 KB = 1965, TD = 6242 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 




BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 348 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
1649 (SESW-4-162-91) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
LIGNITE-MADISON UNIT II 22 KB = 1956, TD = 6176 
TOP JR -2696 
TOP JSW -2314 THICK JSW 382 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2524 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2554 THICK CARBONATE BODY 30 
1650 (NWNE-5-162-92) ARROWHEAD EXPLORATION CO. 
NORMAN HOVELAND # 9 KB= 1947, TD 6460 
TOP JR -2786 
TOP JSW -2409 THICK JSW 377 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2626 
BOTTOH JSW CARBONATE BODY -2639 THICK CARBONATE BODY 13 
1660 (SENW-1-160-92) PETROLEUM CORP. OF AMERICA 
DELBERT SMITH II 1 KB = 2423, TD 7671 
TOP JR -3042 
TOP JSW -2673 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
1661 (NWNW-11-161-90) 
A. MELBY ii 1 
NORTHERN PUMP CO. 
TOP JR -3029 
TOP JSW -2654 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2577 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2590 
THICK JSW 369 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1971, TD 6615 
THICK JSW 375 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 13 
1662 (SENW-4-162-91) ADA l~ESOURCES, INC. 
LIGNITE-MADISON UN IT II 14 KB = 1953, TD = 6160 
TOP JR -2692 
TOP JSW -2337 THICK JSW 355 
TOP JSH CAlWONJ\TE BODY -2519 
BOTTOH JSW CARBOHATE BODY -2545 THICK CARBONATE BODY 26 
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1663 (NWNW-r-162-91) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
LIGNITE-MADISON UNIT It 9 KB = 1953, TD = 6142 
TOP JR -2681 
TOP JSW -2326 THICK JSW 355 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2520 
BOTTOH JSW CARBONATE BODY -2540 THICK CARBONATE BODY 20 
1664 (SENW-5-162-91) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
LIGNITE-MADISION UNIT If 12 KB = 1961, TD = 6198 
TOP JR -2702 
TOP JSW -2352 THICK JSW 350 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2534 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2556 THICK CARBONATE BODY 22 
1681 (NWNW-5-162-91) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
LIGNITE-MADISON UNIT It 7 KB = 1948, TD = 6195 
TOP JR -2706 
TOP JSW -2352 THICK JSW 354 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2544 
BOTTON JSW CARBONATE BODY -2561 THICK CARBONATE BODY 17 
1687 (NWNE-6-162-91) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
LIGNITE-MADISON UNIT ti 6 KB = 1954, TD = 6210 
TOP JR -2699 
TOP JSW -2353 THICK JSW 346 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2538 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2553 THICK CARBONATE BODY 15 
1710 (SENW-21-162-91) PETROLEUM CORP. OF AMERICA 
LINDSAY R. BUNTING II 1 KB= 1951, TD = 6603 
TOP JR -2791 
TOP JSW -2451 THICK JSW 340 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* BOTTON JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 
* 
1713 (NWSE-4-162-91) NORTHERN PUMP co. 
ARTHUR KOSTL\D It 1 KB = 1960, TD = 6200 
TOP JR -2685 
TOP JSW -2310 THICK JSW 375 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2508 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2540 THICK CARBONATE BODY 32 
1715 ( SWNE-8-160- 9 2) PETROLEUM CORP. OF AMERICA 
M. A. JENSEN Ii l KB= 2408, TD = 7830 
TOP JR -3092 
TOP JSW -2713 THICK JSW 379 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -I: 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ,~ THICK CARBONATE BODY 1( 
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1717 (SENE-5-162-91) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
LIGNITE-MADISON UNIT If 13 KB = 1952, TD = 6145 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 






THICK CARBONATE BODY 
1730 (NWNE-5-162-91) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
LIGNITE-MADISON UNIT# 8 KB= 1952, TD 6145 
TOP JR -2698 
352 
19 
TOP JSW -2340 THICK JSW 358 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2535 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2557 THICK CARBONATE BODY 22 
1752 (SESW-31-163-91) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
RIVAL-MADISON UNIT# 33 KB= 1963, TD= 6182 
TOP JR -2690 
TOP JSW -2332 THICK JSW 358 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2532 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2542 THICK CARBONATE BODY 10 
1766 (SESW-13-161-92) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
FOOTHILLS UNIT# 6 KB= 2174, TD= 7250 
TOP JR -3576 
TOP JSW -2979 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2830 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2839 
1807 (NENW-21-161-89) 
JACOBSON It 1 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
NORTHERN PUMP CO. 
-2720 
-2318 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 597 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 9 
KB= 1984, TD= 6510 
THICK JSW 402 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
1834 (SENE-26-162-91) PAJ.'J AMERICAN PETROLEUM CORP. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE IDDY 'ft 
1840 (SWSE-36-162-92) 
STATE It l 
NORT[IERN PUMP CO. 
.TOP JR -2937 
TOP JSW -2540 
TOP JSW CAlWONATE BODY -2717 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BOUY -2759 
THICK JSW 400 
TIIJ.CK CARBONATE BODY 
KB= 1993, TD= 6868 
THICK JSW 397 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 42 
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1842 (NWNW-32-161-89) PETROLEUM, INC., SIGNAL DRILLING & EXPLORATION 
ORA H. MAHONEY II 1 KB= 1994, TD= 6636 
TOP JR -2781 
TOP JSW -2399 THICK JSW 382 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2622 
BOTTOH JSW CARBONATE BODY -2644 THICK CARBONATE BODY 22 
1847 (SESE-22-162-92) MOBIL PRODUCTION CO. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
1860 (NWSE-4-162-90) 
HUFF ft 1 
CONOCO, INC. 
TOP JR -2495 
TOP JSW -2175 
TOP JSW CARBOHATE BODY -2360 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2370 
THICK JSW 397 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1937, TD= 6134 
THICK JSW 320 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 10 
1875 (SESE-12-161-91) JUNIPER OIL & MINING CO. 
AARON KISTLER ft 1 KB = 1998, TD = 6733 
TOP JR -2812 
TOP JSW -2420 THICK JSW 392 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2672 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2682 THICK CARBONATE BODY 10 
1878 (SENE-8-162-91) MOBIL PRODUCTION CO. 
NOREN II 2 (F 42-8-P) KB= 1955, TD= 6216 
TOP JR -2720 
TOP JSW -2344 THICK JSW 376 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2567 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2582 THICK CARBONATE BODY 15 
1922 (SWSE-25-162-90) EARL SCHWARTZ CO. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 1, 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY >°' 
1999 (SESE-31-163-91) PIONEER OIL CO. 
THICK JSW 388 
THICK CARBONATE BODY >'< 
CLARENCE STAALESON II l KB= 1960, TD= 6236 
TOP JR -2700 
TOP JSW -2345 THICK JSW 355 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2538 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2557 THICK CARBONATE BODY 19 
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2000 (NESW-3-160-91) SKELLY OIL CO. 
C. W. JACOBSON# 1 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* 
* 
* BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 2307, TD= 7363 
THICK JSW * 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
2029 (SWNE-36-162-90) NORTHERN NATURAL GAS PRODUCTION 
ROBERT J, MASEDANZ # 1-A KB= 1971, TD= 6075 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
-2654 
-2269 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
2044 (SESE-36-161-92) DAVIS OIL CO. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
2063 (SENE-13-162-91) VERN 0. LUND 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 385 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 2396, TD= 7640 
THICK JSW 392 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1953, TD= 6105 
THICK JSW 350 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
2070 (SENW-13-161-92) CALVERT-KING-STEVENSON-INTERNATIONAL 
EARL GRANDALL # 1 KB= 2123, TD= 6915 
TOP JR -2982 
TOP JSW -2577 THICK JSW 405 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2829 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2840 THICK CARBONATE BODY 11 
2126 (NWNW-34-162-91) CROWN CENTRAL PETROLEUM CORP. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ,~ 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY >°' 
THICK JSW 390 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
2133 (NWSE-1-162-92) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
RIVAL-MADISON UNlT ft 45 KB = 1970, TD 6405 
TOP JR -2718 
TOP JSW -2327 THICK JSW 391 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2554 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2568 THICK CARBONATE BODY 14 
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2158 (SWSW-8-161-91) EARL SCHWARTZ CO. 
N. GULLICKSON# 1 KB= 2078, TD= 6753 
TOP JR -2984 
TOP JSW -2582 THICK JSW 402 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2832 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2842 THICK CARBONATE BODY 10 
2181 (SENE-23-161-92) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
FOOTHILLS UNIT #10 KB= 2371, TD= 7195 
TOP JR -2991 
TOP JSW -2584 THICK JSW 407 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
2196 (SWNE-8-161-91) GOFOR OIL, INC. 
H. E. REMINGTON II 1 KB = 2048, TD = 6676 
TOP JR -2955 
TOP JSW -2547 THICK JSW 408 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2803 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2816 THICK CARBONATE BODY 13 
2203 (NENE-2-162-92) ADA RESOURCES, me. 
RIVAL-MADISON UNIT# 37 KB= 1960, TD= 6300 
TOP JR -2740 
TOP JSW -2360 THICK JSW 380 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2575 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2592 THICK CARBONATE BODY 17 
2206 (NWNW-7-162-91) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
RIVAL-MADISON UNIT# 51 KB= 1984, TD= 6277 
TOP JR -2721 
TOP JSW -2356 THICK JSW 365 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
2207 (NWSE-33-163-91) 
HARRY GRINA # 1 
STEKOLL OIL & GAS, LTD. 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
-2666 
-2318 
* BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
2212 (NWSE-18-162-91) EARL SCHWARTZ CO. 
KB= 1949, TD= 6212 
THICK JSW 348 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
NOR1'1AN l!OVLAND II l KB = 1959, TD = 6337 
TOP JR -2752 
TOP JSW -2396 THICK JSW 356 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2623 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2639 THICK CARBONATE BODY 16 
151 
2214 (SWNW-3-161-92) 
S.B.S.J. ti 8 
ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
KB= 4074, TD= 6858 
TOP JR -2914 
TOP JSW -2561 THICK JSW 353 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2769 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2776 THICK CARBONATE BODY 7 
2217 (NENE-11-162-92) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
RIVAL-MADISON UNIT ti 48 KB= 1982, TD= 6370 
TOP JR -2761 
TOP JSW -2363 THICK JSW 398 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2602 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2615 THICK CARBONATE BODY 13 
2218 (NESE-2-162-92) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
RIVAL-MADISON UNIT ti 43 KB= 1987, TD= 6360 
TOP JR -2749 
TOP JSW -2363 THICK JSW 386 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2593 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2603 THICK CARBONATE BODY 10 
2221 (NWSW-27-162-91) CROWN CENTRAL PETROLEUM CORP. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 398 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
2227 (NENW-1-162-92) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
RIVAL-MADISON UNIT ti 38 KB= 1964, TD= 6272 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 





2228 (NESE-21-162-91) SUN OIL CO. 





TOP JSW C.\RBONATE BODY ,., 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
2232 (SWSW-5-161-91) COFOR OIL, INC. 
THICK JSW 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 





THICK CARBONATE BODY ,'t 
EARL MCEVERS II 1 KB= 2032, TD= 6618 
TOP JR 
-2953 
TOP JSW -2543 THICK JSW 410 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2810 
BOTTOM .!SW CARBONATE BODY -2821 THICK CARBONATE BODY 11 
152 
2233 SWNE-17-161-91) 
C. E. BRYAN II 1 
GOFOR OIL, INC. 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 





KB= 2100, TD= 6713 
THICK JSW 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 
2237 (NWNE-33-162-91) CROWN CENTRAL PETROLEUM CORP. 
DANIEL JOHNSON# 1 KB= 1960, TD 6442 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 
-2837 
-2445 THICK JSW 
-2698 
-2707 THICK CARBONATE BODY 
2241 (SENE-16-162-91) TENNESSEE GAS TRANSMISSION CO. 
T. JOHNSON# 1 KB= 1965, TD= 6308 





TOP JSW -2365 THICK JSW 371 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2588 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2596 THICK CARBONATE BODY 8 
2245 (NWSE-6-162-91) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
RIVAL-MADISON UNIT# 46 KB= 1970, TD= 6304 
TOP JR -2710 
TOP JSW -2358 THICK JSW 352 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2540 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2563 THICK CARBONATE BODY 23 
2249 (NWSE-4-161-91) NORTH AMERICA ROYALITIES, INC. 




-2525 THICK JSW 400 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
2254 (NWNE-12-162-92) PAN AMERICAN PETROLEUM CORP. 
RIVAL-MADISON UNIT# 50 KB= 1995, TD 6350 
TOP JR -2736 
TOP JSW -2371 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ,•, 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -:, 
2265 (NWSE-14-162-91) 
JENS LARSON II 1 
VERN O. LUND 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 





THICK JSW 365 
THICK CARBONATE BODY -:, 
KB= 1957, TD= 6303 
THICK JSW 




2278 (SESW-5-162-90) GOFOR OIL, INC. 
R. M. MCCARTHY# l KB= 1932, TD= 5877 
TOP JR -2519 
TOP JSW -2174 THICK JSW 345 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2374 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2381 THICK CARBONATE BODY 7 
2284 (NWSE-27-162-91) CROWN CENTRAL PETROLEUM CORP. 
ART Ai.~DERSON # 1 KB= 1946, TD= 6390 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 




BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
2291 (SWSE-13-160-92) J. R. PADON 
J. AGNES LUCY# l 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
-3117 
-2722 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 397 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 2441, TD= 7764 
THICK JSW 395 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
2297 (NENW-2-162-92) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
RIVAL-MADISON UNIT# 36 KB== 1962, TD= 6280 
TOP JR -2748 
TOP JSW -2363 THICK JSW 385 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2595 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2606 THICK CARBONATE BODY 11 
2315 (NWSE-28-162-91) 
MONSON {I l 
CROWN CENTRAL PETROLEUM 
KB= 1948, TD= 6458 
TOP JR -2811 
TOP JSW -2412 THICK JSW 399 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
2327 (SENW-8-162-90) GOFOR OIL, INC. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY >'< 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY >'< 
2331 (NWNE-,26-161-91) SKELLY OIL CO. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ,•: 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 'le 
THICK JSW 325 
THICK CARBONATE BODY ,., 
KB= 2247, TD= 7050 
THICK JSW 396 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
154 
2332 (NWSW-26-162-91) 
RYKKEN II l 
STEKOLL PETROLEUM CORP. 
KB= 1947, TD= 6350 
TOP JR -2792 
TOP JSW -2390 THICK JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* 
402 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
2333 (NWNW-33-162-91) CROWN CENTRAL PETROLEUM CORP. 
Kathryn Johnson Ill KB= 1948, TD= 6480 
TOP JR -2846 
TOP JSW -2448 THICK JSW 398 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2702 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2713 THICK CARBONATE BODY 11 
2334 (SWNE-1-162-92) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
RIVAL-MADISON UNIT II 44 KB = 1981, TD = 6310 
TOP JR -2727 
TOP JSW -2353 THICK JSW 374 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2572 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2578 THICK CARBONATE BODY 6 
2336 (NWSE-29-162-92) ANSCHUTZ OIL CO., INC. 
LOUIS HERMA.i~SON II l KB = 1982, TD = 6616 
TOP JR -2964 
TOP JSW -2631 THICK JSW 333 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2753 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2823 THICK CARBONATE BODY 70 
2349 (SESW-32-163-91) 
NELSON "A" II 1 
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM CO. 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 





KB= 1954, TD= 6152 
THICK JSW 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 
350 
7 
2351 (NWSE-16-162-92) UTAH SOUTHERN OIL 
STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA II 1 KB= 1952, TD= 6500 
TOP JR -2852 
TOP JSW -2522 THICK JSW 330 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2702 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2715 THICK CARBONATE BODY 13 
2353 (NENE-3-162-92) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
RIVAL-MADISON UNIT II 35 KB= 1967, TD= 6300 
TOP JR -2753 
TOP JSW -2410 THICK JSW 343 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2600 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2610 THICK CARBONATE BODY 10 
155 
2356 (NENW-27-162-91) 
E. SCHWARTZ II 1 
CROWN CENTRAL PETROLEUM CORP. 
TOP JR -2775 
TOP JSW -2405 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2630 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2644 
2358 (SWNE-25-162-90) 
JENS BRIGGS II 1 
SIMCOX OIL CO. 
TOP JR -2620 
TOP JSW -2227 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2480 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2488 
KB= 1953, TD= 6380 
THICK JSW 370 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 14 
KB= 1962, TD= 6080 
THICK JSW 393 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 8 
2360 (NESE-12-162-92) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 




-2373 THICK JSW 357 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY -I: 
2363 (NWSW-34-162-91) CROWN CENTRAL PETROLEUM CORP. 
ABBOTT BAILLIFF II 1 KB= 1962, TD 6440 
TOP JR -2848 
TOP JSW -2439 THICK JSW 409 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2703 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2713 
2366 (SENE-5-162-90) CONOCO, INC. 
STATE-IVERSON II 1 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 





THICK CARBONATE BODY 11 
KB= 1944, TD 5868 
THICK JSW 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 
320 
6 
2377 (SENW-8-162-91) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ,; 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY >'t 
THICK JSW 344 
THICK CARBONATE BODY ,; 
2385 (SWSE-3-161-92) 
EATON II 1 
ANSCHUTZ OIL CO. , lNC. 
TOP JR -2935 
TOP JS\.J -2555 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ,; 
KB= 2080, TD 6828 
TI!ICK JSW 380 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
2396 (SWNE-3-161-92 




ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
KB= 2066, TD= 6785 
-2931 
-2534 THICK JSW 397 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
2405 (NWNW-4-162-90) GOFOR OIL, INC. 
M. BERGSTRESSER II 1 KB= 1925, TD= 5860 
TOP JR -2500 
TOP JSW -2193 THICK JSW 307 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2353 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2358 THICK CARBONATE BODY 5 
2414 (NENW-12-162-92) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 




-2392 THICK JSW 347 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOH JSW CARBONATE BODY -I< THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
2433 (SWNW-4-161-92) 
ANNIE WELSH ti l 
CARDINAL PETROLEUM CO. 
KB= 2093, TD= 6814 
TOP JR -2947 
TOP JSW -2607 THICK JSW 340 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2789 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2804 THICK CARBONATE BODY 15 
2437 (SESE-13-161-92) 
OWINGS ti l 
STAR DRILLING, me. 
KB= 2148, TD= 6860 
TOP JR -3008 
TOP JSW -2602 THICK JSW 406 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2862 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2868 THICK CARBONATE BODY 6 
2447 (NWSE-4-161-91) STAR DRILLING, INC. 




-2514 THICK JSW 401 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOH JSW CARBONATE BODY ;, THICK CARBONATE BODY ;, 
2449 (SWSW-9-161-91) JOHN B, IIAWl,EY JR. TRUST tf l 
LLOYD M. VALLELY I/ l KB= 2058, TD= 6644 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CA!U30NATE BODY 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 
-2067 
-2563 THICK JSW 
-2813 





KRISTINSON II l 
CROWN CENTRAL PETROLEUM CORP. 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 





KB= 1959, TD= 6485 
THICK JSW 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 
2456 (SESE-36-163-91) DALLEA-CARPENTER-VERRY 








TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
2459 (NWSE-8-162-91) PAN AMERICAN PETROLEUM CO. 




-2378 THICK JSW 349 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ,'t 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
2461 (SWSW-7-161-91) MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 402 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
2466 (NE-1-162-92) PAN AMERICAN PETROLEUM CORP. 
RIVAL-MADISON UNIT II 39 KB= 1971, TD= 6290 
TOP JR -2711 
TOP JSW -2374 THICK JSW 337 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2548 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2563 THICK CARBONATE BODY 15 
2472 (SWSE-8-161-91) GOFOR OIL, INC. 
IL E. REMIHGTON II 2 KB = 2067, TD 6675 
TOP JR -2990 
TOP JSW -2583 THICK JSW 407 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2835 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2848 THICK CARBONATE BODY 13 
2474 (NESE-12-162-92) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
RIVAL-MADISON UNIT II 52 KB= 1972, TD= 6313 
TOP JR -2750 
TOP JSW -2369 Tllr'CK JSW 381 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2605 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2610 THICK CARBONATE BODY 5 
158 
2484 (NWSW-9-162-90) 
SMITH II 1-E 
NORTHERN NATURAL GAS PRODUCTION 
KB= 1960, TD= 5871 
TOP JR -2548 
TOP JSW -2220 THICK JSW 328 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2406 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2414 THICK CARBONATE BODY 8 
2508 (NESE-2-162-92) AfJA RESOURCES, INC. 
RIVAL-MADISON UNIT J II 42 KB= 1986, TD= 6350 
TOP JR -2764 
TOP JSW -2414 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2608 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2614 
2520 (SWNE-4-161-92) CARTER OIL CO. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 350 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 6 
KB= 2078, TD 6843 
THICK JSW 333 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
2531 (NWNW-3-161-91) NORTH AMERICAN ROYALTIES, me. 
BAILLIF-RA11EDAN II 1 KB= 1972, TD= 6450 
TOP JR -2873 
TOP JSW -2468 THICK JSW 405 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2731 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2737 THICK CARBONATE BODY 6 
2539 (SWNW-16-161-91) APACHE OIL CORP. 
STEEN II 1 KB= 2093, TD= 6649 
TOP JR -2990 
TOP JSW -2590 THICK JSW 400 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2835 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2847 THICK CARBONATE BODY 12 
2549 (NWNW-6-162-91) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
RIVAL-MADISON UNIT II 40 KB= 1965, TD= 6221 
TOP JR -2704 
TOP JSW -2362 THICK JSW 342 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2547 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2555 THICK CARBONATE BODY 8 
2562 (NENW-3-162-92) ADA R~SOURCES, INC. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY >'< 
TllICK JSW 335 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
159 
2589 (NWSW-7-162-91) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 




-2378 THICK JSW 350 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ,'c 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY ,-c 
2606 (SWSW-33-162-92) 
S.B.S.U. II 4 
ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 






MELBY "A" II 1 
APACHE OIL CORP. 
TOP JR -2637 
TOP JSW -2246 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2500 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2506 
KB= 2071, TD= 6740 
THICK JSW 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 
KB= 1975, TD= 6010 
340 
81 
THICK JSW 391 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 6 
2621 (NENW-11-162-92 ADA RESOURCES, INC. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY >'c 
THICK JSW 383 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
2630 (NESE-3-162-92) PAN AMERICAN PETROLEUM CORP. 
RIVAL-MADISON UNIT II 41 KB= 1974, TD= 6319 
TOP JR -2759 
TOP JSW -2386 THICK JSW 373 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2614 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2622 THICK CARBONATE BODY 8 
2644 (SWSW-27-162-92) ANSCHUTZ DRILLING CO., INC. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 1: 
THICK JSW 359 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
2653 (SWSW-35-163-89 
V. MASTERS ti l 
AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP. 
KB= 1915, TD= 5640 
TOP JR -2374 
TOP JSW -2069 THICK JSW 305 
TOP JSW CARl30NATE BODY ,•, 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 1r TIIICK CARBONATE BODY * 
160 
2658 (NWSE-19-160-90) ARTHUR V. SEAY, JR. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 394 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
2668 (SWSE-33-162-92) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
S.B.S.J. II 5 KB= 2067, TD 6730 
TOP JR -2965 
TOP JSW -2636 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2745 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2826 
2703 (NWSW-r-162-90) 
IDA A. GEE II l 
EARL SCHWARTZ CO. 
TOP JR -2512 
TOP JSW -2191 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2366 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2376 
2704 (SESE-5-162-90) I. J. WILHITE 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -I< 
THICK JSW 329 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 81 
KB= 1952, TD= 5830 
THICK JSW 321 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 10 
KB= 1939, TD= 5830 
THICK JSW 308 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
2731 (SWSE-32-162-92) 
S.B.S.J. II 3 
ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
KB= 2075, TD= 6746 
TOP JR -2985 
TOP JSW -2625 THICK JSW 360 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2759 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2837 THICK CARBONATE BODY 78 
2751 (SENW-5-162-90) GOFOR OIL, INC. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY i< 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ·k 
THICK JSW 343 
THICK CARBONATE BODY >~ 
2752 (SWNE-19-161-91) 
G. BRYAN II l 
GREAT PLAINS ROYALTY CORP. 
KB= 2199, TD= 6936 
TOP JR -2996 
TOP JSW -2604 TllICK JSW 393 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2854 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2859 THICK CARBONATE BODY 5 
2754 (SWSW-er-162-92) 
BAKKEN II 1 
161 
ANSCHUTZ-RANGER 
TOP JR -2961 
KB= 2060, TD= 6742 
TOP JSW -2602 THICK JSW 359 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2736 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2813 THICK CARBONATE BODY 77 
2755 (SWNW-32-162-92) ANSCHUTZ-BOLACK STAR 
LOUIS HERMANSON II 1 KB= 2063, TD= 6698 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 






THICK CARBONATE BODY 
2781 (SESW-7-162-90) UNION OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA 








TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -le THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
2793 (SENE-6-162-90) IVAN GOHEEN 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1942, TD= 5937 
THICK JSW 338 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
2829 (SESE-18-160-92) GREAT PLAINS ROYALTY CORP. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 394 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
2830 (SWSW-2-161-92) 
S.B.S.U. fl 16 
ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
TOP JR -2931 
TOP JSW -2541 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ,•c 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -le 
KB= 2081, TD= 6788 
THICK JSW 390 
THICK CARBONATE BODY ,-c 
2831 (SWSE-32-162-92) ANSCHUTZ DRILLING CO., INC. 
REISTAD-STATE fl 1 KB= 2077, TD= 6784 
TOP JR -2985 
TOP JSW -2618 THICK JSW 367 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2765 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2841 THICK CARBONATE BODY 76 
162 
2837 (SWSE-21-162-92) MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 
N.B.S.U. # 28 KB= 1956, TD= 6490 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
-2874 
-2531 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 
2838 (NESE-11-162-92) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
RIVAL-MADISON UNIT# 53 KB= 1971, TD= 6415 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 






THICK CARBONATE BODY 
2847 (SWSE-7-161-91) LYDA HUNT-HERBERT TRUSTS 
CHREST-BANK OF NORTH DAKOTA# 1 KB= 2082, TD= 6743 





TOP JSW -2542 THICK JSW 408 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2796 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2805 THICK CARBONATE BODY 9 
2859 (SWNE-28-162-92) 
N. B. S. U. II 34 
MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 
TOP JR -2897 
TOP JSW -2556 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 1, 
KB= 1959, TD= 6570 
THICK JSW 341 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
2869 (SWSW-1-161-92) ANSCHUTZ OIL CO., INC. 
SERSEN-STATE# 1 KB= 2063, TD= 6755 
TOP JR -2937 
TOP JSW -2519 THICK JSW 418 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2777 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2787 THICK CARBONATE BODY 10 
2888 (SESW-33-163-91) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY >'< 
THICK JSW 358 
THICK CARBONATE BODY >°c 
2891 (SWSl~-15-162-92) MONSANTO CHEMI.CAL CO. 
N.B.S.J. # LS KB= 1948, TD= 6453 
TOP JR -2812 
TOP JSW -2480 THlCK JSW 332 
TOI' JSW C.\RBONATE BODY -2665 
BOTT0:-1 .JSW CARBONATE BODY -2678 THICK CARBONATE BODY 13 
163 
2892 (SWSE-10-160-91) MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 
SWENSON# 1 KB= 2327, TD= 7425 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
-3023 
-2525 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 498 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
2922 (SENW-17-162-90) NORTHERN NATURAL GAS PRODUCTION 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 355 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
2939 (SWNE-31-162-92) 
S.B.S.U. II 1 
ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
KB= 2057, TD= 6728 
TOP JR -2996 
TOP JSW -2633 THICK JSW 363 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2783 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2853 THICK CARBONATE BODY 70 
2958 (NESW-32-162-92) 
S.B.S.U. II 2 
ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
KB= 2060, TD= 6741 
TOP JR -2988 
TOP JSW -2632 THICK JSW 356 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2768 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2840 THICK CARBONATE BODY 72 
2974 (NWNE-4-162-91) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
LIGNITE-MADISON UNIT# 10 KB= 1953, TD= 6112 
TOP JR -2675 
TOP JSW -2307 THICK JSW 368 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2520 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2533 THICK CARBONATE BODY 13 
2977 (SESE-32-163-90) CALVERT DRILLING CO. 
IVERSON NIELSON# 1 KB= 1928, TD= 5843 
TOP JR -2489 
TOP JSW -2181 
TOP JSW CARTIONATE BODY * 
BOTTON J SW CARBONATE BODY 1: 
2992 (SENW-7-162-90) SIMCOX OIL CO. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ;, 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 308 
THICK CARBONATE BODY ,•: 
KB= 1945, TD= 5969 
THICK JSW 318 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
164 
3028 (NWSE-32-163-91) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 




-2330 THICK JSW 352 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ~·, 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
3030 (C SW-22-162-92) MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 
N.B.S.U. It 23A KB= 1947, TD= 6476 
TOP JR -2845 
TOP JSW -2508 THICK JSW 337 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
3063 (SWSW-9-162-89) CARDINAL & GAY 
WALLEEN & PETERSON It 1 KB= 1936, TD= 5802 
TOP JR -2474 
TOP JSW -2183 THICK JSW 291 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2305 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2331 THICK CARBONATE BODY 26 
3132 (C SW-22-162-92) MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 327 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
3147 (C SW-23-162-92) MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 'I, 
THICK JSW 379 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
3192 (NESW-3-161-92) 
S. B. S. J. ti 14 
ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
KB= 2072, TD 6805 
TOP JR -2931 
TOP .JSW -2530 THICK JSW 401 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2784 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2792 THICK CARBONATE BODY 8 
3206 (C SW-10-162-92) MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 
N.B.S.J. It 4 KB= 1953, TD= 6440 
TOP JR -2819 
TOP JSW -2438 THICK JSW 381 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2655 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2665 THICK CARBONATE BODY 10 
165 
3216 (SWNW-15-162-92) MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 
N.B.S.J. # 7 KB= 1948, TD= 6430 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
-2832 
-2492 THICK JSW 340 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
3220 (SWSW-15-162-92) MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 
BAKKEN# l KB= 1951, TD= 6506 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
-2834 
-2493 THICK JSW 
* 
341 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
3226 (SESW-22-162-89) AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP. 
MARY GEROLAMY II l KB= 1942, TD= 5864 
TOP JR -2510 
TOP JSW -2221 THICK JSW 289 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2378 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2385 THICK CARBONATE BODY 7 
3241 (SWSW-10-162-92) PAN AMERICAN PETROLEUM CORP. 
EINAR A. AMUNDSEN "B" II 2 KB= 1949, TD= 6490 
TOP JR -2826 
TOP JSW -24)8 THICK JSW 348 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2663 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2678 THICK CARBONATE BODY 15 
3242 (HWSW-33-163-91) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
LIGNITE-MADISON UNIT# 3 KB= 1955, TD= 6120 
TOP JR -2668 
TOP JSW -2320 THICK JSW 348 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2516 
BOTTO:M JSW CARBONATE BODY -2523 THICK CARBONATE BODY 7 
3243 ( -18-161-91) MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 
CHRISTENSON II 1 KB= 2099, TD= 6820 
TOP JR -2976 
TOP JSW -2574 THICK JSW 402 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2820 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2829 THICK CARBONATE BODY 9 
3273 (C SW-36-162-92) ANSCHUTZ OIL CO., INC. 
STATE OF N.D. # J KB= 1993, TD= 6670 
TOP JR -2970 
TOP JSW -2572 Tll(CK JSW 398 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2745 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2830 THICK CARBONATE BODY 85 
166 
3288 (SWNE-22-162-92) MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 
N.B.S.J. fl 23 KB= 1948, TD = 6475 
TOP JR -2830 
TOP JSW -2499 THICK JSW 331 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* 
THICK CARBONi\TE BODY 
* 
3319 (C SW-18-161-91) MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 
OWINGS II 1 KB= 2126, TD = 6860 
TOP JR -3006 
TOP JSW -2612 THICK JSW 394 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2860 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2866 THICK CARBONATE BODY 6 
3327 (C SW-11-162-92) MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO, 
N.B.S.U. fl 5 KB - 1951, TD = 6480 
TOP JR -2802 
TOP JSW -2443 THICK JSW 359 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2642 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2652 THICK CARBONATE BODY 10 
3332 (NENE-30-162-89) ANSCHUTZ OIL CO., INC. 
KOCH II 1 KB= 1956, TD = 5975 
TOP JR -2594 
TOP JSW -2199 THICK JSW 395 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2449 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2454 THICK CARBONATE BODY 5 
3340 (SENE-16-162-92) I. J. WILHITE-THOMi\S PRODUCTION CO. 
STATE II 1 KB= 1946, TD= 6464 
TOP JR -2836 
TOP JSW -2514 THICK JSW 322 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2684 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2690 THICK CARBONATE BODY 6 
3341 (C SW-24-162-92) MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 
JENNIE fl 1 KB= 1949, TD = 6355 
TOP JR -2806 
TOP JSW -2402 THICK JSW 404 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 'I< 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ;'c THICK Ci\RBONATE BODY * 
3349 (C SW-10-162-92) MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 
N.B.s.u. fl 2 KB= 1964, TD = 6450 
TOP JR -2804 
TOP JSW -2388 THICK JSW 416 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2638 
.BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2663 THICK Ci\RBONATE BODY 25 
167 
3356 (C SW-14-162-92) MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 
N.B.S.U. # 10 KB= 1953, TD= 6430 
TOP JR -2797 
TOP JSW -2404 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2644 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2654 
3361 (NWNE-34-162-91) 
ART JOHNSON# 2 
ROCANVILLE CORP. 
TOP JR -2824 
TOP JSW -2417 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2654 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2689 
THICK JSW 393 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 10 
KB= 1968, TD 6336 
THICK JSW 407 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 35 
3365 (SWSW-14-162-89) 
CARL REDMER Ill 
I.J. WILHITE-E.L.K. OIL CO. 
KB= 1923, TD= 5785 
TOP JR -2488 
TOP JSW -2198 THICK JSW 290 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2352 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2365 THICK CARBONATE BODY 13 
3366 (SENW-30-161-91) PAN AMERICAN PETROLEUM CORP. 




-2605 THICK JSW 405 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
3367 (C SW-14-162-92) MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 
N.B.S.U. #16 KB= 1945, TD 6450 
TOP JR -2811 
TOP JSW -2407 THICK JSW 404 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2663 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2673 THICK CARBONATE BODY 10 
3372 (SWSW-4-162-92) PAN A..~ERICAN PETROLEUM CORP. 
ARTHUR MARTIN# 1 KB= 1956, TD= 6490 
TOP JR -2799 
TOP JSW -2464 THICK JSW 335 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2635 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2652 THICK CARBONATE BODY 17 
3378 (C NE-10-161-92) 
S.B.S.U. II 22 
ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSi..J CARBONATE BODY 





KB= 2116, TD 6910 
TlllCK JSW 





MCCARTHY II 1 
GOFOR OIL, INC.-SIMCOX 
TOP JR -2544 
TOP JSW -2216 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2401 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2410 
3410 (C SE-29-162-91) 
A. A. HASS II 1 
CLYDE W. JONES 
. TOP JR -2838 
TOP JSW -2432 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2664 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2690 
3424 (C NE-15-160-92) 
BEN L. LUCY II 1 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
SUNRAY-DX OIL CO. 
-3112 
-2690 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ,•, 
BOTTOH JSW CARBONATE BODY 1< 
3431 (NWNW-35-162-91) PETRO LEWIS CORP. 
KB= 1956, TD= 5945 
THICK JSW 328 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 9 
KB= 1960, TD= 6440 
THICK JSW 406 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 26 
KB= 2456, TD= 7564 
THICK JSW 422 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
MARVIN RYKKEN # 1 KB= 1955, TD= 6315 
TOP JR -2807 
TOP JSW -2404 THICK JSW 403 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2551 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2676 THICK CARBONATE BODY 125 
3446 (SWSW-4-159-90) PAN AMERICAN PETROLEUM CORP. 
OLUF T. JENSEN II 1 KB= 2339, TD= 7351 
TOP JR -3030 
TOP JSW -2643 THICK JSW 387 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -l< THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
3455 (NWSW-25-161-92) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
FOOTHILLS UNIT II 21 KB = 2386, TD = 727 5 
TOP JR -3034 
TOP JSW -2641 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOH JSW CARBONATE BODY >'t 
3473 (C SW-LJ-162-89) E.L.K. OIL CO. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ,•: 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 393 
THICK CARBONATE BODY i< 
KB= 1928, TD= 5685 
TllICK JSW 315 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
169 
3474 (NWSW-8-162-91) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
LIGNITE-MADISON UNIT ti 32 KB= 1968, TD= 6243 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
-2727 
-2375 THICK JSW 
* 
352 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
3487 (NESW-10-161-92) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
S.B.S.U. # 21 KB= 2132, TD= 7000 
TOP JR -2963 
TOP JSW -2591 THICK JSW 372 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2812 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2826 THICK CARBONATE BODY 14 
3494 (SWNE-35-162-91) ASHALDN OIL, INC. 
HAROLD MAGEDANZ# 1 KB= 1957, TD= 6305 
TOP JR -2803 
TOP JSW -2401 THICK JSW 402 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2664 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2671 THICK CARBONATE BODY 7 
3507 (C SE-25-161-92) PAN ANERICAN PETROLEUM CORP. 




-2643 THICK JSW 397 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOH JSW CARBONATE BODY 'le THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
3531 (NESW-15-162-02) MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 
N.B.S.U. # 14 KB= 1949, TD= 6490 
TOP JR -2821 
TOP JSW -2501 THICK JSW 320 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2672 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2681 THICK CARBONATE BODY 9 
3538 (SESW-23-161-92) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -1, 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ;'c 
THICK JSW 385 
THICK CARBONATE BODY -1, 
3546 (NWNE- 7-162-91) /\DA RESOURCES, INC. 
LIGNITE-~~DISON UN[T # 23 KB= 1970, TD= 6250 
TOP JR -271.l 
TOP JSW -2370 TIIICK JSW 341 
TOP JSW CARBONATE tmDY ;, 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY "' TIIICK CARBON.i\TE BODY ;'c 
170 
3547 (NESW-21-162-92) 
N.B.S.J. # 27 
MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 
KB= 1951, TD 6495 
TOP JR -2869 
TOP JSW -2514 THICK JSW 355 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
3555 (SWSE-14-162-92) 
N.B.S.J. II 17 
MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 
KB= 1951, TD 6450 
TOP JR -2799 
TOP JSW -2404 THICK JSW 395 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2633 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2644 THICK CARBONATE BODY 11 
3559 (NWNW-25-161-92) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
FOOTHILLS UNIT# 18 KB= 2384, TD= 7290 
TOP JR -3016 
TOP JSW -2613 THICK JSW 403 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY >'< THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
3583 (NWNE-25-16-92) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
FOOTHILLS UNIT# 19 KB= 2392, TD= 7225 
TOP JR -3033 
TOP JSW -2621 THICK JSW 412 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2882 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2888 THICK CARBONATE BODY 6 
3603 (NESE-9-161-92) SHELL OIL CO. 
DOWNIE ET AL. # 43-9 KB= 2145, TD= 7000 
TOP JR -2985 
TOP JSW -2620 THICK JSW 365 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE•BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
3604 (NWSE-17-159-90) PAN AMERICAl'\l PETROLEUM CORP. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JS\,J CARBONATE BODY >'< 
THICK JSW 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 
3605 (NWNE-26-l61-92) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
FOOTHILLS UNIT# 17 KB= 2431, TD= 7325 
TOP JR -3031 
392 
TOP JSW -2637 THICK JSW 394 
TOP JSW C.-\RilONATE BODY i< 
BOTTOH JSW CARBONATE BODY 1, THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
171 
3607 (SENE-27-161-92) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 





TOP J SW CARBONATE BODY )'c 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 382 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
3612 (E2NW-21-162-92) 
N.B.S.U. If 20 
MONSAHTO CHEMICAL CO. 
TOP JR -2874 
TOP JSW -2556 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY '' 
3616 (SENW-7-161-90) 
L. PETERSON fl 1 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
ASHLAND OIL, INC. 
-2766 
-2374 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
3641 (SENE-12-161-92) CLYDE W. JONES 
KB= 1951, TD= 6523 
THICK JSW 318 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1971, TD= 6371 
THICK JSW 392 
THICK CARBONATE BODY ;'c 
ERNEST EATON USA If 1 KB= 4074, TD= 7343 
TOP JR -2934 
TOP JSW -2528 THICK JSW 406 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2789 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2799 THICK CARBONATE BODY 10 
3646 (SESW-24-161-92) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
FOOTHILLS UNIT fl 14 KB= 2380, TD= 7210 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 




BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 402 
THICK CARBONATE BODY )~ 
3649 (SWNW-28-162-92) MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 
N.B.S.U. fl 33 KB= 1966, TD 6580 
TOP JR -2920 
TOP JSW -2574 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2706 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2784 
3687 (NWSW-3-162-90) 
ACNES PITZER fl l 
TOP JR 
I. J. W1Ll!ITE 
-2510 
TOP JSW -2158 
TOP JSW CARllONATE l30DY -2370 
BOTTm1 JSW CARBONATE BODY -2377 
THICK JSW 346 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 78 
KB= 1950, TD= 5822 
THICK JSW 352 




N. B. S. U. II 12 
MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 
KB= 1951, TD= 6515 
TOP JR -2859 
TOP JSW -2521 THICK JSW 338 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2707 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2717 THICK CARBONATE BODY 10 
3732 (SESE-4-160-92) ANSCHUTZ OIL CO., INC. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 394 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
3736 (SWSE-14-162-92) PAN AMERICAi~ PETROLEUM CORP. 
RATTNER UNIT "B" II 1-A KB= 1949, TD= 6400 
TOP JR -2804 
TOP JSW -2441 THICK JSW 363 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2651 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2658 THICK CARBONATE BODY 7 
3740 (NWNW-26-161-92) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY' * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 365 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
3753 (SWSE-20-162-92) MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 
N.B.S.U. # 26 KB= 1962, TD= 6590 
TOP JR -2911 
TOP JSW -2583 THICK JSW 328 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY 1< 
3758 (NWSE-7-162-91) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
LIGNITE-MADISON UNIT If 31 KB= 1967, TD= 6270 
TOP JR -2728 
TOP JSW -2374 THICK JSW 354 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTON J SW CARBONATE BODY .'; THICK CARBONATE BODY 1< 
3794 (SWNW-8-1.62-92) 
POST I! l 
CHAHDLER & ASSOC., INC. 
KB= 1940, TD= 6464 
TOP JR -2836 
TOP JSW -2505 THICK JSW 331 
TOP JSW CARBONATE KODY -2673 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2697 TIIICK CARBONATE BODY 24 
173 
3805 (NWSE-26-161-92) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 




-2648 THICK JSW 408 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
3815 (SWNE-29-162-92) MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 




-2612 THICK JSW 335 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
3818 (SWNE-20-162-92) MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 




-2595 THICK JSW 302 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
3847 (SWSE-23-162-89) PLAZA OIL & GAS 
HENRY F. AUFFORTH If 1 KB= 1933, TD= 5769 
TOP JR -2482 
TOP JSW -2187 THICK JSW 295 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2318 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2361 THICK CARBONATE BODY 43 
3854 (SWNE-30-162-92) MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 
REISTAD II 1 KB= 1979, TD= 6666 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 






LEE CARTER if 1 
I. J, WILHITE 
TOP JR -2504 
TOP JSW -2176 
TOP JSW CARBotlATE l:lODY -:: 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -I: 
THICK JSW 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 





Tll ICK CAltBONATE BODY ,': 
3924 (NWSE-J ti-162-91) CENTRAL CROWN L'ETROLEUH CORP. 
ABBOTT A. JOHNSON II 1-J\ KB= 1968, TD= 6400 
TOP JR -2827 
TOP JSW -2422 THICK JSW 405 
TOP JSW CARllatJATE BODY -2662 
BOTTON JSW CARBONATE BODY -2689 THICK CARBONATE BODY 27 
174 
3926 (NESE-21-160-92) 
TRAASTAD It 1 
CALVERT DRILLING CO. 
TOP JR -3185 
TOP JSW -2783 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE GODY * 
KB= 2355, TD 7546 
THICK JSW 402 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
3937 (C SE-22-161-92) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 382 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
3976 (NWSE-33-162-91) 
D. JOHNSON If 2 
CENTRAL CROWN PETROLEUM CORP. 
KB= 1966, TD= 6420 
TOP JR -2834 
TOP JSW -2436 THICK JSW 398 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2806 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2817 THICK CARBONATE BODY 11 
3977 (NWSW-33-162-91) CENTRAL CROWN PETROLEUM CORP. 
A. MONSON It 2 KB= 1973, TD= 6458 
TOP JR -2850 
TOP JSW -2453 THICK JSW 397 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2709 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2719 THICK CARBONATE BODY 10 
3989 (NENE-15-161-92) PAN AMERICAN PETROLEUM CORP. 
WINZENBURG U "B" If l KB = 2156, TD = 6950 
TOP JR -2981 
TOP JSW -2579 THICK JSW 402 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2822 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2839 THICK CARBONATE BODY 17 
3990 (NENE-29-162-92) MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ,•, 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ,•, 
THICK JSW 366 
THICK CARBONATE BODY '~ 
4016 (SESE-29-160-92) 
SUMMERS If l. 
CALVERT DRILLING CO. 
TOP JR -3189 
TOP JSW -2793 
TOP JSW CARBONATE LIODY '~ 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 1, 
KB= 2384, TD= 7630 
Tl!ICK JSW 396 
TllICK CARBONATE BODY ,•, 
., 
175 
4049 (SESW-14-161-92) AfJA RESOURCES INC. 
FOOTHILLS UNIT# 4 KB= 2336, TD= 7114 
TOP JR -2999 
TOP JSW -2599 THICK JSW 400 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2845 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2853 THICK CARBONATE BODY 8 
4069 (SENE-22-161-92) AfJA RESOURCES, INC. 
FOOTHILLS UNIT# 8 KB= 2432, TD= 7252 
TOP JR -3001 
TOP JSW -2608 THICK JSW 383 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2850 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2860 THICK CARBONATE BODY 10 
4139 (SENE-16-161-92) WHITEHALL WESTERN OIL, LTD.-DOME 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 385 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4162 (SESE-26-160-92) 
EDWARDS# 1 
PEL-TEX, INC. & CONOCO, INC. 
TOP JR -3170 
TOP JSW -2765 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 2380, TD= 7575 
THICK JSW 405 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4163 (SESE-15-161-92) ADA RESOURCES, INC. 
FOOTHILLS UNIT# 3 KB= 2393, TD 1= 7200 
TOP JR -3002 
TOP JSW -2612 THICK JSW 390 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2849 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2857 THICK CARBONATE BODY 8 
4184 (SESW-22-161-92) JOHN B. HAWLEY, JR. TRUST# 1 
SMITH-WILSON ff 1 KB = 2456, TD = 7350 
TOP JR -3011 
TOP JSW -2603 THICK JSW 408 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2861 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2872 THICK CARBONATE BODY 11 
4210 (SWNW-10-161-91) JOHN B. HAWLEY, Jll. TRUST ti 1 
GERHART GULLICKSON# 1 KB= 2016, TD= 6505 
TOP JR -2911 
TOP JSW -2502 THICK JSW 409 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2668 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2773 THICK CARBONATE BODY 105 
176 
4230 (SWSW-10-161-91) NORTHERN PUMP CO. 
ARLENE CHREST# 1 KB= 2026, TD= 6600 
TOP JR -2924 
TOP JSW -2519 THICK JSW 405 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2776 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2790 THICK CARBONATE BODY 14 
4236 (SWNE-10-161-91) JOHN B. HAWLEY, JR. TRUST #1 
GERHART GULLICKSON# 2 KB= 2000, TD= 6494 
TOP JR -2886 
TOP JSW -2462 THICK JSW 424 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2743 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2752 THICK CARBONATE BODY 9 
4244 (SWSE-10-161-91) JOHN B. HAWLEY, JR. TRUST# 1 
GERHART GULLICKSON "A"# 1 KB= 2027, TD= 6520 
TOP JR -2896 
TOP JSW -2485 THICK JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2744 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2763 THICK CARBONATE BODY 19 
4263 (C SW-11-161-91) JOHN B. HAWLEY, JR. TRUST# 1 
MABLE L. DOE# 1 KB= 2023, TD= 6518 
TOP JR -2880 
TOP JSW -2472 THICK JSW 408 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2739 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2744 THICK CARBONATE BODY 5 
4276 (SWNW-11-161-91) JOHN B. HAWLEY, JR. TRUST# 1 
MABLE L. DOE# 2 KB= 1992, TD 6465 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 





4281 (SWNE-11-161-91) NORTHERN PUMP CO. 
THICK JSW 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 
STELLA SPIESE # 1 KB= 1985, TD= 6420 
TOP JR -2843 
410 
7 
TOP JSW -2440 THICK JSW 403 
TOP JSW CAR.BOl~ATE BODY -2704 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2707 THICK CARI!ONATE BODY 3 
4289 (S\siSE-11-161-91) JOl!N B. IIA\,TLEY, JR. TRUST It 1 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY >', 
BOTTOH JSW CARBONATE BODY >'< 
THICK JSW 405 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 1, 
177 
4295 (C NW-15-161-91) 
E • S • HALL II 1 
JOHN B. HAWLEY. JR. TRUST ti 1 
KB= 2050, TD 6586 
TOP JR -2931 
TOP JSW -2526 THICK JSW 405 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2773 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2797 THICK CARBONATE BODY 24 
4301 (SWSW-1-161-91) I. J. WILHITE-IMPERIAL OIL, NORTH DAKOTA 
EARL CHREST FEDERAL LAND BANK ti 1 KB= 1975, TD= 6470 
TOP JR -2828 
TOP JSW -2425 THICK JSW 403 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4310 (SWSW-12-161-91) JOHN B. HAWLEY, JR. TRUST II 1 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOH JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 406 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4310 (SWSW-12-161-91) JOHN B. HAWLEY, JR. TRUST ti 1 
AARON KISTLER "A" II 2 KB = 2002, TD = 6458 
TOP JR -2853 
TOP JSW -2447 THICK JSW 406 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2638 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2653 THICK CARBONATE BODY 15 
4317 (SESW-15-161-92) JOHN B. HAWLEY, JR. TRUST ti 1 
HOWARD WINZENBURG # 1 KB= 2422, TD= 7260 
TOP JR -3018 
TOP JSW -2626 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2858 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2868 
4350 (SWSE-3-161-91) 
SABINE II 1 
NORTHERN PUMP CO. 
TOP JR -2867 
TOP JSW -2460 
TOP JSW CARilONATE BODY >~ 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ,•: 
THICK JSW 392 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 10 
KB= 1985, TD= 6450 
THICK JSW 407 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4358 (C SW-12-161-91) 
O'BRIEN It 1 
JOUN B. !IAWLEY, JR. TRUST II l 
KR= 1977, TD= 6335 
TOP JR -2806 
TOP JSW -2408 Tl!ICK JSW 398 
TOP JS\.J CARBONATE BODY -2668 
IlOTTOH JSW CARBO:~ATE BODY -2674 THICK CARBONATE BODY 6 
178 
4374 (SWSE-2-161-91) JOHN B. HAWLEY, JR. TRUST II 1 




-2435 THICK JSW 400 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY , .. 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4387 (SWSW-6-161-90) JOHN B. HAWLEY, JR. TRUST II 1 
NORTH AMERICAN ROYALTIES II 1 KB= 1969, TD= 8366 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
-2760 
-2367 THICK JSW 
* 
393 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ,·: THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4397 (SWNW-6-161-90) JOHN B. HAWLEY, JR. TRUST II 1 
GLADYS SCHWARTZ ti 1 KB= 1974, TD= 6273 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
-2748 
-2358 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 390 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4402 (SWNW-1-161-91) JOHN B. HAWLEY, JR. TRUST II 1 
VIOLET & ARTHUR RYKKEN # 1 KB= 1978, TD= 6345 
TOP JR -2803 
TOP JSW -2402 THICK JSW 401 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2667 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2672 THICK CARBONATE BODY 5 
4411 (SWSE-4-161-91) EARL SCHWARTZ CO. 
CHREST S.W.D. # 1 KB= 1992, TD= 6498 
TOP JR -2920 
TOP JSW -2513 THICK JSW 407 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2778 
BOTTON JSW CARBONATE BODY -2786 THICK CARBONATE BODY 8 
4415 (SWNE-3-161-91) 
RAMEDAN ii l 
JOHN B. HAWLEY, JR. TRUST II 1 
KB= 1978, TD= 6408 
TOP JR -2869 
TOP JSW -2459 THICK JSW 410 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2712 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2731 TlIICK CARBONATE BODY 19 
4433 (NESE-24-159-91) UNION OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY >~ 
THICK JSW 435 
THICK CARBONATE BODY -I: 
179 
4509 (SWNE-1-161-91) JOHN .B. HAWLEY, JR. TRUST fl 1 
V. & A. RYKKEN fl 2 KB = 1963, TD = 6320 
TOP JR -2785 
TOP JSW -2387 THICK JSW 398 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ,._ THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4573 (NWNW-36-161-92) 
STATE fl 1 
I. J. WILHITE-GENERAL PETROLEUM CORP. 
KB= 2415, TD= 7355 
TOP JR -3053 
TOP JSW -2660 THICK JSW 393 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4599 ( -25-162-90) ANSCHUTZ OIL CO. , INC. 
ORMISTON fl 1 KB= 1957, TD= 8080 
TOP JR -2636 
TOP JSW -2245 THICK JSW 391 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4696 (SWSW-1-162-90) JOHN B. HAWLEY, JR. TRUST fl 1 
E. F. SIEMERS ET AL. fl 1 KB= 1947, TD= 5860 
TOP JR -2458 
TOP JSW -2135 THICK JSW 323 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4722 (C NE-15-161-91) JOHN B. HAWLEY, JR. TRUST fl 1 
ARTHUR GULLICKSON B.N.D. fl l KB = 2044, TD 6595 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 






THICK CARBONATE BODY 
4739 (C NE-14-161-91) JOHN B. HAWLEY, JR. TRUST fl 1 
PAULL. CHRISTENSON fl 1 KB= 2027, TD= 6546 
TOP JR -2906 
TOP JSW -2488 THICK JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2758 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2773 THICK CARBONATE BODY 
4759 (NWNE-35-161.-92) MOUNTAIN MINERALS CO. 
LAWRENCE i\NDlmSON II 1 KB = 2419, TD 7345 
TOP JR 
TOP JS\../ 
TOP JS\../ CARBONATE IH)DY 














4772 (SWNE-6-161-90) JOHN B. HAWLEY, JR. TRUST# 1 
GLADYS SCHWARTZ# 2 KB= 1965, TD= 6171 
TOP JR -2743 
TOP JSW -2365 THICK JSW 378 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 'I, 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4958 (SWNE-2-161-91) JOHN B. HAWLEY, JR. TRUST II 1 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY >< 
THICK JSW 405 
THICK CARBONATE'BODY * 
4982 (SWSE-1-162-91) 
LUCKMAN II 1 
JOHN B. HAWLEY, JR. TRUST# 1 
TOP JR -2806 
TOP JSW -2406 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY >< 
4988 (SWNW-2-161-91) 
JOHN THEIS# 1 
NORTHERN PUMP CO. 
TOP JR -2842 
TOP JSW -2438 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2694 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2707 
KB= 1966, TD= 6380 
THICK JSW 400 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1972, TD= 6420 
THICK JSW 404 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 13 
5187 (NW-17-161-91) JOHN B. HAWLEY, JR. TRUST# 1 
N. GULLICKSON# 1 KB= 2094, TD= 6747 
TOP JR -2990 
TOP JSW -2594 THICK JSW 396 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2838 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2844 THICK CARBONATE BODY 6 
5653 (SENE-13-161-92) 
CRANDALL II 1 
JOHN B. HAWLEY, JR. TRUST# 1 
TOP JR -3018 
TOP JSW -2611 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2865 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2877 
5721 (NESE-5-160-91) 
LOEPP II 5-1 
\L /\. MONCRIEF 
TOP Jlt 
TOP JSW 
TOP JS\.J CARBONATE llODY 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 
-2979 
-2586 
KB= 2109, TD= 6747 
THICK JSW 407 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 12 
KB = 24lli, TD 7500 
TlIICK JSW 393 
TlIICK CARBONATE BODY 
181 
5734 (SENW-10-162-91) PALMER OIL CO. 
KOSTAD ff 1 
TOP JR -2703 
TOP JSW -2357 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2530 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2560 
5739 (SWNW-7-160-92) 
WEINMANN II 7 -1 
W. A. MONCRIEF 
TOP JR -3121 
TOP JSW -2778 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1950, TD 6116 
THICK JSW 346 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 30 
KB= 2396, TD= 7670 
THICK JSW 343 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
5781 (NENE-1-162-90) U. V. INDUSTRIES, INC. 
HOLLIDAY ff 1 KB= 1942, TD= 5681 
TOP JR -2421 
TOP JSW -2100 THICK JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2285 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2290 THICK CARBONATE BODY 
5850 (NESW-15-161-90) ANSCHUTZ OIL co., me. 
KELLY ET AL. fl 1 KB= 1983, TD= 6320 
TOP JR -2773 




TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTON JSW CARBONATE BODY 1< THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
5867 (NWSW-29-162-90) ANSCHUTZ CORP. AND WESTCOAST OIL & G 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 'I: 
THICK JSW 397 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ;, THICK CARBONATE BODY 1: 
5931 (SESW-6-161-91) BRALORNE INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
HOVLAND II 1 KB= 2044, TD 6730 
TOP JR -2020 
TOP JSW -2518 TUICK JSW 411 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -:, THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
5956 (NENW-3-161-90) CHANDLER ,<:, ASSOC. , INC. 
EWING ti 3-3 
TOP Jl{ 
TOP JS\4 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 





KB= 1969, TD 9401 
TIIICK JSW 




6028 (SESE-30-160-90) APACHE CORP. 
MASTERS II 1-30 KB= 2336, TD = 7244 
TOP JR -3031 
TOP JSW -2642 THICK JSW 389 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2859 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2901 THICK CARBONATE BODY 42 
6047 (SESE-9-159-92) APACHE CORP. 
EDWARDS ti 1-9 KB= 2467, TD = 7860 
TOP JR -3223 
TOP JSW -2821 THICK JSW 402 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
6054 (SWSE-10-160-91) APACHE CORP. 
SWENSON ft 1-10 KB= 2314, TD = 7250 




* TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 
* 
6081 (NENE-15-162-92) MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 
N.B.S.U. ft 8-2 KB = 1948, TD = 6392 
TOP JR -2811 
TOP JSW -2464 THICK JSW 347 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2647 
BOTTOH JSW CARBONATE BODY -2660 THICK CARBONATE BODY 13 
6397 (C NE-18-161-91) MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 
OWINGS II l KB= 2115, TD = 6850 
TOP JR -3010 
TOP JSW -2616 THICK JSW 394 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2860 
BOTTOH JSW CARBONATE BODY -2872 THICK CARBONATE BODY 12 
6631 (SESE-29-162-90) JUNIPER PETROLEill1 CORP. 
NELSON ET AL. II t~4-29 KB= 1971, TD = 6106 
TOP JR -2692 
TOP JSW -2304 THICK JSW 383 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -;'t 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ';'; THICK CARBONATE BODY ..,,( 
6811 (NWNW- l 9-162-90) KISSLNCER PETROLEUM CORP. 
OLSON ti 4-9 KB= 1958, TD = 6108 
TOP .JR -2639 
TOP .JSW -2262 TllICK JSW 377 
TOI' JSv.' C,\iUlotJATl•: BODY -2500 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2507 THICK CARBONATE BODY 7 
183 
6817 (NWNW-16-162-91) NATOMAS N.A., INC. 
E. HERMANSON II 16-1 KB= 1956, TD 6272 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 
-2740 
-2368 THICK JSW 
-2590 
-2597 THICK CARBONATE BODY 
6939 (NENE-18-161-91) MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 
CHRISTENSON# 2 KB= 2097, TD= 6750 
TOP JR -2974 
372 
7 
TOP JSW -2568 THICK JSW 406 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2823 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2833 THICK CARBONATE BODY 10 
7152 (C NE-19-162-92) MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
7378 (SWSE-21-161-90) WISER OIL CO. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 1, 1 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
7445 (NENW-36-162-90) RESERVE OIL, INC. 
THICK JSW 362 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 2038, TD= 6530 
THICK JSW 332 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
MATSON HIWAY II 1-36 KB= 1981; TD 6091 
TOP JR -2656 
TOP JSW -2269 THICK JSW 387 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2504 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2514 THICK CARBONATE BODY 10 
7546 (NWNW-18-161-91) MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 
RAHEDEN # 1 KB= 2110, TD= 8855 
TOP JR -2950 
TOP JSW -2545 THICK JSW 405 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2805 
BOTTON JSW CARBONATE BODY -2813 TllICK CARBONATE BODY 8 
7664 (NESW-32-162-90) 
ANDERSON II 1 
JOHN B. 111\WLEY ,JR. TlWST II l 
TOP JR -2727 
TOP JSW -2338 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 1, 
BOTTOM JSW C.i\RBONATE BODY ,., 
KB= 1964, TD 7980 
THICK JSW 389 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
184 
7843 (SENE-13-161-92) MONSA..\JTO CHEMICAL CO. 
GRANDALL # 1 KB= 2106, TD 7295 
TOP JR -2998 
TOP JSW -2594 THICK JSW 404 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2847 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2859 THICK CARBONATE BODY 12 
7859 (NWNW-34-162-91) CROWN CENTRAL PETROLEUM CORP. 
ARTHUR M. JOHNSON If 1-A KB= 1975, TD= 6407 
TOP JR -2830 
TOP JSW -2435 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2692 





INEXCO OIL CO. 
-3173 
-2774 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ~< 
THICK JSW 395 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 8 
KB= 2358, TD= 7575 
THICK JSW 399 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
8089 (C NE-13-162-92) TEXAS OIL & GAS CORP. 
SAWYER-STATE If 1 KB = 1954, TD = 6360 
TOP JR -2764 
TOP JSW -2377 THICK JSW 387 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2605 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2617 THICK CARBONATE BODY 12 
8099 (C NE-12-161-92) MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 
EATON# 1 KB= 2064, TD= 7420 
TOP JR -2923 
TOP JSW -2517 THICK JSW 406 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2786 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2791 THICK CARBONATE BODY 5 
8247 (NWNE-7-161-91) 
CHREST# 1 
MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 
KB= 2046, TD= 7355 
TOP JR -2944 
TOP JSW -2525 THICK JSW 419 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2800 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2809 THICK CARBONATE BODY 9 
8425 (SENW-7-161-91) 
WE INMJ\NN If 2 
:10NSA1lTO CHEMICAL CO. 
TOP JR -2940 
TOP JSW -2535 
TOP JSlJ CARBONATE BODY >'< 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY >'< 
KB= 2065, TD 6750 
THICK JSW 405 
THICK CARBONATE BODY >'< 
8462 (NESW-7-161-91) 




MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 
KB= 2079, TD= 6773 
-2926 
-2525 THICK JSW 401 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
8470 (NWSE-6-160-92) 
WEINMANN II 1 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
MORAN EXPLORATION, INC. 
KB= 2394, TD 7619 
-3118 
-2726 THICK JSW 392 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTON JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
8576 (NESE-12-161-92) MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 




-2516 THICK JSW 405 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
8759 (C NE-24-162-92) 
ANDERSON II 3-24 
ClWWLER & ASSOC., INC. 
TOP JR -2794 
TOP JSW -2403 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1951, TD= 6341 
THICK JSW 391 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
8824 (C NW-28-162-89) 
KOCH# 2-28 
C. & K. PETROLEUM, INC. 
TOP JR -2525 
TOP JSW -2204 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ,., 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY >': 
MOUNTRAIL COUNTY 
KB= 1951, TD= 7105 
THICK JSW 321 
THICK CARBONATE BODY ,': 
474 (NWNW-24-155-90) WILLIAN HERBERT HUNT 
W. & U. DUNHAM II 1 KB = 2161, TD = 11109 
TOP JR -3214 
TOP JSW -2819 THICK JSW 395 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ,•: 
BOTTOtl JSW CARBONATE RODY t: THICK CARBONATE BODY >': 
186 
528 (NWNE-25-157-89) WILLIAM HERBERT HUNT 
L. C. ANDERSON# l KB= 2271, TD= 10618 
TOP JR -3092 
TOP JSW -2639 THICK JSW 453 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2974 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -3005 THICK CARBONATE BODY 31 
592 (SENW-14-156-92) WILLIAf1 HERBERT HUNT 




-3088 THICK JSW 410 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
1223 (SWSE-27-156-88) ESTATE OF WM. G. HELLIS 
W. F. BAUER# 1-R KB= 2180, TD= 11779 
TOP JR -3055 
TOP JSW -2634 THICK JSW 421 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2990 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -3024 THICK CARBONATE BODY 34 
1315 (NENE-9-158-92) CALVERT DRILLING CO. 





TOP JSW C1'JrnONATE BOD)'. -I: 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 407 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
1406 (NESW-19-157-90) 
SARAS SALO# 1 
CALVERT DRILLING, INC. ET AL. 
TOP JR -3326 
TOP JSW -2921 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 2384, TD= 8505 
THICK JSW 405 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
1813 (NENE-16-157-88) ANSCHUTZ-SUN OIL CO. 
STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA 42106 ff 1 KB= 2301, TD 7655 
TOP JR -2979 
TOP JSW -2562 THICK JSW 417 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2881 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -29011 TlIICK CARBONATE BODY 23 
1844 (SWSW- L0-158-91) ANSCHUTZ DRILLING CO. INC. 
A. F. LEHMAN If l KB = 2402, TD 8131 
TOP JR -3308 
TOP JSW -2902 THICK JSW 406 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ,•: 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY .,~ THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
2273 (NWSW-15-155-93) 
CV AN CARA ti l 
187 
STEWART PETROLEUM 
TOP JR -3803 
TOP JSW -3372 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 'ic 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
2816 (SWSE-12-154-92) 
LEN CARKUFF ti 1 
DAVIS OIL CO. 
TOP JR -3694 
TOP JSW -3241 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -3511 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -3621 
3005 (C SW-9-158-89) I. J. WILHITE 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
3134 (SWNW-8-155-93) SHELL OIL CO. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 2361, TD 9220 
THICK JSW 431 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 2389, TD= 8998 
THICK JSW 453 
THICK CARBONATE BODY· 110 
KB= 2342, TD= 7500 
THICK JSW 383 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 2297, TD= 9200 
THICK JSW 400 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
3227 (SESE-16-155-94) AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP. 
NORTH, DAKOTA "N" If 1 KB = 2030, TD 9015 
TOP JR -3557 
TOP JSW -3150 THICK JSW 407 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -3480 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -3490 THICK CARBONATE BODY 10 
3228 (NENE-6-157-91) CALIFORNIA OIL CO. 
ELEFSON F.L.B. ti 1 KB= 2429, TD 8397 
TOP JR -3403 
TOP JSW -3005 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -:, 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ~·, 
3317 (NWNE-25-L53-92) JACK GRYNBERC 
ELSWORTII JOl!NSONlH:RG ti l 
TOP JR -3774 
TOP JSW -3327 
TOP JSW CJ\Rl30NJ\TE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 398 
TIIICK CARBONATE BODY 
KB= 2308, TD 9131 
TlllCK JSW 44 7 
TIIICK CARBONATE BODY * 
188 
3353 (NWNW-28-158-91) MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 
JACKSON ti 1 KB= 2344, TD= 7888 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
-3349 
-2955 THICK JSW 
* 
'394 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
3523 (NWNW-2-157-91) CARDINAL PETROLEUM CO. 




-2923 THICK JSW 422 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
3540 (SESE-30-158-88) PA..~ AMERICAN PETlWLEUM CORP. 




-2556 THICK JSW 422 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
357 5 (NWNE-3-157-89) PAN Ai'1ERICAl~ PETROLEUM CORP. 




-2671 THICl( JSW 400 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
3581 (NWNW-5-156-88) PAN AMERICA...1 PETROLEUM CORP. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOH JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
3673 (NESE-12-157-88) TENNECO OIL CO. 
THICK JSW 447 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
4194 (SWSW-20-157-89) CALVERT-BAKER 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -:: 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 422 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 2222, TD= 7359 
TllICK JSW 411 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
189 
4432 (NWSE-23-157-91) UNIOH OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA 
RUDOLPH BROTHERS# 1 KB= 2277, TD 7900 
TOP JR -3345 
TOP JSW -2993 THICK JSW 352 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -I, 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -I, THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4682 (SESE-4-157-91) UNION OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
5088 (NENW-35-156-93) SHELL OIL CO. 
L. TEXEL # 21-35 
TOP JR -3698 
TOP JSW -3271 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -3631 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -3643 
5333 (SESE-26-156-93) 
MORROW ti 44X-26 
SHELL OIL CO. 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 





THICK JSW 405 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 2409, TD 12600 
THICK JSW 427 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 12 
KB= 2376, TD= 12528 
THICK JSW 










TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
6159 (SWS\J-21-155-90) 
HAZEL ROLFE If 1 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TRIGOOD OIL CO. 
-3388 
-2998 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ,•, 
KB= 2379, TD= 8083 
THICK JSW 403 
THICK CARBONATE BODY ,'< 
KB= 2318, TD 8400 
TllICK JSW · 390 
THICK CARBONATE BODY ,'< 
6179 (NWSW-35-155-88) TERnA RESOURCES, me. 
ABRAHAMSON ii 1-35 KB= 2135, TD= 5303 
TOP JR -3077 
TOP JSW -2660 THICK JSW 417 
TOP JSW CARHONATE BrnlY -2958 
BOTTOM ,JS\v' CARCONATE BODY -3060 THICK CARBONATE BODY 102 
190 
6289 (C NE-10-155-91) BROOKS EXPLORATION, rnc. 
HARSTAD ET AL. # 1 KB= 2281, TD 13237 
TOP JR -3544 
TOP JSW -3094 THICK JSW 450 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -3354 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -3509 THICK CARBONATE BODY 155 
6376 (SWSE-10-155-91) BROOKS EXPLORATION, INC. 
HARSTAD ET AL. # 2 KB= 2265, TD= 8183 
TOP JR -3520 
TOP JSW -3090 THICK JSW 430 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -3357 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -3465 THICK CARBONATE BODY 108 
6402 (NENE-16-155-91.) THOMSON PETROLEUM, INC. 
CORPRON-STATE # 1 KB= 2252, TD= 8258 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBOtJATE BODY 





6494 (SESE-26-155-91) B.W.A. & B., INC. 
THICK JSW 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 








TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
6515 ( -17-156-91) BROWNLIE & WALLACE 
JAHA II 17-11 KB= 2340, TD 8300 
TOP JR -3470 
TOP JSW -3057 THICK JSW 413 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY >~ 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -:: THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
6536 (SWSW-11-155-91) BROOKS EXPLORATION, INC. 
OLIVE SCHEAFER # 1-11 KB= 2209, TD= 8210 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CAltBONA'l'E BODY 






THICK CARBONATE BODY 
6537 (E2NE-9-155-91) BROOKS EXPLORATION, me. 
CORPRON If 1-9 KB= 2271., TD 8420 
TOP JR -3529 
430 
10 
TOP JSW -3117 Tl!ICK. JSW 412 
TOP JSW CAltBO!lATE HOIJY -3439 
BOTTOM JSH CARBONATE BODY -3463 TllICK CARBONATE BODY 24 
191 
6538 (NWNW-14-15 5- 91) BROOKS EXPLORATION, INC. 
JELLESTAD FEDERAL ti 1-14 KB = 2293, TD = 8410 
TOP JR -3542 
TOP JSW -3115 THICK JSW 427 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -3443 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -3464 THICK CARBONATE BODY 21 
6635 (SESE-36-156-91) B.W.A. & B., INC. 
HOVDA If 36-44 KB = 2255, TD = 8100 
TOP JR -3404 
TOP JSW -2983 THICK JSW 421 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -3265 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -3321 THICK CARBONATE BODY 56 
6645 ( -10-157-91) CHAPMAN EXPLORATION, INC. 
ERICKSON ti 1 KB= 2341, TD = 7930 
TOP JR -3361 
TOP JSW -2964 THICK JSW 397 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY .,,, THICK CARBONATE BODY 
* 
6677 ( -14-157-90) TRUE OIL CO. 
HALVERSON# 33-14 KB= 2305, TD = 12207 
TOP JR -3153 
TOP JSW -2729 THICK JSW 424 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ·k THICK CARBONATE BODY 
* 
6734 (NWSE-10-155-91) BROOKS EXPLORATION, INC. 
HARSTAD I! 10-1 KB = 2264, TD = 8380 
TOP JR -3516 
TOP JSW -3084 THICK JSW 432 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -3342 
BOTTm1 JSW CARBONATE BODY -3477 THICK CARBmlATE BODY 135 
6764 (NENW-2-155-90) DONALD c. SLAWSON 
KVAMME II 2-1 KB = 2220, TD = 11200 
TOP JR -3365 
TOP JSW -2945 THICK JSW 420 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ;': 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ·l: T!IICK CARBONATE BODY "J': 
6771 (SWNW-13-155-91) MARATHON OIL co. 
JELLESED II 1 KB= 2254, TD 8254 
TOP JR -3536 
TOP JSW -3096 TIITCK JSW 440 
TOP JSW CARBO NAT I~ BODY .,. 
BOTTOH JSW CARBOt~ATE BODY * TIITCK CAftBONATE BODY ;'; 
192 
6872 ( -16-153-88) MARATHON OIL CO. 
MAE OLSON II 1 KB= 2108, TD = 13210 
TOP JR 
TOP JS\J -2807 THICK JSW 412 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -3152 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -3158 THICK CARBONATE BODY 6 
6885 (NENE-30-155-90) B.W.A. & B.' INC. 
ORVILLE HARSTAD f./ 30-41 KB = 2307, TD = 8301 
TOP JR -3513 
TOP JSW -3077 THICK JSW 436 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
6949 (SWNE-13-155-91) MARATHON OIL co. 
STATE II 13-32 KB= 2279, TD = 8251 
TOP JR -3510 
TOP JSW -3076 THICK JSW 434 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 1:: 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ";'\ THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
6971 (NENE-14-155-91) MARATHON OIL co. 
ROGSTAD STATE# 1 KB= 2248, TD = 8330 
TOP JR -3527 
TOP JSW -3102 THICK JSW 425 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -3447 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -3459 THICK CARBONATE BODY 12 
6974 (C NE-19-155-90) B.W.A. & B.' INC. 
STATE II 19-43 KB = 2284, TD = 8330 
TOP JR -3525 
TOP JSW -3091 THICK JSW 434 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 
* 
7049 (SENW-11-155-91) BROOKS EXPLORATION, INC, 
JELLESED ET AL. II 1-11 KB = 2223, TD = 8210 
TOP JR -3517 
TOP JSW -3092 THICK JS~~ 425 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BOIJY -3447 
BOTTON JSW CJ\ltBONATE BcmY -3452 THICK CARBONATE BODY 5 
7138 (SWSE-12-1.55-91) GULF' OIL CORP. 
OLIVER l<ORTERUIJ tt l-12-3D KB= 2276, TD 8255 
TOP JR -3495 
TOP JSW -3066 THICK JSW 429 
TOP JSW CARBONATE RODY 1; 
BOTTON JSW CARBO!~ATE BODY "J'\ Tl!ICK CARBONATE BODY 
* 
193 
7190 (C SW-18-155-90) 
ARNOUR If 1-18 
TERRA RESOURCES, INC. 
TOP JR -3495 
TOP JSW -3064 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
7220 (NESE-21-155-90) HARATHON OIL CO. 
KB= 2284, TD= 8400 
THICK JSW 431 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
VERNON ROLFE If 21-43 KB= 2317, TD= 8300 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW -2950 THICK JSW 368 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
7234 (SWSW-18-155-90) MARATHON OIL CO. 





TOP JSW CAitBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY '°' 
THICK JSW 431 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
7238 (NENE-5-154-88) 
OYNES If l-B5 
UNION OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA 
KB= 2132, TD= 10725 
TOP JR -3074 
TOP JSW -2661 THICK JSW 413 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -3058 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -3064 THICK CARBONATE BODY 6 
7362 (NESW-13-155-91) MARATHON OIL CO. 
OGDEN ARMOUR II 13-23 KB= 2310, TD 13025 
TOP JR -3510 
TOP JSW -3075 THICK JSW 435 
TOT' JSW CARBONATE BODY ~°' 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ·k THICK CARBONATE BODY "' 
7368 (NWSE-19-155-89) MARATllON OIL CO. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOH J SW CARBONATE BODY ;, 
7369 (SWNl~-19-L5 5-90) 
FENBERG ti 19-32 
Mi\.fu\ Tl!O.J OIL CO. 
TOP JR -3502 
TOP JSW -3067 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -3423 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -3429 
THICK JSW 413 
THICK CARBONATE BODY ~·, 
KB= 2281, TD 8626 
THICK JSW 435 
TlllCK CARBONATE BODY 6 
194 
7414 (SENW-22-154-90) SOUTH RANCH OIL CO. 
KARBOWSKI II 1 
TOP JR -3415 
TOP JSW -2986 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTT0}1 JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
7471 (NENW-10-153-89) MARATHON OIL CO. 
KB= 2235, TD= 8200 
THICK JSW 429 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
BARTLESON II 10-21 KB= 1979, TD= 8060 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 






THICK CARBONATE BODY 
416 
10 
7506 (C NE-4-155-91) 
ENAL~DER II 1 
BROOKS EXPLORATION, INC. 
TOP JR -3512 
TOP JSW -3096 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM J SW CARBONATE BODY '/( 
7545 (NESE-13-155-91) MARATHON OIL CO. 
KB= 2248, TD= 8375 
THICK JSW 416 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ,'( 
THICK JSW 436 
THICK CARBOHATE BODY * 
7570 (NENE-9-155-94) KISSINGER PETROLEUM CORP. 
GRONDALE ii 1-9 
TOP JR -3582 
TOP JSW -3158 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY '/( 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 2074, TD= 14041 
THICK JSW 424 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
7626 (SWSW-32-156-90) JUNIPER PETROLEUM CORP. 
GERNAND II 1 KB= 2255, TD 8050 
TOP JR -3395 
TOP JSW -3007 THICK JSW 388 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -3291 
BOTTOM JSW CARilONATE RODY -3303 THICK CARBONATE BODY 12 
7674 (SWSW-12-155-91) GULF O(L CORP. 
MONTGOMERY II l-12-4D KB= 2256, TD= 8300 
TOP JR -3514 
TOP JSW -3081 THICK JSW 433 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY >'< 
BOTTON JSW CARBONATE BODY * TllICK CARBONATE BODY -1, 
195 
7741 (SWSW-28-156-94) KISSINGER PETROLEUM CORP. 
ORTLOFF fl 13-28 KB= 2331, TD = 14300 
TOP JR -3516 
TOP JSW -3019 THICK JSW 497 
TOP JSH CARBOHATE BODY 
* BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 1: 
7750 (NENW-24-155-91) MARATHON OIL co. 
ENGE ff 24-21 KB= 2273, TD = 8730 
TOP JR -3539 
TOP JSW -3112 THICK JSW 427 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 
* 
7807 (C NE-14-155-91) MARATHON OIL co. 
HARSTAD ff 14-43 KB= 2261, TD 8340 
TOP JR -3539 
TOP JSW -3114 THICK JSW 425 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ';" 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ,': THICK CARBONATE BODY 
* 
7847 (C SW-31-156-90) JUNIPER PETROLEUM CORP. 
DAVIDSON ff 1 KB= 2280, TD 8012 
TOP JR -3391 
TOP JSW -2923 THICK JSW 468 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -3290 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -3303 THICK CARBONATE BODY 13 
7918 (SESW-29-154-89) MARATHON OIL CO. 
KULLANI ff 29-24 KB= 2169, TD 9280 
TOP JR -3350 
TOP JSW -2868 THICK JSW 482 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 
* 
8069 (C SE-12-154-90) MARATHON OIL co. 
JENSEN ff 12-44 KB = 2213, TD = 9310 
TOP JR -3343 
TOP JSW -2922 TllICK JSW 421 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 'i': 
BOTTON JSW CARBONATE BODY ,': TllICK CARBONATE BODY ;': 
8157 (NENW-29-155-90) B., W., A. & B., INC. 
HARSTAD Ii 29-21 KB= 2327, TD = 8308 
TOP JR -3488 
TOP JSW -3043 TIIICK JSW 445 
TOP .TS\v CARBONATE BODY ;': 
BOTTOM JSW CARBOtJATE BODY -1: Tl!ICK CAlrnONATE BODY j': 
8371 (SWSW-17-157-91) 




TRUE OIL COMPANY 
-3398 
-3001 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
RENVILLE COUNTY 
3382 (C NE-3-159-84) MARATHON OIL CO. 
KB= 2310, TD= 12921 
THICK JSW 397 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOH JSW CARBONATE BODY ~'( 
3427 (C SW-2-159-84) MARATHON OIL CO. 
THICK JSW 264 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 1, 
3477 (NENW-4-159-84) GULF OIL CORP. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -Jc 
THICK JSW 264 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1698, TD= 5000 
THICK JSW 305 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
3534 (NWNW-29-159-84) 
# 1 
FRED GOODSTEIN-RALPH FUCHS 
TOP JR -2179 
TOP JSW -1889 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -I< 
3783 (C SW-12-158-84) TENNECO OIL CO. 
F. JEVNE fl 1 
TOP JR -2082 
TOP JSW -1764 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2004 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2024 
KB= 1714, TD 5219 
THICK JSW 290 
THICK CARBONATE BODY -Jc 
KB= 1706, TD= 5215 
THICK JSW 318 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 20 
197 
3902 (NENW-23-159-84) AREX CORP. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOT'I'.OM JSW CARBONATE BODY ,., 
KB = 1677, TD .5044 
THICK JSW 289 
THICK CARBONATE BODY ;, 
4007 (NWNE-35-158-84) CARDINAL PETROLEUM CO. 
CARDINAL-BAKER# 31-35 KB= 1724, TD 5523 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 





4022 (SESE-5-159-84) GULF OIL CORP. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ;, 
THICK JSW 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 





THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4026 (NENE-21-158-85) CARDINAL PETROLEUM CO. 
REX BAKER# 41-21 KB= 1821, TD= 5920 
TOP JR -2420 
TOP JSW -2069 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2343 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2357 
4032 (SESW-5-159-84) 
VENDSEL It 2 
KEWANEE OIL CO. 
TOP JR -2094 
TOP JSW -1814 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ,•, 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ,•, 
4040 (SWNE-6-159-84) 




TOP JSW CARnONATE l30DY 
BOTTOM ,TSW CARBONATE 80DY 
-2089 
-1796 
4058 (i'1WNW-9-159-84) GULF OIL CORP. 
CIIOLA SHERWOOD NADTSON UNIT fl 10-1. 
TOP JR -2070 
TOP JSW -1810 
TOP JSW Ci\RBONATI~ BODY ,., 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY t, 
THICK JSW 351 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 14 
KB= 1711, TD 5063 
THICK JSW 280 
THICK CARBONATE BODY ,., 
KB= 1736, TD 5125 
THICK JSW 293 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 
KB= 1690, TD= 5008 
THICK JSW 260 
THICK CAlrnONATE BODY ,~ 
4068 (SESW-4-159-84) 




ANSCHUTZ 011 CO., INC. 
KB= 1698, TD= 5035 
-2084 
-1802 THICK JSW 282 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY >'< 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4070 (NWNW-17-159-85) CARDINAL PETROLEUM CO. 




-1969 THICK JSW "368 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4106 (SWSW-5-159-84) GULF OIL CORP. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 
KB= 1698, TD= 4971 
THICK JSW 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 
4128 (SWSW-28-158-86) 
PATTERSON fl 1 
ANSCHUTZ OIL CO., INC. 
KB= 1729, TD= 5960 
TOP JR -2616 
277 
* 
TOP JSW -2238 THICK JSW 377 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2579 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2589 THICK CARBONATE BODY 10 
4179 (NWSE-26-158-86) 
HAALAND I! 1 
PEL-TEX PETROLEUM & CONOCO, INC. 
KB= 1878, TD= 6110 
TOP JR -2604 
TOP JSW -2257 THICK JSW 347 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2517 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2575 THICK CARBONATE BODY 58 
4183 (NWSE-9-159-84) 
CARLSON II 1 
ANSCHUTZ OIL CO., INC. 
KB= 1698, TD 5072 
TOP JR -2091 
TOP JSW -1767 THICK JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY >', 
BOTTOM JS\,J CARBONATE BODY >', TllICK CARBONATE BODY 
4221 (SWSW- Ll-158-85) DRANGHORN PETROLEUM CORP. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY :', 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY >'< 
THICK JSW 






ANSCHUTZ OIL CO. , INC. 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 





4277 (SWNW-10-158-84) TIGER OIL CO. 
BLOMS II 1 
TOP JR -2161 
KB= 1890, TD 6039 
THICK JSW 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 
KB= 1721, TD 5294 
355 
22 
TOP JSW -1834 THICK JSW 327 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2090 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2108 THICK CARBONATE BODY 18 
4305 (S.ESE-21-158-85) KOCH EXPLORATION CO. 




-2092 THICK JSW 363 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ;, 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ,., THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4334 (SENW-11-158-85) CAMERLAND CARDINAL CORP. 




-2022 THICK JSW 329 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBOUATE BODY ;, THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4338 (NWNW-13-158-85) CAMERLAND CARDINAL CORP. 




-1984 THICK JSW 335 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ;, THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4380 (SENE-28-158-85) CAMERLAND CARDINAL CORP. 
HELSETH if 1 KB = 18 2 7, TD 566 7 
TOP JR -2433 
TOP JSW -2068 TIIICK JSW 365 
TOP JSW CARBONATE IWDY -2415 
l30TTOM JSl~ CARBONATE BODY -2421 THICK CARBONATE BODY 6 
4406 (NWSE-21-158-85) KOCII EXPLORATION CO. 
JOHN SCORE II 10-21 KB= 1826, TD 5556 
TOP JR -2439 
TOP JSW -2085 THICK JSW 354 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2418 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2422 Tl!ICK CARBONATE BODY 4 
200 
4407 (NWNW-27-158-85) KOCH EXPLORATION CO. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 254 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4418 (NWNW-14-158-85) CAMERLAND CARDINAL CORP. & REX BAKER 
4470 
ALFRED PETERSON II 4-14 KB= 1788, TD= 5512 
TOP JR -2360 
TOP JSW -2037 THICK JSW 323 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2282 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2310 THICK CARBONATE BODY 28 
(NWNW-22-158-85) 
ANNIE EINERSON II 1 
NORTHWESTERN REFINING-NORTH STAR CO. 
TOP JR -2410 
TOP JSW -2049 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ,•, 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ,•, 
KB= 1819, TD= 5585 
THICK JSW 361 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4591 (NENW-16-158-85) KOCH EXPLORATION CO. 
BRYANS ET AL. II 1 KB= 1825, TD 5619 
TOP JR -2405 
TOP JSW -2095 THICK JSW 310 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2339 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2347 THICK CARBONATE BODY 8 
4595 (C NW-8-159-84) TIGER OIL CO. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ;, 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ,., 
THICK JSW 295 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4613 (NWNE-11-159-84) 
LINKE II 1 
I. J. WILHITE ET AL. 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 






KB= 1663, TD= 4906 
Tl!ICK JSW 286 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 
4620 (SENW-10-158-85) 
HELSETH II 1 
KOCII EXPLORATJON CO. 
KR= 1803, TD= 5508 
TOP JR -2362 
TOP JSW -2084 THICK JSW 278 
TOP JSW CARBONATE IWDY ;, 
BOTTOM JSW CARBON,\TE BODY >~ THICK CARBONATE BODY 1, 
201 
4621 (NESW-16-158-85) KOCH EXPLORATION CO. 
BRYANS-STATE# 1 KB= 1824, TD 5630 
TOP JR -2418 
TOP JSW -2084 THICK JSW 334 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -I: 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4717 (SESW-11-158-85) 
PETERSON# 24X-ll 
PRONGHORN PETROLEUM CORP. 
TOP JR -2358 
TOP JSW -2062 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1786, TD= 5470 
THICK .JSW 296 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4743 (NWNE-16-158-85) 
BRYANS ET AL. # 2 
CARDINAL PETROLEUM CO. 
KB= 1815, TD= 5593 
TOP JR -2402 
TOP JSW -2079 THICK JSW 323 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2337 
BOTTOM .JSW CARBONATE BODY -2344 THICK CARBONATE BODY 7 
4761 (SESW-14-158-85) 
LEE ii 24-14 
PRONGHORN PETROLEUM CORP. 
TOP JR -2364 
TOP JSW -2032 
TOP JSW CARBotJATE BODY -2288 








TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY >~ 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ,~ 
KB= 1795, TD= 5526 
THICK JSW 332 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 6 
KB= 1817, TD= 5549 
THICK JSW 323 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4933 (NESE-19-159-95) 
HEDBERG ff 1 
DEPCO, INC.-TEXAS PACIFIC OIL CO., INC. 
KB= 1837, TD= 5561 
TOP JR -2359 
TOP JSW -1981 THICK JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2270 
HOTTOH JSW CARBOMATE BODY -2288 THICK CARBONATE BODY 18 
4943 (NENW-26-159-85) 
ANDERSON # 1 
DEPCO, INC.-TEXAS PACIFIC OIL CO., TNC. 
KB= 1736, TD= 5370 
TOP JR -2282 
TOP JSW -1989 TlIICK JSW 293 
TOP JS~,/ CARBONATE BODY -2195 
BOTTmr JSW CAlrnONJ\TE BODY -2 217 TIITCK CARBONATE BODY 22 
202 
4965 (NENW-27-159-85) DEPCO, INC.-TEXAS PACIFIC OIL CO., INC. 
ELBERG II 1 KB= 1783, TD= 5461 
TOP JR -2320 
TOP JSW -2029 THICK JSW 291 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ,·, 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4980 (NENE-28-159-85) DEPCO, INC.-TEXAS PACIFIC OIL CO. , INC. 
SCHULTZ II l KB= 1787, TD= 5465 
TOP JR -2287 
TOP JSW -2005 THICK JSW 282 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* 
THICK CARBONATE BODY i: 
4985 (NENW-28-159-85) DEPCO, INC.-TEXAS PACIFIC OIL CO., INC. 
SWIFT ff l KB= 1795, TD = ,., 
TOP JR -2320 
TOP JSW -2000 THICK JSW 320 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ·;': 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ,,, THICK CARBONATE BODY ,,, 
5021 (NESE-21-159-85) DEPCO, INC. & TEXAS PACIFIC OIL CO., INC. 
SCHULTZ fl 2 KB= 1805, TD= 5429 
TOP JR -2201 
TOP JSW -2015 THICK JSW 276 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTON JSW CARBONATE BODY ;, THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
5037 (SENW-6-159-85) DEPCO, INC. & TEXAS PACIFIC OIL CO., INC. 




-2034 THICK JSW 304 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
5063 (SENW-16-158-86) GREAT WESTERN DRILLING CO. 
SIXTON O. ERICKSON II l KB= 1907, TD= 6071 
TOP JR -2593 
TOP JSW -2206 THICK JSW 387 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2513 
BOTTOM JSW CAltBONJ\TE BODY -2563 THICK CARBONATE BODY so 
5073 (NWNE-8-159-84) GULF OIL CORP. 
Cl-IOLA SHERWOOD U It 9-1 KB= 1710, TD 5029 
TOP JR -2091 
TOP JSW -l805 THICK JSW 286 
TOP JS\.J Ci\RBONi\TI~ 130DY ,'( 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ,., THICK CARBONATE BODY ,.,, 
203 
5087 (SWNW-32-159-84) SUPERIOR OIL CO. 
BERRY fl 1 
TOP JR -2213 
TOP JSW -1913 
TOP JSW CARBOUATE BODY -;, 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ;, 
5115 (NWNE-2-158-85) DEPCO, INC. 
BRYANS If 1 
TOP JR -2328 
TOP JSW -2037 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
5130 (SWSE-17-159-85) 






TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTON JSW CARBONATE BODY >'< 
5140 (N2NE-27-159-85) DEPCO, INC. 
ANDERSON II 2 
TOP JR -2286 
TOP JSW -1969 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 'I, 
KB= 1717, TD= 5299 
THICK JSW 300 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1775, TD= 5466 
THICK JSW 291 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1803, TD= 5448 
THICK JSW 347 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 
KB= 1780, TD= 5398 
THICK JSW 317 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
5159 (SWSE-15-158-86) GREAT WESTERN DRILLING CO. 
K. JOHNSON If 1 KB= 1895, TD= 5935 
TOP JR -2540 
TOP JSW -2165 THICK JSW 375 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2458 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2540 THICK CARBONATE BODY 82 
5190 (NENE-10-158-85) KOCI! EXPLORATION CO. 
M. HELSETH# 41-10 KB= 1786, TD= 5484 
TOP JR -2342 
TOP JSW -2049 TllICK JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE lWDY >', 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ,., TllICK CARBONATE BODY 
5191 (SENE-J-158-85) CIIAMl'LlN PETIWLEUl1 CO. 
HELSETH If 1 42-3 (158-85) KB= 1819, TD= 5489 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE IIODY 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 
-2344 
-2071 TlllCK JSW 




5211 (SWSW-11-158-86) DEPCO, INC. 




-2140 THICK JSW 378 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY >~ THICK CARBONATE BODY 
* 
5244 (SESW-35-159-85) DEPCO, INC. 




-2030 THICK JSW 289 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2254 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 
-2259 THICK CARBONATE BODY 5 
5308 (SWSE-21-159-85) CARDINAL & KENNETH D. LUFF 
JULIUS SCHULTZ fl 1-21 KB= 1801, TD = 5440 
TOP JR 
-2296 
TOP JSW . -2008 THICK JSW 288 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY "J'~ 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY "'l: THICK CARBONATE BODY 
* 
5309 (C SE-20-159-85) CARDINAL & KENNETH D. LUFF 




-1961 THICK JSW 370 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 'i< THICK CARBONATE BODY 
* 
5326 (NESE-29-158-86) KOCH EXPLORATION co. 




-2243 THICK JSW 372 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
-2573 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 
-2593 THICK CARBONATE BODY 20 
5433 (NESE-28-159-85) KISSINGER PETROLEUM CORP. 




-2036 THICK JSW 294 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2256 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 
-2266 THICK C,'\RBONATE BODY 10 
5515 (NENE-35-158-85) PETROLEUH, INC. 




-:woo TlllCK JSW 363 
TOP .JSW CARBONATE llODY -2275 
BOTTOM JSW CARHONATE BODY 
-2286 THICK CARBONATE BODY 11 
205 
5541 (N\JSE-22-159-35) WAINOCO OIL & GAS CO. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ,., 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 284 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
5543 (NESW-9-158-85) 
BRYANS II 5-9 
KOCH EXPLORATION CO. 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBOHATE BODY 





5586 (SENW-22-159-85) WAINOCO, INC. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ;, 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY >'< 
KB= 1823, TD 5588 
THICK JSW 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 





THICK CARBONATE BODY ;, 
5589 (SENW-12-159-86) 
TRIPLETT II 6-12 
KISSINGER PETROLEUM CORP. 
KB= 1850, TD= 5596 
TOP JR -2383 
TOP JSW -1930 THICK JSW 453 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2345 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2355 THICK CARBONATE BODY 10 
5594 (E2SE-3-158-85) 
HELSETH II 16-3 
KOCH EXPLORATION CO. 
KB= 1810, TD= 5562 
TOP JR -2345 
TOP JSW -2040 THICK JSW 305 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ;, 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
5595 (SWSW-5-158-85) 
HANSEN II 13-5 
KISSINGER PETROLEUM CORF. FT AL. 
KB= 1833, TD= 5692 
TOP JR -2440 
TOP JSW -2142 THICK JSl,' 298 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTON JSW CAR80NA'l'E BODY ,., THICK CARBONATE BODY ,•, 
5615 (NESE-31-1.59-BS) 
HELMERS II 9-31 
KOCH EXl'I.ORATION CO. 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW Ci\RUONi\TE BODY 
BOTT ml J St, CAF. . .1.HJNATE HOD'{ 
-2413 
-2054 
KB= 1828, TD 5609 
THICK JSW 359 
TIIICK CARBONATE BODY ,·: 
206 
5630 (SENW-28-159-85) 
SWIFT fl 6-28 
KISSINGER PETROLEUM CORP. ET AL. 
TOP JR -2332 
TOP JSW -2015 
TOP JSW CARBOHATE BODY 1, 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
5685 (SWSW-22-159-85) DEPCO, INC. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1789, TD= 5388 
THICK JSW 317 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1796, TD= 5429 
THICK JSW 289 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
5688 (NENE-17-158-85) 
BRYANS If 1-17 
KOCH EXPLORATION CO. 
5710 
TOP JR -2407 
TOP JSW -2066 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODT * 
KB= 1820, TD= 5523 
THICK JSW 331 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
(SWNE-17-159-85) 
SATTERLUND# 7-17 
KISSINGER PETROLEUM CORP. ET AL. 
TOP JR -2302 
TOP JSW -1927 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1806, TD= 5440 
THICK JSW 375 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
5718 (SESE-34-159-85) KISSINGER PETROLEUM CORP. ET AL. 
ANDERSON ti 16-34 KB= 1812, TD= 5490 
TOP JR -2336 · 
TOP JSW -2047 THICK JSW 289 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY j', 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
5771 (NWSW-23-158-85) KISSINGER PETROLEUM CORP. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ,•, 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 1, 
5780 (SWNE-35-159-85) DEPCO, INC. 
VENDSEL "B" II 1 
TOP JR -2314 
TOP JSW -2009 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2242 
BOTTOH JSW CARBONATE BODY -2247 
THICK JSW 369 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1731, TD= 5382 
THICK JSW 305 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 5 
207 
5813 (NESE-17-158-85) 
AXNESS It 9-17 
KOCH EXPLORATION CO. 
KB= 1833, TD= 5550 
TOP JR -2425 
TOP JSW -2088 THICK JSW 337 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOT10M JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
5837 (SENW-27-158-86) ANSCHUTZ OIL CO., INC. & WESTCOAT 
SANDBERG It 1-A KB= 1899, TD= 5967 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 










MURPHY If 6-26 
KOCH EXPLORATION CO. 
KB= 1863, TD= 5860 
TOP JR -2498 
TOP JSW -2167 THICK JSW 331 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2369 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2382 THICK CARBONATE BODY 13 
5864 (NENW-17-158-85) 
BRYANS It 3-17 
KOCH EXPLORATION CO. 
TOP JR -2450 
TOP JSW -2120 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2337 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2450 
KB= 1823, TD= 5600 
THICK JSW 330 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 113 
5872 (NESW-9-158-85) 
BRYANS If 15-9 
KOCH EXPLORATION CO. 
TOP JR -2382 
TOP JSW -2086 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1818, TD= 5510 
THICK JSW 296 
THICK CARBONATE BODY '~ 
5885 (NWSE-22-158-85) 
SCORE If 10- 22 
KOCH EXPLORATION CO. 
TOP JR -2384 
TOP JSW -2021 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -1, 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY t, 
5916 (SWSE-6-159-85) BILLS & ST. CL.A 1R 
KB= 1819, TD= 5600 
THICK JSW 363 
THICK CARBONATE BODY ,., 





TOP JS\.J Ci\RHON/\TE BODY ,•, 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 324 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
208 
5924 (SWNE-31-159-85) KOCH EXPLORATION co. 
WARD fl 7-31 KB = 1830, TD = 5530 
TOP JR -2401 
TOP JSW -2024 THICK JSW 377 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
5949 (SWSE-30-159-85) KOCH EXPLORATION co. 
PUMPELLY # 15-30 KB = 1836, TD = 5530 
TOP JR -2402 
TOP JSW -2005 THICK JSW 397 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 
* 
6007 (C SE-3-158-85) KISSINGER PETROLEUM CORP. ET AL. 
ANDERSON# 6-3 KB= 1991, TD = 5560 
TOP JR * TOP JSW -;': THICK JSW * 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 
* 
6079 (SWSW-17-159-85) KISSINGER PETROLEUM CORP. 
SATTERLUND# 13-17 KB= 1811, TD = 5530 
TOP JR -2357 
TOP JSW -1979 THICK JSW 378 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 
* 
6088 (C NE-27-158-85) ANADARKO PRODUCTION CO. 
ANDERSON ti 1 KB= 1821, TD = 5597 
TOP JR -2391 
TOP JSW -2064 THICK JSW 327 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2314 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2346 THICK CARBONATE BODY 32 
6089 (NESW-22-159-85) DEPCO, INC. 
SCHULTZ II 1 KB= 1788, TD = 5402 
TOP JR -2274 
TOP JSW -1987 THICK JSW 287 
l TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ,., 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ,'< THICK CARBONATE BODY "J': 
6157 (SENE-36-159-86) KISSINGER PETROLEUM CORP. 
STEINBERGER# 8-36 KB= 1843, TD = 5660 
TOP JR -2447 
TOP JSW -2073 THICK JSW 369 
TOP JSW CARBONATE 130DY ,': 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ,~ THICK CARBONATE BODY ,'< 
209 
6246 (SWSW-21-159-85) 
SCHULTZ II 1 
DON BILLS & ST. CLAIR 
TOP JR -2324 
TOP JSW -1988 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
6327 (C SW-5-159-84) GULF OIL CORP. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
6328 (C NE-8-159-84) GULF OIL CORP. 
CHOLA UNIT TRACT II 9- 2 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
-2076 
-1798 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY >'< 
6334 (NESW-3-158-86) TUTHILL & BARBEE 
KB= 1803, TD 5478 
THICK JSW 336 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1707, TD= 5020 
THICK JSW 290 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1697, TD= 4997 
THICK JSW 278 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
GEORGE SCHULTZ ET AL. II 1 KB= 1887, TD= 5901 
TOP JR -2556 
TOP JSW -2179 THICK JSW 377 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2486 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2493 THICK CARBONATE BODY 7 
6344 (SWSW-13-159-85) SUNBEHM GAS, INC. 
JACOB CARLSON II 1 KB= 1735, TD= 5241 
TOP JR -2200 
TOP JSW -1913 THICK JSW 287 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2065 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2125 THICK CARBONATE BODY 60 
6371 (C SE-15-158-86) TUTHILL & BARBEE 
RICHARD D. JOHNSON ET UX. II 1 KB= 1887, TD= 5920 
TOP JR -2543 
TOP JSW -2205 THICK JSW 338 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2454 
BOTTOM JSW CAI~BONATE BODY -2466 THICK CARBOHATE BODY 12 
6386 (NENH-32-158-86) 
FINKE II 32-3 
GRACE PETROLEUM CO. 
KB= 1921, TD= 6125 
TOP JR -2663 
TOP JSW -2274 THICK JSW 389 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2619 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2624 THICK CARBONATE BODY 5 
210 
6409 (NWNW-18-158-84) W. H. HUNT TRUST ESTATE 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW ·292 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
6415 (NWSW-12-158-85) 
VENDSEL II 12-12 
PALMER OIL & GAS CO. 
KB= 1778, TD= 5472 
TOP JR -2332 
TOP JSW -2000 THICK JSW 332 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
6416 (C NW-27-159-85) PALMER OIL & GAS CO. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
6445 (NWSE-28-158-86) 
PATTERSON II 1 
HUNT ENERGY CORP. 
TOP JR -2587 
TOP JSW -2236 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2542 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2556 
THICK JSW 297 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1833, TD= 6000 
THICK JSW 351 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 14 
6553 (NESE-31-158-86) 
FINKE II 31-9 
COLUMBUS PETROLEUM CORP. 
TOP JR -2697 
TOP JSW -2300 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
6581 (C SW-28-158-86) 
SANDBERG II 1 
HUNT ENERGY CORP. 
TOP JR -2590 
TOP JSW -2205 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2511 





HUNT ENERGY CORP. 
-2617 
-2227 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY '~ 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 1~ 
KB= 1975, TD= 6250 
THICK JSW 397 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1866, TD= 5910 
THICK JSW 385 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 11 
KB= 1818, TD 5909 
THICK JSW 390 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
6641 (NWSE-7-159-85) 




HUNT ENERGY CORP. 
-2368 
-2052 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
-
7215 (SWNW-22-159-84) INEXCO OIL CO. 
THEODORE fl 1-22 
TOP JR -2099 
TOP JSW -1789 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ;, 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
7289 (C NE-22-159-84) 
THEODORE fl 3-2 2 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
INEXCO OIL CO. 
-2081 
-1786 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY >'< 
7329 (C SW-15-159-84) 
THEODORE fl 4-15 
nrnxco OIL co. 
TOP JR -2082 
TOP JSW -1776 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
7427 (SWSW-27-158-86) HUNT ENERGY CORP. 
KB= 1813, TD= 5492 
THICK JSW 316 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1698, TD= 5064 
THICK JSW 310 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1694, TD= 5135 
THICK JSW 295 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1695, TD= 5131 
THICK JSW 306 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
7492 (C NE-15-159-84) 
THEODORE fl 5-15 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
INEXCO OIL CO. 
-2072 
-1790 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY .... 
THICK JSW 376 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1693, TD= 5185 
THICK JSW 282 
THICK CARBONATE BODY >'< 
7530 (C NW-12-158-85) 
CLEMENTICH /,I 1 
RINCON OPERATING CO. 
KB= 1779, TD 5500 
TOP JR -2326 
TOP JSW -2019 THICK JSW 307 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ,•, THICK CARBONATE BODY >'< 
7694 (C SW-22-159-84) 




INEXCO OIL CO. 
~2070 
-1767 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -l< 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1685, TD= 5120 
THICK JSW 303 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
7771 (C NE-27-159-86) 
SLAAMOD II 27-3 
GRACE PETROLEUM CORP. 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 






PHILLIPS II 1-10 
INEXCO OIL CO. 
TOP JR -2164 
TOP JSW '> -1825 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
8212 (SWNE-16-159-84) INEXCO OIL CO. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ,., 
KB= 1861, TD= 5915 
THICK JSW 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 





THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1698, TD= 5146 
THICK JSW 287 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
8260 (NWNW-35-159-85) T. I. LEBEN & ASSOC. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 354 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
8262 (C SE-23-158-86) 
ROSE II 1 
T. I. LEBEN & ASSOC. 
TOP JR -2522 
TOP JSW -2199 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2437 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2463 
8264 (NENE-16-159-85) 
ELBERG ti 16-1 
J. M. HUBER CORP. 
TOP JR -2263 
TOP JSW -1981 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2169 
BOTTON JSW CARBONATE BODY -2173 
KB= 1878, TD= 5900 
THICK JSW 323 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 26 
KB= 1762, TD 5400 
THICK JSW 282 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 4 
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8424 (C SW-29-159-84) 
THEIS II 29-7 
SUNBEHM GAS, INC. 
TOP JR -2150 
TOP JSW -1868 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
8783 (C SW-21-159-84) 
RANDOLPH II 2-21 
INEXCO OIL CO. 
52 
TOP JR -2123 
TOP JSW -1818 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
WARD COUNTY 
(C NE-24-156-85) WANETE 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ~·c 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1735, TD= 5233 
THICK JSW 282 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB=*, TD=* 
THICK JSW 305 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1839, TD= 10137 
THICK JSW 400 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
105 (SWNE-2-153-85) STANOLIND OIL & GAS CO. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
392 (SWSW-21-157-85) SAM G. HARRISON 
THICK JSW 389 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
J. H. ANDERSON ET . AL. II 1 KB= 1875, TD= 8107 
TOP JR -2472 
TOP JSW -2100 THICK JSW 372 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2421 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2456 THICK CARBONATE BODY 35 
995 (SWSE-23-160-89) CALVERT DRILLING CO. 
HARRIET F. SINCLAIR II 1 KB= 1998, TD 6412 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
-2856 
-2470 
BOTTON JSW CARBONATE BODY ·'· 
Tl!ICK JSW 386 
THICK CARBONATE BODY ,., 
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1005 (NENW-19-160-89) CALVERT DRILLING CO. 
EUGENE GARDNER# 1 KB= 2062, TD= 6770 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 




BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 413 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
1010 (NWNW-15-160-87) CALVERT DRILLING CO. 
EARL O'CLAIR # 1 KB= 1891, TD= 5911 
TOP JR -2531 
TOP JSW -2192 THICK JSW 339 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
1061 (SWSW-30-153-84) 
T.M.U.C. 125 
CALVERT DRILLING CO. 
TOP JR -2695 
TOP JSW -2366 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
1137 (NWSE-1-160-87) H. MACK COX 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 2112, TD= 6855 
THICK JSW 329 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1843, TD= 5821 
THICK JSW 350 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
1337 (NESE-7-157-87) LOWELL J. WILLIAHSON 
A. 0. KNUDTSON 
TOP JR -2832 
TOP JSW -2414 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ,<: 
1340 (SWSE-8-158-87) 
HARRY ENGET fl 1 
WILLIAM M. HANLON 
TOP JR -2851 
TOP JSW -2453 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2751 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2769 
1410 (SESE-5-160-88) NORTHERN PUMP CO. 
KB= 2288, TD= 6797 
THICK JSW 418 
THICK CARBONATE BODY ,<: 
KB= 2027, TD= 7043 
THICK JSW 398 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 18 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY >'< 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 375 
THICK CARBONATE BODY i< 
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1438 (NWSW-6-156-86) LOWELL J. WILLIAMSON, INC. 
PETER BERNHARD PEDERSON# 1 KB= 2104, TD= 7085 
TOP JR -2816 
TOP JSW -2411 THICK JSW 405 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 1t 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
1503 (SWNW-17-157-87) LOWELL J. WILLIAMSON, INC. 
1628 
VERl~IE JOHNSON# 1 KB= 2320, TD= 7440 
TOP JR -2850 
TOP JSW -2445 THICK JSW 405 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
(SWSW-3-160-87) 
IVER THINGSTAD # 1 
PETROLEUM CORP. OF AMERICA ET AL. 
TOP JR -2506 
TOP JSW -2179 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1871, TD= 6129 
THICK JSW 327 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
1698 (NWNE-22-160-87) 
MAGDA FRANK # 1 
CALVERT DRILLING CO. 
KB= 1892, TD= 5937 
TOP JR -2553 
TOP JSW -2191 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 362 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
1801 (SWNE-21-159-87) ANSCHUTZ--SUN OIL CO. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
1808 (NWNE-11-160-89) NORTHERN PUMP CO. 
THICK JSW 337 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
SCHOEMER ti 1 KB= 1956, TD= 6428 
TOP JR -2660 
TOP JSW -2284 THICK JSW 376 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2524 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2542 THICK CARBONATE BODY 18 
1843 (NWNW-32-159-88) ANSCHUTZ OIL CO., INC. 
STATE OF NORTil DAKOTA-llARIUET 
SINCLAIR It 1 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSH CARBONATE BODY 





KB= 2141, TD 7252 
THICK JSW 




1876 (SENE-22-158-87) EXPLORATION DRILLING & OIL CO. & SAMUEL 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 375 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
1885 (SWNW-18-160-87) JUNIPER OIL & MINING CO. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
2051 (SENE-28-153-86) DAVIS OIL CO. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOH JSW CARBONATE BODY i, 
2134 (NENW-3-159-87) 






TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 322 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 2117, TD= 7424 
THICK JSW 390 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1920, TD 6220 
THICK JSW 370 
THICK CARBONATE BODY . ~·, 
2931 (SESE-32-155-85) I. J. WILHITE-CLYDE W. JONES 
GEORGE W. KEMPER# 1 KB= 2171, TD= 6711 
TOP JR -2661 
TOP JSW -2199 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2614 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2658 
3039 (NWNW-11-155-85) L. J. WILHITE 
ROBERT D. BECKER# 1 
TOP JR -2509 
TOP JSW -2098 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2456 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2496 
THICK JSW 462 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 44 
KB= 1944, TD 6223 
THICK JSW 411 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 40 
3125 (SWNE-11-156-86) 
TROXEL If 1 
CALVERT DR[LLING CO. 
KB= 1990, TD 6630 
TOP JR -2578 
TOP JSW -2134 THICK JSW 444 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2510 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2563 THICK CARBONATE BODY 53 
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3256 (SWSE-6-157-87) 
WORKMAN ti 1 
CALVERT DRILLING CO. 
KB= 2245, TD= 7010 
TOP JR -2865 
TOP JSW -2450 THICK JSW 415 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* 
BoTroM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
3421 (C NE-7-157-87) EARL SCHWARTZ CO. 
LEO J. JOHNSON ti 1 KB= 2297, TD= 7100 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 




BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
3493 (SWNW-7-157-87) EARL SCHWARTZ CO. 
THICK JSW 409 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ,~ 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 413 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
3552 (C SE-23-157-86) ANSCHUTZ OIL CO., INC. 
STOA# 1 KB= 1968, TD= 6200 
TOP JR -2612 
TOP JSW -2207 THICK JSW 405 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2465 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2557 THICK CARBONATE BODY 92 
3622 (SWSE-10-160-87) ANSCHUTZ OIL CO., INC. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 1c 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
3812 (C NW-4-156-85) AREX CORP. 
MARTIN N. CLOUSE# 1 
TOP JR -2457 
TOP JSW -2082 
TOP JSW CAR130NATE BODY -2398 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2454 
THICK JSW 320 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1888, TD= 6250 
THICK JSW 375 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 56 
3824 (NWNW-6-155-85) DEKJ\LB ACRICULTURE ASSOC., INC. 
DEKALB SANDSTROM II 1 KB= 2030, TD= 6355 
TOP JR -2660 
TOP JSW -2270 TIIICK JSW 390 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2600 
B0TTot1 JSW CARBONATE BOUY -2620 THICK CARBONATE BODY 20 
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3837 (C SE- 7-157-86) CONOCO, INC. 
S. KOLLOEN-F.L.B. If 1 KB= 2014, TD = 6360 
TOP JR -2724 
TOP JSW -2341 THICK JSW 383 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2650 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2686 THICK CARBONATE BODY 36 
3858 (SENE-15-156-86) CONOCO, INC. 
E. BROWN If 1 KB= 2018, TD = 6265 
TOP JR -2652 
TOP JSW -2257 THICK JSW 395 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2574 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2647 THICK CARBONATE BODY 73 
3884 (NENE-10-160-87) CHANDLER & ASSOC., INC. 
JENSEN ii 1 KB= 1858, TD = 5740 
TOP JR -2475 
TOP JSW -2148 THICK JSW 327 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY >'< 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* 
THICK CARBONATE BODY ,': 
3984 (SWSW-19-156-85) AREX CORP. 
FEGLEY II 1 KB= 1982, TD = 6196 
TOP JR -2583 
TOP JSW -2238 THICK JSW 345 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 
* 
3995 (NWSW-25-15 7-87) CONOCO, INC. 
HALVOR ASMUNDSON fl 1 KB= 2178, TD = 6700 
TOP JR -2874 
TOP JSW -2472 THICK JSW 402 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2816 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2844 THICK CARBONATE BODY 28 
4030 (NENE-2-157-87) CARDINAL PETROLEUM CO. 
CARDINAL-BAKER If 41-2 KB= 2044, TD = 6480 
TOP JR -2793 
TOP JSW -2388 THICK JSW 405 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ·l: 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY i': THICK CARBONATE BODY ...,,: 
4097 (NENW-36-160-88) CARDINAL PETROLEUM CO. 
CARDINAL-BAKER fl 21-36 KB= 1952, TD = 6240 
TOP JR -2688 
TOP JSW -2328 THICK JSW 360 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ;', 
BOTTOX JSW CARBONATE BODY ;'t; THICK CARBONATE BODY -;': 
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4142 (NESW-2-155-86) DEPCO, INC. 
D. J. LORENZEN ti 1 KB= 2090, TD = 6489 
TOP JR -2732 
TOP JSW -2327 THICK JSW 405 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2662 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2728 THICK CARBONATE BODY 66 
4153 (NENE-29-154-84) CHANDLER & ASSOC., INC. 
WICKMAN It 1 KB= 2115, TD = 6340 
TOP JR -2530 
TOP JSW -2160 THICK JSW 370 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY '~ THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4155 (NWSE-10-155-84) PEL-TEX, INC. & CONOCO, INC. 
DAVY It 1 KB= 1818, TD = 5697 
TOP JR -2372 
TOP JSW -1982 THICK JSW 390 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2316 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2352 THICK CARBONATE BODY 36 
4159 (SENE-22-155-85) PEL-TEX, INC. & CONOCO, INC. 
STEVICH ti 1 KB= 1996, TD = 6225 
TOP JR -2594 
TOP JSW -2222 THICK JSW 372 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2559 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2583 THICK CARBONATE BODY 24 
4161 (NESW-35-157-87) PEL-TEX, INC. & CONOCO, INC. 
SCHULTZ II 1 KB= 2249, TD = 6837 
TOP JR -2911 
TOP JSW -2506 THICK JSW 405 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2831 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2856 THICK CARBONATE BODY 25 
4190 (SWSW-12-155-86) DEPCO, INC. 
LEWIS E. MANN ti 1 KB = 2103, TD = 6540 
TOP JR -2691 
TOP JSW -2302 THICK JSW 389 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2602 
BOTTOH JSW CARBONATE BODY -2677 THICK CARBONATE BODY 75 
4216 (NENE-36-156-H7) PEL-TEX, rnc. & CONOCO, INC. 
JOHNSON ii 1 KB= 2263, TD = 6790 
TOP JR -2847 
TOP JSW -2442 THICK JSW 405 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2811 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2827 THICK CARBONATE BODY 16 
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4251 (SESW-19-157-85) DEPCO, INC. 
ESTHER L. H. SEVERSON II 1 KB= 1943, TD = 6085 
TOP JR -2532 
TOP JSW -2172 THICK JSW 360 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2492 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2505 THICK CARBONATE BODY 13 
4255 (SWSE-35-156-86) DEPCO, INC. 
NESHEM II 1 KB= 2067, TD = 6367 
TOP JR -2730 
TOP JSW -2333 THICK JSW 397 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4303 (SENE-3-155-86) DEPCO, INC. 
RALPH J. DOOLITTLE II 1 KB= 2109, TD 6485 
TOP JR -2754 
TOP JSW -2357 THICK JSW 397 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2709 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2749 THICK CARBONATE BODY 40 
4313 (NWNE-11-155-86) DEPCO, INC. 
JOHNSON II 1 KB= 2116, TD = 6461 
TOP JR -2711 
TOP JSW -2331 THICK JSW 380 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 
* 
4315 (SENE-17-156-86) CHANDLER & ASSOC., INC. 
J. & E. ALLSHAUSE II 1 KB= 2084, TD 6445 
TOP JR -2783 
TOP JSW -2386 THICK JSW 397 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2713 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2761 THICK CARBONATE BODY 48 
4329 (SESE-3-155-86) DEPCO, INC. 
DOOLITTLE II 2 KB= 2143, TD = 6538 
TOP JR -2771 
TOP JSW -2363 THICK JSW 408 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2716 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2767 THICK CARBONATE BODY 51 
4346 (SESE-34-156-86) DEPCO, INC. 
NESHEM II 2 
TOP JR -2755 
TOP JSW -2349 THICK JSW 406 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2713 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2746 THICK CARBONATE BODY 33 
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4356 (SENE-34-156-86) DEPCO, INC. 
FRANCIS NESHEN ff 3 KB= 2086, TD= 6475 
TOP JR -2725 
TOP JSW -2340 THICK JSW 385 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2694 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2721 THICK CARBONATE BODY 27 
4400 (NWSE-10-156-84) EARL SCHWARTZ CO. 
MAURICE HARRINGTON# 1 KB= 1730, TD= 5510 
TOP JR -2255 
TOP JSW -1983 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2220 




TOP JR -2696 
TOP JSW -2298 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2601 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2691 
THICK JSW 272 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 20 
KB= 2071, TD= 6378 
THICK JSW 398 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 90 
4434 (NWSE-12-155-86) 
EARL MANN If l 
EARL SCHWARTZ CO. & DOUGLAS OIL & GAS 
KB= 2084, TD= 6450 
TOP JR -2689 
TOP JSW -2317 THICK JSW 372 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2600 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2667 THICK CARBONATE BODY 67 
4501 (C SE-28-156-86) EARL SCHWARTZ & CLYDE J. KISSINGER 
RALPH J. DOOLITTLE# 1 KB= 2126, TD= 6530 
TOP JR -2779 
TOP JSW -2368 THICK JSW 411 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2758 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2768 THICK CARBONATE BODY 10 
4539 (NESE-8-157-87) ROBERT M. WATKINS ENGR., INC. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -:, 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONi\.TE BODY -1, 
THICK JSW 393 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4569 (C NE-16-157-87) EARL SCHWARTZ CO. & STONEHENGE 
STATE OF NOR.Tl! DAKOTA if l Kil= 2229, TD 6739 
TOP JR -2854 
TOP JSW -2451 THICK JSW 403 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARJ30NATE BODY >'< THICK CARI30NJ\.TE BODY ;, 
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4630 (NWNE-5-157-86) I. J. WILHITE-JOE N. CHAMPLIN 
JAMES FINKE II l KB = 1975, TD = 6250 
TOP JR -2670 
TOP JSW -2280 THICK JSW 390 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2600 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2617 THICK CARBONATE BODY 17 
4638 (SWSE-2-155-86) DEPCO, INC. 
HENNESSY II 1 KB= 2097, TD = 6418 
TOP JR -2728 
TOP JSW -2325 THICK JSW 403 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2668 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2725 THICK CARBONATE BODY 57 
4658 (NWNW-29-155-85) DEPCO, INC. 
BECKER II 1 KB = 2132, TD = 6453 
TOP JR -2662 
TOP JSW -2283 THICK JSW 379 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2602 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2607 THICK CARBONATE BODY 5 
4686 (SWNW-27-156-86) DEPCO, INC. 
KEISER fl 1 KB= 2090, TD = 6425 
TOP JR -2760 
TOP JSW -2362 THICK JSW 398 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2745 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2751 THICK CARBONATE BODY 6 
4794 (NWSE-22-157-87) CARDINAL PETROLEUM CO. 
SCHWEDE II 1 KB= 2227, TD = 6875 
TOP JR -2885 
TOP JSW -2488 THICK JSW 397 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4799 (NWNW- 7-155-85 ( ECHO OIL CORP. 
EHLERS II 1-7 KB= 2045, TD = 6365 
TOP JR -2675 
TOP JSW -2315 THICK JSW 360 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2633 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2646 THICK CARBONATE BODY 13 
4835 (NENW-34-156-86) I. J. WILHITE 
KEISER-ROBERTS II l KB= 2098, TD = 6460 
TOP JR -2748 
TOP JSW -2350 Tll1CK JSW 398 
TOP JSH CARBONATE BODY -2729 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONA.TE BODY -2744 THICK CARBONATE BODY 15 
223 
4925 (SESE-24-155-86) DEPCO, INC. & TEXAS PACIFIC OIL CO. 
FELT# 1 KB= 2225, TD= 6620 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 






THICK CARBONATE BODY 
390 
33 
4929 (NWSE-16-160-87) JOHN B. HAWLEY, JR. TRUST# 1 
J. G. CARSTENS# 1 KB= 1902, TD 5895 
TOP JR -2545 
TOP JSW -2223 THICK JSW 322 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4950 (SENW-24-155-86) 
KINSELLA ft 1 
DEPCO, INC. & TEXAS PACIFIC OIL CO. 
KB= 2221, TD= 6631 
TOP JR -2697 
TOP JSW -2309 THICK JSW 388 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2664 
rlOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2671 THICK CARBONATE BODY 7 
4956 (SESE-25-157-86) DEPCO, INC. & TEXAS PACIFIC OIL CO. 
STATE & LIMKE# 1 KB= 1966, TD= 6150 
TOP JR -2594 
TOP JSW -2192 THICK JSW 402 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2554 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2569 THICK CARBONATE BODY 15 
4987 (SENW-18-154-85) 
STEVICK# 1 
DEPCO, INC. & TEXAS PACIFIC OIL CO. 
KB= 2203, TD= 6663 
TOP JR -2714 
TOP JSW -2247 THICK JSW 467 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
4990 (NWSW-22-156-84) ANSCHUTZ OIL CO., INC. 
RICHARD MUSCH ft 1 KB = 1788, TD = 9340 
TOP JR -2312 
TOP JSW -1987 THICK JSW 325 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2262 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2308 THICK CARBONATE BODY 46 
4996 (SESW-13-155-86) 
MAN'N ft 1-A 
DEPCO, INC. & TEXAS PACIFIC OIL CO. 
KB= 2188, TD= 6590 
TOP JR -2697 
TOP JSW -2327 THICK JSW 370 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2649 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2657 THICK CARBONATE BODY 8 
224 
5020 (NWSW-19-155-85) 
PEARSON It 1 
DEPCO, INC. & TEXAS PACIFIC OIL CO. 
KB= 2188, TD= 6549 
TOP JR -2687 
TOP JSW -2292 THICK JSW 395 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2669 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2680 THICK CARBONATE BODY 11 
5025 (SWSE-13-155-86) 
WICKMAN It 1 
DEPCO, INC. & TEXAS PACIFIC OIL CO. 
KB= 2159, TD= 6560 
TOP JR -2706 
TOP JSW -2341 THICK JSW 365 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2669 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2674 THICK CARBONATE BODY 5 
5026 (NESW-30-155-85) 
PEARSON "A" It 1 
DEPCO, INC. & TEXAS PACIFIC OIL CO. 
KB= 2212, TD= 6600 
TOP JR -2681 
TOP JSW -2303 THICK JSW 378 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2650 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2678 THICK CARBONATE BODY 28 
5048 (C NE-21-156-86) 
II 1 VOLLMER 
CHAMPLIN PETROLEUM CO. 
KB= 2063, TD= 6414 
TOP JR -2742 
TOP JSW -2387 THICK JSW 355 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2682 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2732 THICK CARBONATE BODY 50 
5058 (NESW-24-155-86) 
F JELDAHL It 1 
JOHN B. HAWLEY, JR. TRUST II 1 
TOP JR -2696 
TOP JSW -2302 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 2210, TD= 6597 
THICK JSW 394 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
5067 (SESE-5-156-86) GREAT WESTERN DRILLING CO. 
ARTHUR SCHWOPE It 1 KB = 2048, TD = 6450 
TOP JR -2762 
TOP JSW -2367 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2711 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2727 
5077 (NWSE-20-155-85) 
MCISMC It 1 
SUPERIOR OIL CO. 
TOP JR -2649 
TOP JSW -2249 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2574 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2644 
THICK JSW 395 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 16 
KB= 2081, TD= 5647 
THICK JSW 400 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 70 
5098 (SENW-7-153-85) 
RUBBELKE II 1 
225 
I. J. WILHITE 
TOP JR -2729 
TOP JSW -2341 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
5103 (NESE-36-155-86) 
STATE "H" II 1 
PETROLEUM, INC. 
TOP JR -2695 
TOP JSW -2284 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 2149, TD= 6794 
THICK JSW 388 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 2236, TD= 6732 
THICK JSW 411 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
5154 (NESW-12-154-86) 
BEN M. RUDE II 1-12 
CARDINAL & KENNETH LUFF 
KB= 2195, TD= 6726 
TOP JR -2759 
TOP JSW -2279 THICK JSW 480 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
5158 (NENW-13-153-85) UNION OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA 
MYRTLE HAl~SON II l-C-13 KB= 2117, TD= 9250 
TOP JR -2555 
TOP JSW -2264 THICK JSW 291 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 1, THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
5165 (NESE-14-155-86) 
ANDERSON II 1 
JOHN B. HAWLEY, JR. TRUST II 1 
KB= 2173, TD= 6585 
TOP JR -2709 
TOP JSW -2336 THICK JSW 373 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2659 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2680 THICK CARBONATE BODY 21 
5180 (C N2-14-155-86) 
ANNA JOHNSON II 1 
JOHN B. HAWLEY, JR. TRUST II 1 
TOP JR -2699 
TOP JSW -2329 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ,•, 
KB= 2156, TD= 6555 
THICK JSW 370 
THICK CARBONATE BODY >'< 
5198 (NENW-26-153-85) 
E. J. KARNA It 1-C 
UNION OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA 
TOP JR -2569 
TOP JSW -2285 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ,•, 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ,., 
KB= 2105, TD= 6717 
THICK JSW 284 
TllICK CARBONATE BODY ,~ 
5207 (SESE-35-154-86) 
RUBBELKE fl 1 
226 
OIL RESOURCES 
TOP JR -2784 
KB= 2148, TD= 6764 
TOP JSW -2379 THICK JSW 405 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
5215 (SWNW-22-155-86) 
KILENE If 1 
ROBERT M. WATKINS ENGR., INC. 
KB= 2269, TD= 6799 
TOP JR -2750 
TOP JSW -2360 THICK JSW 390 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2708 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2716 THICK CARBONATE BODY 8 
5304 (NENE-7-155-84) 
WARD DUBSON fl 1 
KOCH EXPLORATION CO. 
KB= 1885, TD= 5910 
TOP JR -2418 
TOP JSW -2027 THICK JSW 391 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2379 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2716 THICK CARBONATE BODY 16 
5321 (NWNE-27-156-86) KOCH EXPLORATION CO. 
CLARENCE G. STRAIT fl 1 KB= 2066, TD= 6456 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 






THICK CARBONATE BODY 
5356 (SESW-5-153-84) KOCH EXPLORATION CO. 
GUSTAFSON-OLSON# 1 KB= 2099, TD= 6500 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 






THICK CARBONATE BODY 
5368 (SENW-17-156-86) CARDINAL PETROLEUM CO. 
JOHN ALLSHOUSE If 1-17 KB = 2105, TD = 6530 





TOP JSW -2407 THICK JSW 415 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2725 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2805 THICK CARBONATE BODY 80 
5389 (NWNW-6-154-85) DON BILLS & CLINT ST. CLAIRE 




TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY. 





KB= 2219, TD 6705 
THICK JSW 









TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 





5467 (C W2-19-155-85) 
PEARSON II 2 
DEPCO, INC. 
TOP JR -2699 
TOP JSW -2299 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2684 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2696 
5468 (C NW-16-155-86) WAINOCO, INC. 
STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA# 31-16 
TOP JR -2796 
TOP JSW -2381 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2751 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2791 
KB= 2090, TD= 6425 
THICK JSW 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 
KB= 2151, TD= 6540 
397 
42 
THICK JSW 400 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 12 
KB= 2234, TD= 6720 
THICK JSW 415 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 40 
5520 (C NW-28-156-86) 
SHELKEY ii 1-28 
CLEARY PETROLEUM CORP. 
TOP JR -2797 
TOP JSW -2384 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2729 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2792 
5707 (SWNE-12-157-87) INEXCO OIL CO. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 2111, TD= 6500 
THICK JSW 413 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 63 
KB = 2050·, TD = 6500 
THICK JSW 397 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
5723 (NWNW-9-155-84) 
SCHAEFER II 4-9 
KOCH EXPLORATION CO. 
KB= 1858, TD= 5820 
TOP JR -2371 
TOP JSW -1994 THICK JSW 377 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 'I: THICK CARBONATE BODY ,': 
5761 (NWNW-9-155-36) 
MEYER II 1-9 
INLAND OIL & GAS CORP. 
KB= 2234, TD 6700 
TOP JR -2786 
TOP JS\~ -2381 THICK JSW 405 
TOP JSW CARBONATE CODY 'I: 




HAWN BROS. & HANOVER MANAGEMENT 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 




BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
5809 (SENE-3-157-86) GETTY OIL 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
5830 (NWSW-4-155-86) INEXCO OIL CO. 
P. E. WILMS # 1-4 
TOP JR -2802 
TOP JSW -2402 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2740 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2776 
KB= 2240, TD= 6720 
THICK JSW 414 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 1887, TD= 5997 
THICK JSW 245 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 2228, TD= 6700 
THICK JSW 400 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 36 
5860 (SWSW-1-155-86) 
HENNESY# 13-1 
KISSINGER PETROLEUM CORP. 
TOP JR -2698 
TOP JSW -2316 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2666 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2679 
5903 (NWNW-8-153-86) 
FREEMAN It 11-8 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TRUE OIL CO. 
-2849 
-2367 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
5966 (C SW-20-156-86) HAWN BROS. 
HELLER-BENSON II 1 
TOP JR -2832 
TOP JSW -2431 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2754 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2823 
KB= 2556, TD= 6400 
THICK JSW 382 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 13 
KB= 2083, TD= 6950 
THICK JSW 482 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 2108, TD= 6549 
THICK JSW 401 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 69 
5970 (SWNW-9-157-87) 
SCHWEDE II 5-9 
KOCH EXPLORATION CO. 
TOP JR 
-2866 
TOP JSW -2462 
TOP JSW CARBONATE EODY >< 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 2244, TD= 6635 
THICK JSW 404 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
229 
5996 (SWNE-15-160-87) APEXCO, INC. 
O'CLAIR II 1 KB= 1870, TD 5830 
TOP JR -2516 
TOP JSW -2175 THICK JSW 341 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY )~ 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 
* 
6006 (C SW-19-155-85) KISSINGER PETROLEUM CORP. ET AL. 
NESHEM ti 15-19 KB= 2169, TD= 6515 
TOP JR -2671 
TOP JSW -2280 THICK JSW 391 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2621 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2661 THICK CARBONATE BODY 40 
6008 (c sw~18-155-85) KISSINGER PETROLEUM CORP. ET AL. 
JEFFRY ft 13-18 KB= 2125, TD= 6465 
TOP JR -2683 
TOP JSW -2283 THICK JSW 400 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2659 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2679 THICK CARBONATE BODY 20 
6012 ( -22-156-86) APACHE CORP. 
ROBERTS ti 1-22 KB= 2078, TD = 6420 
TOP JR -2746 
TOP JSW -2347 THICK JSW 399 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2724 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2744 THICK CARBONATE BODY 20 
6032 (NWSW-24-157-85) APEXCO, INC. 
FERNE. HERICSTAD fl 1 KB= 1829, TD 5841 
TOP JR -2421 
TOP JSW -2133 THICK JSW 288 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY )~ 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
6041 (NWSW-24-158-87) APEXCO, INC. 
CHEEK ti 1 KB= 1769, TD = 6204 
TOP JR -2754 
TOP JSW -2426 THICK JSW 328 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2667 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2681 THICK CARBONATE BODY 14 
6043 (NESW-27-156-86) KISSINGER PETROLEUM CORP. 
ROBERTS It 11-27 KB= 2089, TD 6430 
TOP JP.. -2751 
TOP JSW -2336 THICK JS\,J 415 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2737 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2749 THICK CARBONATE BODY 12 
230 
6073 (SWSW-5-156-86) DON BILLS & ST. CLAIR 
ARTHUR ULEBERG II 1 KB= 2066, TD 6441 
TOP JR -2760 
TOP JSW -2361 THICK JSW 399 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2669 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2704 THICK CARBONATE BODY 35 
6201 (SENE-2-157-85) 
HELSETH II 1 
CAROLINE HUNT TRUST ESTATE 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 






JOHNSON ii 1 
ROSEWOOD CORP. 
TOP JR -2841 
TOP JSW -2444 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY t, 
6295 (NENE-35-157-87) HAWN BROS. 
ARNE HAALAND II 1 
TOP JR -2902 
TOP JSW -2487 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2756 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2862 
KB= 1789, TD= 5600 
THICK JSW 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 





THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 2208, TD 6718 
THICK JSW 415 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 106 
6440 (NWNW-21-156-86) 
KEISER II 1 
LOUISIANA LAND & EXPLORATION CO. 
TOP JR -2756 
TOP JSW -2367 
TOP JSW CARBOANTE BODY -2659 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2733 
6459 (NWNW-22-155-86) 
KILENE II 1 
HUNT ENERGY CORP. 
TOP JR -2732 
TOP JSW -2345 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BOUY -2676 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2689 
6482 (C NE-16-160-87) 
CARSTENS II l 
HUNT ENERGY CORP. 
TOP JR -2537 
TOP JSW -2197 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BOUY ,•, 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ,., 
KB= 2089, TD= 6430 
THICK JSW 389 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 74 
KB= 2280, TD= 6780 
Tl!ICK JSW 387 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 13 
KB= 1893, TD 5900 
TlllCK JSW 340 
THICK CARBONATE BODY )~ 
231 
6502 (SWNW-2-157-84) 
LINNERTZ ft 1 
NORTH CENTRAL OIL CORP. 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 





KB= 1770, TD= 5500 
THICK JSW 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 
6540 (NENE-30-153-84) 
JACOBSON ft 1-30 
KOCH EXPLORATION CO. 
KB= 2123, TD= 8270 
TOP JR -2649 
TOP JSW -2349 THICK JSW 




BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
6588 (NENE-1-157-87) POLUMBUS PETROLEUM CORP. 




-2334 THICK JSW 410 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOH JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
6610 (NWNW-32-155-85) 
HAUGEN II 32-1 
HUNT ENERGY CORP. 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 





KB= 2206, TD= 6600 
THICK JSW 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 
6637 (SESE-24-153-87) W. H. HUNT TRUST ESTATE 
ZABLOTNEY II 1 KB= 2098, TD= 7108 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
-2907 





BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
6653 (SESW-32-154-84) HUNT ENERGY CORP. 
NIENOW ft 1 
TOP JR -2558 
TOP JSW -2288 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ,•; 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY i; 
6664 (C SE-32-153-85) MARATHON OIL CO. 
KB= 2132, TD= 6402 
THICK JSW 270 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
POLLOCK II 1 KB= 2134, TD= 6901 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 










6725 ( -8-155-84) HUNT ENERGY CORP. 
DOBSON {I 1 KB= 1884, TD = 5850 
TOP JR -2416 
TOP JSW -2048 THICK JSW 368 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2383 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2396 THICK CARBONATE BODY 13 
6932 (SWNE-20-156-86) SAMEDAN OIL CORP. 
FRED KEISER ET UX tll KB = 2112, TD 6540 
TOP JR -2785 
TOP JSW -2388 THICK JSW 397 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2691 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2776 THICK CARBONATE BODY 85 
6934 (SESE-4-155-86) ANADARKO PRODUCTION CO. 
KILENE fl 1 KB = 2186, TD = 6572 
TOP JR -2782 
TOP JSW -2374 THICK JSW 408 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -;'< 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 
* 
6978 (NWSW-1-157-87) TEXAS OIL co. 
NELSON ff 1-1 KB= 2053, TD = 6422 
TOP JR -2809 
TOP JSW -2415 THICK JSW 394 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 
* 
7009 (NESW-30-156-86) INEXCO OIL co. 
FEDERAL GARY fl 1-30 KB= 2223, TD 6670 
TOP JR -2825 
TOP JSW -2412 THICK JSW 413 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2789 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2805 THICK CARBONATE BODY 16 
, .. 
7042 (C SW-12-156-87) INEXCO OIL CO. 
BIRDSALL fl 1-12 KB = 2146, TD = 6650 
TOP JR -2839 
TOP JSW -2437 THICK JSW 402 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY "',': 
BOTTOM JSW CARBON/\TE BODY -1: THICK CARBONATE BODY ,'c 
7043 (C SW-32-157-86) INEXCO O[L co. 
NORGARD IJ 1-32 KB = 2112, TD 6525 
TOP JR -2843 
TOP JSW -2443 THICK JSW 400 
TOP JSW CARBONATE HODY -2761 
BOTTOM JSt.J CARJ30Ni\TE BODY -2772 THICK CARBONATE BODY 11 
233 
7493 (SWNE-19-157-86) INEXCO OIL CO. 
CLARENCE NORGARD# 1-19 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARilONATE BODY 





7547 (C NW-30-156-86) INEXCO OIL CO. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ,•, 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
7612 (SESW-15-155-87) 
BERG# 15-24 
MARATHON OIL CO. 
TOP JR -2868 
TOP JSW -2451 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2829 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2850 
7638 (C NW-29-156-86) 
DAISY ff 1-29 
INEXCO OIL CO. 
TOP JR -2801 
TOP JSW -2405 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2756 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2777 
KB= 2062, TD= 6450 
THICK JSW 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 





THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 2219, TD= 12334 
THICK JSW 417 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 21 
KB= 2164, TD= 6625 
THICK JSW 396 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 21 
7646 (C NW-36-157-87) DON BILLS & ST. CLAIR 
THEODORE WEE# 1 KB= 2197, TD 6730 
TOP JR -2878 
TOP JSW -2476 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2820 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2843 
7693 (C NW-19-156-86) 
HENRY# 3-19 
INEXCO OIL CO. 
TOP JR -2818 
TOP JSW -2426 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2771 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2795 
7695 (C SE-30-156-86) INEXCO O[L CO. 
FEDERAL DEAVER II 2-30 
TOP JR -2812 
TOP JSW -2419 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2777 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2788 
THICK JSW 402 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 23 
KB= 2171, TD= 6632 
THICK JSW 392 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 24 
KB= 2206, TD 6650 
Tl!ICK JSW 393 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 11 
234 
7696 (NWSW-29-156-86) INEXCO OIL CO. 
FEDERAL MRS. BRADSHAW# 1-29 
TOP JR -2785 
TOP JSW -2383 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2755 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2778 
7697 (NWSE-30-156-86) INEXCO OIL CO. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
7697 (NWSE-30-156-86) INEXCO OIL CO. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY >~ 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
7698 (NWSE-19-156-86) 
EMMA# 1-19 
INEXCO OIL CO. 
TOP JR -2822 
TOP JSW -2417 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2751 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2791 
KB= 2200, TD 6566 
THICK JSW 402 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 23 
KB= 2211, TD= 6647 
THICK JSW 400 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 2211, TD= 6647 
THICK JSW 399 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 2166, TD= 6600 
THICK JSW 405 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 40 
7708 (C SE-27-153-87) MITCHELL ENERGY CORP. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 386 
THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
7710 (C SE-28-157-86) MITCHELL ENERGY CORP. 
JOHNSON# 1 KB= 2030, TD= 6400 
TOP JR -2745 
TOP JSW -2350 THICK JSW 395 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 1: 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ,•, THICK CARBONATE BODY ~~ 
7711 (SENE-31-155-86) MARATHON O fL CO. 
BUTTERFIELD# 31-42 KB= 2192, TD 7290 
TOP JR -2876 
TOP JSW -2453 THICK JSW 423 
TOP JSW CARBONNfE BODY -2851 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2876 THICK CARBONATE BODY 25 
235 
7910 (NWNE-27-157-84) MARATHON OIL CO. 
STORDAHL fl 26-31 KB= 1787, TD 5870 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 






CRYSTAL II 1-13 
INEXCO OIL CO. 
TOP JR -2817 
TOP JSW -2428 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -I: 
7962 (SENW-30-156-86) 
RAY fl 1-30 
TOP JR 
TOP JSW 
INEXCO OIL CO. 
-2813 
-2409 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 
-2786 
-2788 
8056 (C SW-19-156-86) 
CAROLINE II 2-19 
INEXCO OIL CO. 
TOP JR -2815 
TOP JSW -2419 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2758 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2768 
8057 (C NW-30-157-86) 
NORGARD II 1-30 
INEXCO OIL CO. 
TOP JR -2846 
TOP JSW -2449 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2802 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2819 
THICK JSW 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 





THICK CARBONATE BODY * 
KB= 2212, TD= 6660 
THICK JSW 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 
KB= 2179, TD 6602 
404 
2 
THICK JSW 396 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 10 
KB= 2111, TD= 6520 
THICK JSW 397 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 17 
8170 (C SE-21-157-86) MITCHELL ENERGY CORP. 





TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY ,•: 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY * 
THICK JSW 396 
THICK CARBONATE BODY -I: 
8181 (SENE- 7- lS 7-87) 
KNUDTSON If 1 
EARL REDMANN & JAMES F. SCHULTE 
KB= 2289, TD 7004 
TOP JR -2829 
TOP JSW -2407 THICK JSW 422 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2746 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2763 THICK CARBONATE BODY 17 
236 
8376 (SESE-30-156-86) INEXCO OIL CO. 
FEDERAL GARY It 3-30 KB= 2199, TD = 6654 
TOP JR -2811 
TOP JSW -2413 THICK JSW 398 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2791 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2796 THICK CARBONATE BODY 5 
8412 (NENE-12-155-85) INEXCO OIL CO. 
LARSON fl 1-12 KB= 1904, TD = 5970 
TOP JR -2446 
TOP JSW -2066 THICK JSW 380 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY 
* 
THICK CARBONATE BODY 
* 
' 
8475 (C SW-12-154-85) INEXCO OIL co. 
OLSON ft 1-12 KB= 2084, TD = 6375 
TOP JR -2521 
TOP JSW -2208 THICK JSW 313 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -It 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -1< THICK CARBONATE BODY 
* 
8578 (SWNE-19-157-84) PETROLEUM, INC. 
RUDIE It 1 KB= 1819, TD = 5725 
TOP JR -2366 
TOP JSW -2083 THICK JSW 283 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2299 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2314 THICK CARBONATE BODY 15 
8691 (NWSW-34-154-85) INEXCO OIL CO. 
OPLAND It 1-34 KB= 2152, TD = 6650 
TOP JR -2561 
TOP JSW -2193 THICK JSW 368 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY 
'" BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY ,'< THICK CARBONATE BODY 
* 
8763 (NESE-19-157-84) PETROLEUM, INC. 
STREITZ It 1 KB = -1<, TD = * 
TOP JR -2364 
TOP JSW -2042 THICK JSW 322 
TOP JSW CARBONATE BODY -2313 
BOTTOM JSW CARBONATE BODY -2323 THICK CARBONATE BODY 10 
\.JILL IAMS COUNTY 
7115 (NESE-1-154-95 KISSINGER PETROLEUM CQRP. 
11AR1'10N ff 9-1 KB= 2124, TD 14280 
TOP JR -3587 
TOP JSW -3148 Tl!ICK JSW 439 
TOP JSW CARBONATE f\ODY -3475 
BOTTOM JS\.J CAllBOi'JATE BODY -3491 THICK CARBONATE BODY 16 
APPENDIX B 
CORE DESCRIPTION WITH THIN-SECTION LOCATIONS 
APPEHDIX B 
CORE DESCRIPTION WITH THIN-SECTION LOCATIONS 
The following description is of the core taken from the Terra 
Resources, Inc., "Abrahamson II 1-35," NDGS well No. 6179. The descrip-
tion is by 1 foot intervals from stratigraphically highest to lowest 
depth. Locations of thin-sections and their assigned name are listed 
by depth, from stratigraphically highest to lowest position. The car-
bonates are named according to Dunham's (1962) classification, and 
the siliciclastics are named according to Folk's (1974) classifica-
tion. Description format is texture, sedimentary structures, and 
diagenetic features. In cases where only minor variations occurred 













Quartzarenite: · light gray-green, fine-grained, 
subangular, moderately well-sorted; calcare-
ous; v. silty molluscan-echinoderm hash; 
glauconitic; massive; interparticle porosity 
Quartzarenite 
Quartzarenite: same above; slightly laminated, 
bioturbated 
Quartzarenite: same above; minor shale part-
ings, no bioturbation 
Quartzarenite: same above; interlaminated 
shales, bioturbation 
Quartzarenite 
Shale: green-gray; waxy, non-calcareous; 
calc:1reous siltstone laminations; bioturbation 
Quartzarenitc: light gray-green, subangular, 
moderately well-sorted; calcareous; glauconite-





























Quartzarenite: light gray-green, v. fine-
grained moderately well-sorted; calcareous; 
glauconite, pyrite; bioturbation; green 
shale partings; interparticle porosity 
Quartzarenite: bioturbated; calcareous 
Quartzarenite: same above 
Quartzarenite: v. fine- to fine-grained; 
mottled; calcareous 
Quartzarenite: same above 
Quartzarenite: shale laminations 
Quartzarenite: same above, bioturbated 
Quartzarenite: light gray-green; v. fine-
to fine-grained, subangular, well-sorted; 
calcareous; glauconite; siltstone-green shale 
partings; interparticle porosity 
Quartzarenite: same above 
Quartzarenite: same above; cross-laminations, 




Quartzarenite: same above 
Quartzarenite: same above 
Quartzarenite 
Quartzarenite 
Quartznrenite: same above 
Quartzarcn.ite: same above 
Quartzarenite: same above 
Quartzarcnite 
quartzarenite: same above; parallel lamina-
























Quartzarenite: light gray-green, v. fine-
grained, subangular, moderately well-sorted; 
calcareous; glauconite; siltstone-green shale 
partings, bioturbated; interparticle porosity 
Quartzarenite: same above 
Siltstone: same above; v. fine sand; few 
cross-trough laminations 
Siltstone: same above 
Siltstone: laminated, glauconite, poorly 
sorted 
Siltstone: same above; parallel and cross-
trough laminations, v. silty 
Siltstone: v. silty 
Siltstone: light gray-green, subangular, 
moderately well-sorted; calcareous; v. sandy; 
micaceous, glauconite; green shale lamina-
tions prominent; bioturbated 
Siltstone 
Siltstone: same above; shale abundant 
Siltstone: same above 
Siltstone: same above; shale abundant 
Siltstone: same above 
Siltstone: same above; little-to-no sand 
Siltstone: same above; no sand 
Siltstone: same above; no sand 
Siltstone: green subangular, moderately 
well-sorted; calcareo.us; vary shaly ( non-
calcareous), micaceous, glauconite; 
laminated; bioturbated 
Siltstone: same above; interlaminated with 
green shale 

























Siltstone and Shale: light green-gray, 
laminated, bioturbated siltstone: subangu-
lar, poorly sorted; slightly calcareous; 
glauconite shale: waxy, fissile; v. 
slightly calcareous; slightly micaceous 
Siltstone and Shale: same above 
Siltstone and Shale: same above 
Mudstone: dark green; waxy; fissile; 
slightly calcareous; v. silty; siltstone 
laminations; bioturbated; swelling green 
clays 
Mudstone: v. silty 
Mudstone: same above; slight decrease in 
silt 
Mudstone: same above 
Mudstone: same above; highly bioturbated 
Mudstone: same above; minor intraclasts 
Mudstone: same above; highly bioturbated 
Mudstone: same above 
Mudstone: same above 
Mudstone: same above; cross-laminated 
Mudstone: same above 
Mudstone: same above 
Mudstone: same above 
Mudstone: same above 
Mudstonc: dark green, waxy, fissile; 
slightly calcareous; v. silty; siltstone 



























Hudstone: same above 
Mudstone: same above 
Mudstone: same above 
Mudstone 
Mudstone: same above 
\ 
\ 
Shale: dark green, waxy, fissile; slightly 
calcareous; silty, bioturbated; swelling 
green clays 
Shale: same above 
Shale: same above 
Shale: same above 
Shale: same above 
Shale: same above 
Shale: same above 
Shale: same above 
Shale: same above 
Shale: dark green, waxy, fissile; v. slightly 
calcareous; slightly silty, swelling green 
clays, siltstone laminations; thinly-
laminated, bioturbated; rip-up clasts of 
right gray packstone 
Grainstone: gray-tan; medium- to-fine 
grained; moderately well-sorted; partially 
leached molluscan-echinoderm grains, 
intraclasts, superficial oolites; sparry 
calcite, trace anhydrite(?) and dolomite; 
moldic porosity ( 20%-25%) 
Recrystallzied Molluscan Grainstone 
Recrystallized Molluscan Grainstone 
Grainstone: same above; stylolites 
























Recrystallzied Molluscan Grainstone 
Grainstone: same above 
Grainstone: same above 












Packstone: gray to tan, me1ium- to 
fine - bioclas ts, well-rounded, moderately 
well-sorted; recrystallized molluscan-
echinoderm grains, peloids, intraclasts, 
superficial oolites; stringers silt and 
sand; opaques; infilled moldic porosity 
Recrystallized Molluscan Packstone 
Recrystallized Molluscan Packstone 
Packstone: same above; v. fine sand and 
silt in matrix, stylolites, calcite-
filled fracture, opaques 
Recrystallized Molluscan Packstone 
Packstone: same above; stylolites 
Recrystallized Holluscan Packstone 
Packstonc: same above; stylolite, v. 
























Recrystallized Molluscan Packstone 
Packstone: light gray to green, medium-
to coarse-bioclasts, moderately well-
sorted; spar calcite; recrystallized 
molluscan-echinoderm grains, peloids, 
intraclasts, superficial oolites, oolites; 
silt, v. fine sand, glauconite, opaques; 
thinly-laminated silts and sands; solution 
fractures, stylolites; infilled moldic 
porosity 
Recrystallized Molluscan Packs tone 
Packs tone: same above 
Packstone: same above 
Packs tone: same above 
Packstone: same above 
Packstone: same above; massive 
Packs tone: same above; v. fine sand 
laminations 
Packstone: same above 
Packs tone: same above 
Recrystallized Molluscan Packstone: 
sollution cavity prominent 
Packs tone: same above 
Packs tone: same above 
Packstone: same above; inclined,thinly 
laminated, v. fine sand promient 
Recrystallized Molluscan Packstone: 
laminated 
Recrystallized Molluscan Packs tone 
Packstone: same above 



















Recrystallized Molluscan Packstone 
Packstone: same above 
Packstone: same above; minor silt and 
sand in matrix 
Packstone: same above; large cavity 
filled with spar calcite, silt, fossil-
iferous 
Recrystallized Molluscan Packstone 
Recrystallized Molluscan Packstone 
Packstone: light gray to green, medium-
to coarse-bioclasts, moderately well-
sorted; spar calcite; recrystallized 
molluscan-echinoderm grains, peloids, 
intraclasts, superficial oolites; silt 
and v. fine sand, glauconite, opaques; 
inclined thinly-laminated silts and sands, 
stylolites, solution fractures occa-
sionally 
Recrystallized Molluscan Packstone 
Packstone: same above; stylolites 
Recrystallized Molluscan Packstone 
Packstone: same above; stylolites, waxy 
green shale intraclasts 
Packstone: same above; waxy green shale 
intraclasts, peloidal material prominent 
Packstone: same above; sudden reversal 
in direction of inclination on laminations, 
stylolite 
Packstone: light gray to green, fine-
to medium-bioclasts, moderately well-
sorted; spar calcite; recrystallized 
molluscan-echinoderm grains, ~eloids, 
intraclasts, superficial oolits; glauconite, 
opaques, v. fine sand, silt in matrix; 
frequently laminated with silts and fine 
























Recrystallized Molluscan Packs tone 
Packstone: same above 
Packs tone: same above 
Packs tone: same above 
Packs tone: same above; stylol"tes 
Packstone: same above; trace w xy green 
shale clasts, solution fracture and cavi t y 
infilled with spar calcite silt and v. fine-
grained sand 
Packstone: same above 
Recrystallized Molluscan Packstone 
Recrystallized Molluscan Packstone 
Packstone: same above; stylol"tes, solu-
tion fractures 
Packstone: same above; softs diment de or-
mation (?) 
Packstone: same above; medium bioclasts 
predominant; inclined parallel laminations , 
increasing laminations of fin sand 
Packstone: same above; solution caviti s 
filled with sparry calcite 
Packstone: same above; solution frac tures 
filled with sparry calcite 
Packstone: same above 
Packstone: same above 
Recrystallized Molluscan Packstone 
Pnckstone: light gray to green-tan , fine-
to medium-grained, moderately w Ll-sorted ; 
sparry calcite; recrystallized molluscan-
echino<lerm grains, peloids, ool"tes , 
superficial oolites; glauconite , silt nd 
v. fine sand in matrix; laminated with v . 
fine sands and silts; stylolites , solution 


























Recrystallized Molluscan Packstone 
Recrystallized Molluscan Packstone 
Packstone: same above, stylolites 
Recrystallized Molluscan Packstone 
Packstone: same above; opaques, v. thinly 
cross-laminated 
Packstone: same above; stylolites 
Recryst~llized Molluscan Packstone 
Packstone: same above; fine- to medium-
sand stringers 
Recrystallized Molluscan Packstone 
Packstone: same above; solution fractures 
filled with sparry calcite 
Packstone: same above 
Packstone: same above; opaques 
Packstone: same above; sudden change in 
direction of inclined laminations 
Recrystallized Molluscan Packstone 
Packstone: same above; solution fractures 
and cavities infilled with spar calcite, 
stylolites 
Recrystallized Molluscan Packstone 
Packstone: same above; stylolites, 
inclined parallel laminations 
Packstone: same above; change in direc-
tion of inclination on parallel lamina-
tions 
Packstone: same above 






















Recrystallized Molluscan Packstone 
Packstone: same above; stylolites, 
opaques 
Packs tone: light g'reen-gray, medium- to 
coarse-bioclasts, moderately well-sorted; 
sparry calcite; recrystallized molluscan-
echinoderm grains, peloids, intraclasts, 
superficial oolites, oolites; silt and 
v. fine sand in matrix, glauconite, 
opaques; occasional silt and sand lamina-
tions; stylolites, infilled moldic por-
osity 
Packstone: same above 
Packstone: same above; solution fractures 
infilled with calcite, change in inclina-
tion of laminations 
Packstone: same above 
Recrystallized Molluscan Packstone 
Packstone: same above; stylolites, solu-
tion fractures infilled with calcite, 
prominent 5-100 dip of laminations 
Packstone: same above; opaques, finely 
laminated 
Packstone: same above; prominent glauconitic 
sand stringer, 10° dip of laminations, 
solution fractures infilled with calcite 
Recrystallized Molluscan Packstone 
Packstone: same above; stylolites 
Packstone: same above 
Packstone: same above; stylolites, solu-
tion fracture infilled with calcite 
Recrystallized Molluscan Packstone 
Recrystallized Molluscan Packstone 






















Packstone: same above 
Packstone: same above; stylolites 
Packstone: same above 
Packstone: same above; green waxy shale 
clasts, 100 dip in laminations 
Packstone: light gray-green to tan, 
medium- to coarse-bioclasts, moderately 
well-sorted; recrystallized molluscan-
echinoderm grains, peloids, intraclasts, 
oolites, superficial oolites; silt and v. 
fine sand in matrix, glauconite; green 
waxy shale clasts; stylolites; laminated; 
infilled moldic porosity 
Recrystallized Molluscan Packstone: 
faults 
Packstone: same above; stylolites 
Recrystallized Molluscan Packstone 
Packstone: same above; stylolites, 10° 
dip on laminations 
Recrystallized Molluscan, Echinoderm Pack-
stone; minor silicification 
Packstone: same above; stylolites 
Packstone: same above; stylolites, 
solution fractures infilled with calcite 
Recrystallized Molluscan Packstone 
Recrystallized Molluscan Packstone 
Packstone: same above; opaques, increasing 
fine sand 
Pnckstone: same above; solution fracture 
lnfilled with calcite, change in direc-
tion of inclination 
Packston~: same above; stylolites, 



















Parkstone: same above; green waxy shale 
clasts prominent 
Recrystallized Molluscan Packstone 
Quartzarenite: light green, v. fine-
grained subangular to subrounded, moder-
ately well-sorted; calcareous; v. silty, 
quartz, feldspar, glauconite prominent; 
recrystallized molluscan-echinoderm bio-
clasts, peloids, intraclasts, oolites; 
green waxy shale clasts, distinct lamina-
tions of bioclastic packstone; stylolites; 
infilled moldic porosity 
Quartzarenite: same above 
Quartzarenite: same above 
Quartzarenite: same above; bioclastic 
packstone laminations prominent 
Quartzarenite: same above; limestone 
stringers prominent 
Recrystallized Molluscan Packstone 
Quartzarenite: same above 
Quartzarenite: same above; limestone 
stringers v. prominent 
Packstone: light gray to green, fine- to 
medium-grained, moderately well-sorted; 
sparry calcite; recrystallized molluscan-
echinoderm bioclasts, intraclasts, oolites; 
silt and v. fine sand, glauconite, green 
waxy shale clasts; laminated; glauconitic 
silt and v. fine sand stringers prominent; 
infille<l moldic porosity 
Recrystallized Silty, Molluscan Pack-
stone 
Recrystallized Silty, Molluscan Pack-
stone 




















Packstone: same above; increase in silt 
and v. fine sand laminations, change in 
dip of laminations 
Packstone: same above; stylolite, increase 
in silt and v. fine sand 
Recrystallized Silty, Molluscan Pack-
stone 
Quartzarenite: light green, v. fine-
grained, moderately well-sorted; v. cal-
careous; v. silty, quartz, feldspar, glau-
conite prominent and recrystallized 
molluscan-echinoderm bioclasts, intra-
clasts, oolites; well-laminated; prominent 
stringers of bioclastic packstone, solu-
tion features, stylolites; infilled moldic 
porosity 
Recrystallized Silty, Molluscan, Echinoderm 
Packstone 
Quartzarenite: same above; opaques 
Quartzarenite: same above; stylolites, 
green waxy shale clasts, limestone stringers 
Recrystallized Molluscan, Echinoderm, 
Silty Packstone 
Recrystallized Molluscan, Echinoderm, 
Silty Packstone: minor silicification 
Quartzarenite: same above; limestone 
stringers 
Quartzarenite: fossiliferous 
Quartzarenite: same above; stylolites, 
limestone stringers prominent 
Recrystallized Silty, Molluscan, Echino-
derm P.1ckstonc 
Quartzarenite: same above; stylolites, 
increase in bioclastic packstone lamina-












Quartzarenite: same above; glauconite 
prominent, green waxy shale clasts 
Quartzarenite: same above; stylolites, 
glauconite prominent 
Recrystallized Molluscan, Echinoderm, 
Sandy Packstone 
Quartzarenite: same above; stylolites 
Quartzarenite: same above; stylolites, v. 
little bioclastic packstone debris 
Quartzarenite: fossiliferous 
Quartzarenite: light green, v. fine-
grained subangular, well-sorted; calcareous; 
v. silty, quartz, feldspar, glauconite 
prominent; minor recrystallized molluscan-
echinoderm grains, oolites, intraclasts; 







The following descriptions were taken from thin-sections taken 
from the Terra Resources, Inc., "Abrahamson II 1-35," NDGS well No. 
6179. Dunham's (1962) classification was used for those thin-sections 
taken from the carbonate body. Folk's (1974) classification was used 
for the siliciclastics above and below the carbonate body. 
Allochems, textures, and diagenetic features recognized in each 
thin-section are listed. In many cases a bimodal grain size and round-
ness occurred in each thin-section. These occurred with regard to 
the siliciclastic and bioclastic material. Grain size and roundness 
are given after each grouping. In cases where only minor variations 
occurred between thin-sections, "same above" was used and the 
variation or addition was added to the end. 
The very fine sands recognized within the packstone-grainstone 
facies are composed of quartz, feldspar, glauconite, and minor amounts 










Quartzarenite: quartz, feldspar, glauconite (fine- to 
medium-grained, subrounded), mollusk, echinoderm fragments 
(fine- to coarse-grained, angular); massive, bimodal grain 
size and roundness; poor sorting; calcareous cement, com-
paction, stylolites 
Quartzarenite: same above; laminated, moderate sorting 
Quartzarenite: quartz, feldspar, glauconite, opaques; 
fine-grained, subangular to subrounded, poorly sorted; 
slightly calcareous; shale lenses, bioturbation 
Quartzurenite: same above; v. fine- to fine-grained sands 
Quartzurcnite: same above; v. fine- to fine-grained sands 
Quartarcnite: same above; v. fine- to fine-grained sands, 
organic partings 
Quartzarenite: quartz, glauconite, opaques, clays, v. 
fine-grained, subrounded, well-sorted; calcite cement; 























Quartzarenite: same above; wavy laminations, bioturbated 
Quartzarenite: same above; massive, bioturbated 
Quartzarenite: quartz, glauconite, opaques, trace silt; 
v. fine-grained, subrounded, moderately well-sorted; calcite, 
trace dolomite cement; massive; interparticle porosity 
Siltstone: quartz, glauconite, opaques; clays,trace v. 
fine sand; subangular to subrounded, moderate, sorting; 
calcite cement; wavy laminations 
Siltstone: same above; cross-laminated, bioturbated 
Siltstone: same above; cross-laminated, bioturbated 
Mudstone: quartz, feldspar, glauconite, micaceous silts; 
subangular to subrounded, poorly sorted; trace calcareous 
cement; cross-laminated, bioturbated 
Mudstone: same above; opaques 
Mudstone: same above 
Mudstone: same above 
Grainstone: mollusk, intraclasts, peloids, echinoderms, 
opaques, oolites; medium- to coarse-grained, well-rounded, 
moderate well-sorted; massive; moldic porosity, silicifica-
tion, dolomitization 
Grainstone: same above 
Grainstone: same above 
Grainstone: same above; isopachous cement 
Packstone-Grainstone: mollusk, intraclasts, opaques, 
peloids; medium- to coarse-grained, well-rounded, well-
sorted; massive; moldic porosity, neomorphism, dolomitiza-
tion 
Packstone-Grainstone: same above 
Packstone-Grainstone: same above 




















Packstone-Grainstone: mollusk, intraclasts, peloids, 
oolites, echinoderms; fine- to coarse-grained, well-
rounded, moderately well-sorted; massive; moldic porosity, 
neomorphism, trace dolomitization 
Packstone: mollusk, v. fine sand (subrounded), oolites, 
intraclasts, peloids, opaques; medium-grained, well-
rounded, poorly sorted; cross-laminated; infilled moldic 
porosity, fractured, stylolites 
Packstone: mollusk, intraclasts, peloids, opaques; fine-
to medium-grained, well-rounded, well-sorted; massive; 
moldic porosity, neomorphism 
Packstone: same above 
Packstone: mollusk, peloids, intraclasts, oolites (fine-
grained, well-rounded), v. fine sand (subangular); bimodal 
grain size, moderately well-sorted; massive; solution 
cavities, fractures, infilled moldic porosity, neomorphism, 
stylolites 
Packstone: same above 
Packstone: same above, finely-laminated 
Packstone: same above, massive 
Packstone: same above; laminated 
Packstone: mollusk, intraclasts, peloids, oolites, echino-
derms (medium-grained, well-rounded), trace v. fine sand 
(subrounded); bimodal grain sizes, well-sorted; finely-
laminated, imbricate grains; infilled moldic porosity, 
minor silicification, neomorphism, recrystallization 
Packstone: same above; massive, advanced neomorphism, 
trace dolomitization 
Packs tone: same above 
Packs tone: same above; laminations 
Pack.stone: same above; massive; stylolite, solution frac-
ture 
Packstone: same above; laminated, solution fracture 























Packstone: same above; laminated 
Packston.e: mollusk, intraclasts, peloids, echinoderms 
(medium-grained, well-rounded), v. fine sands (subrounded); 
laminated; stylolites, infilled moldic porosity, neo-
morphism 
Packs tone: same above; oolites 
Packs tone: same above; oolites 
Packstone: same above; oolites 
Packs tone: same above; trace silicification 
Packs tone: same above; imbricate grains, reverse grading 
Packstone: same above; oolites; massive 
Packstone: same above; oolites; massive 
Packstone: same above; reverse grading 
Packstone: mollusk, intraclasts, oolites, echinoderms 
(medium-grained, well-rounded), v. fine sand (subrounded); 
massive; infilled moldic porosity, solution fracture, 
trace silicification 
Packstone: same above; bioclasts, medium- to fine-grained, 
solution cavity, stylolite, trace gypsum 
Packstone: mollusk, echinoderms, intraclasts, oolites, 
unidentified allochem; fine-grained, well-rounded, well-
sorted; massive; infilled moldic porosity, neomorphism, 
trace silicification, solution fracture 
Packstone: same above 
Packstone: mollusk, echinoderms, intraclasts, oolites, 
peloids (fine-grained, well-rounded), v. fine sand (sub-
angular to subrounded); laminated; infilled moldic porosity, 
stylolites, faulting, neomorphism 
Packs tone: same .:ibove; imbricate grains 
Packstone: same c1bove; trace silicification 
Packs tone: same above; no faulting or stylolite 
Packs tone: same above; op.:iques; massive 















Packstone: same above; trace silification 
Packstone: mollusk, echinoderm, oolites, intraclasts, 
peloids (coarse-grained, well-rounded) v. fine sands (sub-
angular to subrounded), well-sorted; massive; trace silici-
fication, neomorphism, infilled moldic porosity 
Packstone: same above; bioclasts are fine-grained; lami-
nated; stylolites 
Packstone: same above; laminated, imbricate grains 
Packstone: same above; laminated, imbricate grains; reverse 
grading 
Packstone: same above; laminated, stylolites 
Packstone: same above 
Packstone: mollusk, echinoderm, oolites, intraclasts, 
peloids (fine-grained, well-rounded), v. fine sands (sub-
rounded); moderately well-sorted; laminated; infilled moldic 
porosity, neomorphism, trace silicification 
Quartzarenite: quartz, feldspar, glauconite (v. fine-
grained, subrounded); mollusk, oolites, intraclasts (medium-
grained, well-rounded); moderately well-sorted; massive; 
neomorphism, infilled moldic porosity, trace silicification 
Packstone: mollusk, oolites, intraclasts, peloids (fine-
grained, well-rounded), v. fine sand (subrounded); moderately 
well-sorted; massive; infilled moldic porosity, neomor-
phism 
Packstone: same above; trace silicification 
Quartzarenite: quartz, feldspar, glauconite (v. fine-
grained, subangular to subrounded), mollusk, echinoderms, 
oolites, intraclasts, (fine-grained, well-rounded); moderate 
sorting; laminated; infilled moldic porosity, alteration 
of siliciclastics 
Quartzarcnite: quartz, glauconite, feldspar, clay (v. 
fine-grained, subangular to subrounded); trace mollusk, 
ecl1in0Jcrm, oolites (medium-grained, moderate rounding), 
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